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Abstract 

The already intensive labour requirements within the New Zealand kiwifruit industry are in-

creasing. Furthermore, ZESPRI Group Limited is targeting a threefold increase in industry re-

turn by 2025 (from approximately $NZ1Billion to $NZ3Billion). Development of autonomous 

mechanised solutions to assist manual labour is emerging as a strategic necessity.  

The objective of this research was to develop a commercially viable autonomous kiwifruit har-

vester (AKH). The AKH must be capable of operating within variable and complex on-orchard 

environments to minimise manual labour requirements. Successful completion required devel-

opment and integration of autonomous: 

1. Fruit identification and localisation 

2. Custom robotic arms with soft fruit extraction harvesting hands 

3. Custom robotic arm for soft fruit handling 

4. Transportation platform with navigational sensing and strategies 

5. Storage bin collection and drop-off 

The AKH has four robotic harvesting arms with hands specifically designed to mimic the hu-

man fruit harvesting action. Remotely mounted stereoscopic vision identifies and localises fruit. 

The fruit locations are mapped into the harvesting arms’ coordinate space allowing fruit extrac-

tion. The presented system configuration resolves the slow harvest rates experienced by other 

systems. Practical on-orchard testing identified additional environmental complexities that pre-

sent the greatest challenge to consistent fruit identification. These are mainly from natural 

lighting effects. 

Stereoscopic machine vision (SMV) was investigated as the primary navigation sensor. Howev-

er, diverse environmental conditions (lighting and structure appearance) made consistent ob-

ject detection unreliable. Consequently, a light detection and ranging/SMV combination was 

used to achieve reliable navigational object detection and fruit storage bin identification.  

Practical on-orchard testing and analysis verified AKH operational ability (testing was limited 

due to a vine killing bacterial (Psa-V) outbreak restricting orchard access): 
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1. Fruit identification (83.6% of crop) with combined localisation and extraction accura-

cy of 3.6mm in three-dimensional space 

2. More gentle fruit harvesting and handling than humans harvesting 

3. Reliable object detection and path planning for navigation. Over the twenty metre 

scanning range 96% of the in-row objects were correctly classified to reliably determine 

the drive path 

4. Reliable fruit storage bin identification and localisation (98% correct classification) 

5. Commercially viable manufacture cost less than $130,000 per unit  

6. Although full commercial operation was not achieved, modifications are identified to 

rectify the limitations 

Key system improvements are presented for:  

1. High intensity artificial lighting for increased fruit identification rates. Natural sunlight 

variations affected identification ability, minimising this affect will increase identifica-

tion rates 

2. Alter the storage bin filling arm geometry to permit complete storage bin filling 

3. Sensing the robotic arms’ position to resolve positioning errors  
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1. Introduction and Commercial Drivers 

Horticulture, the practice of plant growth for human advantage, has been recorded for 8000 

years. Use of mechanical systems has made horticulture progressively more amenable and pro-

ductive as humankind moved from digging stick, to mattock, to plough, to steam tractor and 

combine harvester. The time spent by horticultural labourers (an average seventy-hour work-

week) has decreased to forty or fifty hours. Mechanical aids have also eased the heavy manual 

labour requirement. However, the labourer’s work remains repetitive and physically demand-

ing and is yet to experience the full advantages of significant mechanisations. Development of 

autonomous mechanised solutions is the next technological progression for horticulture. This 

thesis outlines development of an autonomous harvesting solution for kiwifruit, delivering so-

lutions to the complex task of harvesting fruit on-orchard. 

New Zealand currently produces approximately 380,000 tons (1.264 million eighteen bushel 

bins) of class one kiwifruit from 12,500 canopy hectares. Fruit is harvested from late March to 

mid-June and requires 2,500 people over fifty full harvesting days. 2011 domestic crop produc-

tion increased by ten percent over the previous season. In comparison, Chile and Italy produce 

280,000 and 480,000 tons respectively (Belrose, 2011). New Zealand fresh fruit and vegetables 

exports brought in $2.27 billion to the New Zealand economy in the 2008/09 financial year. 

Horticulture is an important part of our economy and accounts for $1 in every $13 (7.5%) of 

New Zealand’s exports, where kiwifruit is the single highest earner (Aitken and Hewett, 2011) 

Timely, efficient and careful harvesting of this fruit is critical to ensure optimum returns. Fur-

thermore, horticultural labour demands are increasing, placing further pressure on harvesting 

quality fruit. ZESPRI Group Limited is targeting a threefold increase in industry return (from 

approximately $NZ1Billion to $NZ3Billion by 2025). Autonomous mechanised solutions to 

supplement manual labour is an emerging strategic necessity. The planned increased industry 

return is based upon increased plantings, higher yields per hectare (with current varieties), the 

introduction of licensed new varieties (with high taste and yield attributes), and delivery to 

market efficiencies. This corresponds with growth strategies identified in many other kiwifruit 

producing countries (an estimated 100,000Ha of kiwifruit exists worldwide). New Zealand, Italy 
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and Chile are the major exporters of kiwifruit and account for 50% of the worldwide-planted 

area and 90% of product exports. 

Key issues for all domestic and international kiwifruit producers are: reliance on uncertain and 

increasingly expensive labour forces; increased productivity; efficiency, improving product 

quality and consistency; and health, safety and traceability. The kiwifruit industry, like most 

horticultural sectors, struggles to attract and retain labourers especially during seasonal high 

demand periods. This forces a temporary seasonal labour force migration to meet time critical 

on-orchard operations. However, seasonal workers can pose reliability, quality and socioeco-

nomic challenges.  

There is a real concern within the existing labour paradigm that the necessity to drive down 

labour cost and increasing labour requirements (projection corresponding to industry 

growth rates) will also erode skills and capability within the industry (Mowat, 2011) 

A common commercial objective is the improvement of grower return (ensuring the delivery of 

sustainable crop volumes for market access) by driving cost reduction through pre and post-

harvest efficiency improvements, including labour. 

Other robotic applications and markets (not limited to kiwifruit), including multiple arms (ca-

pable of pruning, cutting, slicing, pinching, etc.) and non-destructive sensor integration (capa-

ble of carrying out field assessments of crop, canopy density and crop quality) could be devel-

oped.  Further capability demand will emerge as market requirements stimulate greater product 

ability. ZESPRI KIWISTART® and TASTE® ZESPRI programmes already require individual 

growers to develop and access specialist skills. The AKH and autonomous transportation plat-

form (ATP, section 7) are desirable for enhancing orchard service, reducing on-orchard costs 

and delivering quality improvements to growers. This technology also supports competitive 

advantage. 

Mass production of the AKH and on-going technological improvements will further drive 

down unit manufacture and ultimately the harvesting cost. ZESPRI’s long-term 2025 growth 

strategy targets a tripling of total industry turnover and anticipates major labour shortages. 

Both Chile and Italy report rising labour costs and uncertain of supply. The presented robotic 

technology can provide growers and service providers with consistent high quality service ca-

pabilities for on-orchard operations, including harvesting.  
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The proposed business model is based upon developer ownership, unit manufacture and offer-

ing fully supported contractual harvesting services. The contract harvest rate of $21.00 per bin 

demonstrates long-term sustainable commercial and operational advantages to relevant stake-

holders. Strategic domestic market entry requires large-scale deployment of commercialised 

AKH’s. To maximise unit use, harvesting units could be shipped to and operate in Italy during 

the opposing harvest season (commencing in September), doubling total harvesting potential. 

The second phase envisages deployment of the ATP (section 7), and relevant implement at-

tachments, to Chile for harvesting, pruning and other autonomous robotic activities. 

Following the business model, focus shifts to assessing technological feasibility. To achieve au-

tonomous on-orchard operation, most systems will require adaptation from structured and 

controlled indoor industrial environments into variable on-orchard environments. Examples of 

on-orchard variability include infrastructure placement and appearance (posts, vines etc.) 

where these structures’ are not linear, or uniform. More importantly, natural lighting and 

weather conditions may seriously affect object detection. These variables are not often present 

in industrial type environments using automated systems. Developing operational systems with 

accurate and reliable interpretation within variable on-orchard environments is the greatest 

challenge (in comparison to projects demonstrating ability within synthetic environments). 

Kiwifruit orchards use a pergola growing system that supports fruit and canes in an overhead 

roof-type structure. Posts, with near uniform spacing support the overhead structure, dividing 

the canopy area into rows, and bays (a bay is a row segment between posts). Row widths range 

from approximately 3.5 to 5.5m with the majority of fruit positioned anywhere from 1.5 to 

1.9m above ground level.  

 
Figure 1-1: An aerial photograph of several kiwifruit canopy areas showing some typical orchard layouts and 

structures – Image extracted from maps.google.co.nz 
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Rows, collectively known as blocks, are surrounded by sheltering hedges or windbreak cloth to 

reduce wind flow, creating on-orchard microclimates. Usually rectangular in formation (as 

shown in Figure 1-1, for operation ease) block shape is dictated by environmental features (e.g. 

creeks, land contours and orchard land shape) often producing blocks containing short or ir-

regular rows, conforming to useable land area. 

Variations in infrastructure are often found where old growing systems (T-bar) have been con-

verted or adjacent blocks have been joined. This can produce irregular row widths, tapering 

row widths or rows that are not straight. Many orchards show these variations so any practical 

solution must correctly operate within these constraints. Areas at rows end (called the ‘head-

land’ - see Figure 1-1) provide row access and turning space. The headland area also contains 

the ‘dead-men’ posts, which anchor longitudinal row cables, supporting the entire pergola can-

opy structure. These short embedded ‘dead-men’ pose navigational obstacles. 

This thesis presents autonomous robotic solutions developed to achieve autonomous kiwifruit 

harvesting, in environmentally diverse and variable conditions. On-orchard environmental 

conditions increase operational complexity when compared with structured, stable and control-

lable industrial type environments.  While developed specifically for kiwifruit, the technological 

solutions presented could readily be adapted to other discrete fruit crop types. This is not the 

first discrete crop harvester development (see section 2). However, other developments have 

not achieved suitable performance (e.g. practical harvesting rates) to justify production or 

commercial use. The current lack of a commercially viable system indicates the complexity of 

product development. 

A final system is required to replace human pickers. Therefore, the AKH is required to locate 

fruit, extract individual identified fruit from the vine, move the harvested fruit to a storage con-

tainer and place those fruit within the storage container. These tasks must be carried out with-

out damaging fruit. In addition, the storage container requires handling. This involves identify-

ing, picking up and dropping off storage containers within the appropriate orchard area(s). 

A core research consideration was commercial viability of system operation in diverse and vari-

able on-orchard conditions. Pure laboratory based research often disregards these important 

but operationally relevant and complex factors. Practical commercial considerations directed 

many design and delivery outcomes. These included unit cost, robustness and reliability, health 

and safety and wider system use by designing the ATP (section 7) for other tasks. 
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Development of the total system is split into operational sub-sections (e.g. harvesting robot 

arms, bin filling robot, etc.). Product development cycles are conducted for each sub-section to 

ensure development meets targeted performance criteria (outlined in section 3). Although sep-

arate, development of these sub-sections must consider and resolve the interactions between 

them. After initial laboratory testing, integration of the sub-sections allows complete testing. 

This testing is carried out in real orchard environments to determine overall ability and viabil-

ity. If necessary, the product development cycle will repeat to resolve any identified issues.  

This thesis covers the product development process for the AKH. It begins with a review of cur-

rent horticultural robotic systems. This provides a background of what has already been 

achieved, including performance and development status. The review also provides an overview 

of the different aspects required to develop a viable autonomous harvesting robot. AKH devel-

opment began by outlining and establishing the systems requirements. This included mapping 

the systems operational schematic and defining operational and performance specifications 

(section 3).  Initial development work is presented in section 4. This was developed using the 

system schematic and specifications from section 3. It supports the rational for certain devel-

opment decisions and how those decisions progressed the system to methodology used. The 

implementation process for each operational sections is also discussed. Following this, the 

technical methodology is presented in the relevant sections. These sections are set out under the 

following numbers: 

5. Fruit Identification and Localisation to Achieve Robotic Extraction: Details the process

of stereo machine vision fruit identification, including three-dimensional space locali-

sation. The process of mapping the fruit locations into the robotic arm coordinate

space is also presented. This allows the harvesting arms to extract machine visions lo-

cated fruit.

6. Robotic Manipulation: Covers the developed technology used to create both robotic

arm designs. These are the four harvesting arms and the bin-filling arm.

7. Autonomous Transportation Platform: All task-performing systems are attached to this

vehicle.  Navigation, drive and control strategies are presented in the section.

Following the technical content, the final section provides the results and performance of the 

combined total system. Furthermore, conclusions relative to its operational performance are 

made. These conclusions have resulted in recommendations for future development to improve 
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system performance where limitations were identified. Furthermore, important observations 

have been made for developing mechanised solutions for horticultural and agricultural applica-

tions are included. 

Important Note on Testing Limitations: 

In November 2010, a highly virulent strain of Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae (Psa-V) was 

discovered in New Zealand kiwifruit orchards. Psa is a kiwifruit vine killing bacteria that poses 

a serious industry threat and has resulted in many infected orchards being destroyed to prevent 

bacterial spread and contamination. Consequently, since November 2010, orchard access 

throughout the kiwifruit industry has been significantly limited and stringent hygiene protocols 

introduced where access is granted. As the robotic harvester is still a prototype, many integral 

systems are not suitably protected to meet the saturation cleaning and decontamination proto-

cols. As a result, on-orchard testing was severely restricted (after November 2010) and this di-

rectly impacts on the ability to test the system. This is most evident in section 8,  describing the 

autonomous transportation platform. For additional information, visit the Kiwifruit Vine 

Health website: www.kvh.org.nz. 

Figure 1-2: Kiwifruit pergola growing system. Photograph captured in-row
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2. Current Horticultural Harvest Robotics

The reviewed discrete crop harvesters provide background and context for this development. 

More specific literature will be reviewed in the appropriate sections. 

There is considerable worldwide interest in the development of autonomous harvesting solu-

tions. John Deere, currently invests 4-5% of net sales into research and development (including 

autonomous harvesting), equating to approximately $US2Million per day ($NZ2.5Million) 

(Lane, 2007). While primary development is focused on automated tractor piloting, their sys-

tems could potentially be adapted for autonomous harvesting system transportation, and au-

tomated produce handling. 

Researchers and developers have considered the automated harvesting problem for several ap-

plications and approaches. Historical research into automated outdoor fruit harvesting is pre-

sented by Muscato (2005) and Sarig (1993) who highlight the main robotic problems associated 

with robotic fruit harvesting: 

1. Accurately identify and localising fruit on-orchard

2. Grasping identified fruit, for extraction, without inflicting damage

3. On-orchard navigation sufficient to reach all fruiting areas

These areas indicate development focused on functionality, without any serious consideration 

of the commercial implications (e.g. cost and performance). This review assumes that the objec-

tive of a commercially viable robotic system is a necessity. 

Over the last three decades, development has moved from the structured industrial environ-

ment into the less ordered environments of agriculture and horticulture. The majority of suc-

cessful automation developments within these disciplines are associated with bulk harvesting 

on arable land. Here, the harvested crop allows a brute-force approach to extraction and han-

dling. On the other hand, discrete fruit and vegetable crop harvesting requires individual ex-

traction and handling procedures to maintain product quality. 

A significant example is given by the use of combined harvesters for grain harvesting. The 

evolution of mechanised fruit picking from trees was much slower, doubtless, because it is 
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Figure 2-1 The first Prototype Orange Harvester (Muscato, et al., 2005) 

more complicated. Whereas with herbaceous crops, harvesting consists of cutting the crop 

and separating the useful part from the rest, with tree crops the fruit has to be separated 

from the tree without damaging its structure, which represents productive continuity 

(Muscato, et al., 2005). 

Although the relationship (and subsequent technology) between bulk and discrete harvesting is 

not completely transposable, some areas, like navigation, have similarities. This allows techno-

logical sharing into the orchard environment (and vice-versa). The Claas Autopilot was the first 

commercially available navigational system for piloting a tractor in bulk cropping. In this sys-

tem, sensors detect the crop edge (only suitable for crops with solid edging like maize) and ac-

tuators steer the tractor according to the determined crop row edge (Diekhans, 1999). Follow-

ing the Class Autopilot, The Demeter System introduced passive crop edge tracking using ma-

chine vision (Pilarski, et al., 2002) in conjunction with RTK-GPS (real time kinematic-global 

positioning system) improving system reliability. 

 

2.1 An Orange Harvester 

The most advanced discrete crop robotic harvester found within current literature is the proto-

type orange picking robot (Muscato, et al., 2005). Development was not only limited to fruit 

extraction, but included fruit handling and navigation. These inclusions not only expanded 

project scope, but also introduced complexity from increased operational interaction (e.g. the 
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picking arm requires fruit-handling capability to work in conjunction with the extraction pro-

cess). Key project complexities are highlighted: 

1. “More expensive design and realisation of the mechanical structures, because they have

to be waterproof, powder proof and resistant to anything that is present in a non-

protected environment.

2. The adoption of high-performance and outdoor-proof sensors and actuators; and

3. The development of elaborate, flexible control laws in order to cope with a great variety

of conditions.” (Muscato, et al., 2005)

To assist robotic operation and achieve higher functionality, modification to the growing sys-

tem were considered. 

The evolution of mechanical fruit picking systems would have been more intense if it had 

been possible to adapt the shape and structure of tree to the requirements of a picking ma-

chine (e.g. tree size and arrangement, rearing and pruning systems, etc) (Muscato, et al., 

2005). 

The first prototype, Figure 2-1, used a hydraulically driven harvesting arm, mounted on a trail-

er unit, towed behind a tractor. The harvester rate was too slow compared to manual harvesting 

(Muscato, et al., 2005). Issues with environment and lighting contributed to poor performance, 

requiring further research focusing on 

improving three main factors: 

1. Robotic arm

2. Hand (for fruit extraction)

3. Visual identification system

Attempting to build a faster and more 

robust system resulted in the construc-

tion of a large hydraulic arm capable of 

harvesting an entire tree (Reece, et al., 1996), Figure 2-2. Although this version has an increased 

harvest cycle, it was too slow and had fruit handling shortfalls (imposed from the long arm 

members). It was however an improvement over the first attempt, but failed to meet the re-

quired performance criteria. 

Figure 2-2 The second prototype orange harvester 
(Reece, et al., 1996)
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The third prototype, Figure 2-3, employed a 

similar tracked chassis as its power base. 

However, the introduction of an oblique 

scanning axis allowed two harvesting arms to 

operate concurrently. This implementation 

also allowed fruit extraction over the full tree 

height and the introduction of fruit handling 

systems.  

The two thousand kilogram trolley incremen-

tally moves along the row under GPS way-

point guidance (manually driven and posi-

tioned at the row’s end). Upon reaching the 

desired harvesting position, the two arms 

scan for fruit with an integrated machine vi-

sion system. Altering the harvest arm’s position on the oblique and horizontal axes changes the 

machine vision viewing vantage point. This allows fruit to be found over the entire tree. Upon 

fruit identification, the machine vision system maintains the fruit in the centre of its vision 

(camera in hand) as the arm extends towards the fruit. A Kalman filter enables the control algo-

rithms to predict the distance to the fruit over several images. This allows the arm’s control al-

gorithms to adjust traversal speed and acceleration accordingly. When the hand, attached to the 

end of the harvesting arm, is correctly positioned relative to the identified fruit, the hand ex-

tracts the fruit, the harvesting arm retracts and the fruit is placed on a fruit-handling conveyor 

mounted within the oblique axis. The design supports harvesting flexibility and fruit handling. 

Although this was an advance in discrete crop harvesting, the slow picking cycle (8.7 seconds 

per fruit) reduces commercial potential. This is primarily due to the integrated machine vision 

system positioned within the hand. This configuration promotes a ‘hunting’ cycle for fruit find-

ing which requires time-consuming arm movements and high computer processing demands 

(from continually updating fruit position to orient the harvesting arm with respect to the fruit). 

It represents a limited solution.  

Figure 2-3 The current orange harvester configu-
ration (Muscato, et al., 2005) 
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2.2 A Robotic Apple Harvester 

Baeton, et al. (2007) aimed to demonstrate the feasibility and functionality, of an autonomous 

fruit picking machine using existing industrial components (where possible). 

Project scope was limited to fruit localisation and extraction without the complexities associat-

ed with fruit handling. A high-end Panasonic anthropomorphic arm is used for fruit extraction. 

An added seventh axis provides dynamic vertical motion, increasing the arm’s operational en-

velope, allowing complete tree harvesting. A custom hand (section 6.2.1), fixed to the end of the 

arm, holds and extracts fruit without causing damage. Large arm inertia requires hydraulic sta-

bilisation on the transportation tractor. This required detailed setup at every harvest location. 

The hollow hand housed an eye-in-hand camera for fruit identification (as used in the orange 

harvester). Variable on-orchard lighting conditions adversely affected fruit identification. A 

tarpaulin was used to shroud the tree and reduce natural lighting variation (Figure 2-4). These 

additional structures required setup at every harvesting location, decreasing operational effi-

ciency.  

The fruit harvest cycle, described as a hierarchical structure, contains three levels. The first level 

actively stabilises the unit and shrouds the tree with the tarpaulin to normalise the illumination 

level. Secondly, the robotic arm moves through forty different viewing locations, capturing an 

image at each location. The captured images are used to construct a map of fruit on the tree. 

Finally, a schedule of identified apples provides the harvesting order. The harvesting cycle con-

sists of: 

1. An estimate of the fruit’s position from the captured images. 

2. Moving the arm to an offset position from the fruit’s perceived position. The hand, 

with camera inside, moves vertically and horizontally until the apple is in the centre of 

the image. 

3. The hand is moved towards the apple, altering its position to keep the apple in the cen-

tre of the image (corresponding to the hand’s centre). By comparing several consecu-

tive images, an estimation of the apple’s distance/position is determined (this apparent-

ly used a Kalman Filter implementation). 

4. When the apple is within the hand’s grasping range, vacuum is applied and pressure 

indicates object attachment. 
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5. The apple is extracted by a rotating and tilting motion (Figure 2-4).  

This system is slow, with minimal on-orchard operational flexibility. Furthermore, the necessi-

ty to stabilise the platform, shroud the tree and capture forty images from several positions in-

creases setup time before fruit extraction. Cameras are a relatively low-cost sensor. System effi-

ciency could be improved by positioning another camera mounted further away from the tree 

(as achieved by Edan, at al. (2000)) or even several cameras to gain different perspectives, allow-

ing occluded fruit to be seen.  

Field trials demonstrated system performance. However, with extraction requiring 8-10 sec-

onds per fruit, the system is slow and consequentially commercially unviable. There is no indi-

cation if the stated harvesting rate includes setup.  The use of a speciality high-cost industrial 

robotic arm and controller, a tractor locomotion unit (which could be otherwise used in the 

orchard during harvest) and labour to oversee and pilot the system, further reduce commercial 

viability in the presented configuration.  

 
Figure 2-4 Robotic Apple Harvester (Baeten, et al., 2007) 

2.3 The Robotic Melon Harvester 

A prototype robotic melon harvester development capable of identifying and grasping large 

melons from the ground is presented by Edan, at al. (2000). Harvesting is conducted from a 

trailer behind a tow tractor (see Figure 2-5). Research focus is directed at development of:  

1. Object detection in a natural environment 

2. The design of an effective hand for fruit grasping and extraction 

3. Arm design and motion control strategy 
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Figure 2-5 Robotic melon harvester (Edan, et al., 2000) 

Melons are detected uses two black and white CCD cameras. One, mounted in the arm’s hand 

(eye-in-hand configuration) assists in positioning the arm to the targeted fruit. The second 

camera, mounted in a higher viewing position, enables fruit scanning over the entire harvest 

area. This configuration provides approximate fruit position coordinates, where the arm’s cam-

era tracks the fruit during the harvesting cycle. The dual camera approach increases efficiency 

over other harvesting systems (Edan, et al., 2000), eliminating the fruit ‘hunting’ routine of sin-

gle camera-in-hand configurations.  

The harvesting cycle is performed as follows:  

1. The Cartesian arm positions itself vertically over the fruits approximate position, as de-

termined by the far camera 

2. Using the camera-in-hand, the target fruit is located and the arm, with motion con-

trolled by the fruits image location, proceeds towards the targeted fruit 

3. Proximity sensors determine the hand’s height from the ground 

4. Upon reaching a predefined height from the ground, the fruit is clasped in the hand, 

lifted (pulling on the stem), where two knives cut the stem. A personal computer han-

dles all control and sensing tasks 
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To increase fruit identification efficiency the system uses a plastic enclosure to shroud sunlight. 

Strong artificial lighting provides consistent lighting conditions within the shrouded trailer. 

Alternating air jets shift foliage, allowing occluded fruit to be detected. Both methods to aid 

fruit identification are only suitable in their specific operational environment. Sunlight shroud-

ing is impractical in a kiwifruit orchard environment, due to the roofed canopy structure.  

Strong air currents (to shift occluding leaves) are likely to move the relatively light hanging 

fruit, increasing positioning complexity and potentially damaging fruit. 

Harvesting arm movement is optimised using a superposition algorithm producing a smoother 

trajectory (bell-shaped fifth-order polynomial) as opposed to a trapezoidal velocity profile 

(Edan, et al., 2000). Harvest order was determined by a ‘travelling salesman algorithm’. The cost 

function (for ‘travelling salesman’ computation, normally defined as the distance between indi-

vidual fruits), includes the transition from the melon position to handling conveyor and back to 

the next fruit. The additional ‘travelling salesman’ scheduling algorithm reportedly reduced the 

total harvest cycle time by 49%, compared to harvesting the fruit in the order identified by ma-

chine vision.  

Five thousand fruit were harvested during field-testing where:  

1. 85.70% of the crop was successfully harvested (5.85% required a second attempt) 

2. 7.02% of the fruit received damage 

3. 19.88% of attempts were a result of incorrectly identified fruit and the harvesting at-

tempt was aborted 

4. A harvesting time of 15 seconds per fruit was achieved 

For commercialisation, the authors concluded that: 

1. Fruit detection rates must increase 

2. Harvesting cycle times must decrease  

3. The system must determine ripeness before picking 

2.4 An Autonomous Cucumber Picking Robot 

Van Henten’s, et al. (2002, 2003) autonomous cucumber harvesting robot operates in an or-

dered, structured greenhouse environment. Here, controlled lighting and structures reduce sys-

tem complexity (as outlined by Muscato, et al. (2005) in section 2.1). The need for specialty 
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outdoor rated sensors and interpretation of changing environmental conditions is removed. A 

rail system, setup throughout the greenhouse, reduces navigation complexity by defining struc-

tured locomotion paths.  

Changes to traditional cucumber growing systems, through altered pruning and tying methods, 

presents fruit in a way that simplifies fruit detection and extraction. Manual removal of foliage 

and clustered fruit prevents occlusion and fruit grasping difficulties. Manual repositioning of 

fruit located behind vines was necessary for identification. Controlling the environment enables 

more capable systems to be developed rather than attempting to automate a standard growing 

system (identified by Muscato, et al. (2005)). Growing system modifications, although directly 

beneficial to robotic harvesting, can reduce automation benefits. Additional input to support 

automated harvest (structures, labour, etc.) offsets system benefits. It was noted that modifying 

the growing system increased fruit size and weight justifying additional inputs and the adaption 

of the robotic harvesting system. “Unfortunately, the higher labour demand required for crop 

maintenance has prevented a wide scale introduction of this cultivation system in Dutch horti-

cultural practice until now” (Van Henten, et al., 2003). 

The robotic cucumber harvester averaged harvesting 74.4% of the crop. The majority of failures 

arose from inaccurate hand positioning. The accuracy of hand positioning decreased for fruit 

further from the image centre. This is possibly due to incomplete calibration of the stereo vision 

system, and an inadequate camera model to compensate for the cameras’ wide-angle lens tan-

gential and radial distortions. To resolve these hand positioning inaccuracies, several picking 

attempts (to a maximum of three attempts), are performed from different locations. 

Stereo machine vision algorithms determine fruit maturity and position. Fresh weight is the 

main criterion of cucumber ripeness (maturity). A geometric cucumber volume model achieved 

a 97% correlation to fruit weight, allowing machine vision to estimate ripeness and determine if 

a harvest cycle should be attempted.  Upon determining fruit ripeness and position (imaging 

takes 10.8s, plus an additional 9.5s of analysis), an arm path is calculated (taking 6.9s), where 

arm traversal to the fruit occurs in two stages:  

1. The arm moves the hand to within 100mm of the estimated fruit position, requiring 5.6s to 

complete 

2. A slow motion approach to the cucumber commences, taking 7.1s 
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The hand secures and cuts the fruit from the vine, depositing the fruit in a storage container 

before returning to the home position (25.3s). This results in an average picking cycle time of 

65.2s. Once the robotic harvester has attempted to remove all fruit in the viewing area, the chas-

sis moves along the rails to a new viewing position. The 0.33 metre move provides three over-

lapping images of the vines allowing three picking attempts per fruit. 

Although a single harvest cycle requires 65.2s per cucumber, this does not account for multiple 

harvest attempts, nor does it provide an average time for all functional actions (including fruit 

handling). Under normal harvest conditions, the average harvest rate is 124s per cucumber (not 

allowing for multiple harvest attempts). This extends to 142s per cucumber when individual 

cucumber visual positioning over consecutive images was included.  

Future research focuses on: 

1. Improving the success rate 

2. Faster hardware and software for image processing and motion planning 

3. Reducing the motion time of the arm  

More efficient cycle times are necessary for commercialisation. However, detailed manual crop 

preparation negate many automation benefits. A system that operates within the presented en-

vironment (with occlusions, clustering etc.) or can itself prepare the environment pre-harvest 

would provide greater overall system and unit efficiency. 

 
Figure 2-6 Cucumber harvesting robot (Van Henten, et al., 2003) 
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2.5 Strawberry Harvesting Robot 

A robotic strawberry harvester was found later into the AKH’s development. This system has 

been developed in the Unites States by Robotic Harvesting LLC. 

Their harvester uses a stereo vision system to locate and differentiate between ripe and unripe 

fruit. A single robot arm, with customised hand, uses the vision system’s fruit location to har-

vest the strawberry. Indoor testing showed that the arm, which is mounted under the platform, 

can pick and place a strawberry in two seconds. However, the three-fingered gripper has prob-

lems with the berries slipping out during extraction. Furthermore, the field trial videos show 

significantly slower harvest rate. This could be attributed to slow fruit identification. They not-

ed that they are looking to progress to multiple synchronous arms in the future to increase per-

formance. 

Although they appear to have made improvements to the harvest rate but using stereo vision, 

fruit occlusion, handling and identification rates appear to be slowing performance. These is-

sues require solving for commercial operation. 

Figure 2-7: Robotic Harvesting LLC strawberry harvesting robot. Image from (Rose, 2010). 
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2.6 Conclusion 

The most restricting factors to the commercial viability of the reviewed harvesting systems are 

slow fruit identification and extraction rates. Edan and Miles (1991) have partially resolved 

these issue by employing two cameras. One camera observes the overall scene and the second 

(located in the hand) refines the identified fruit position during harvest motion. Other reviewed 

systems rely on a single camera located within the hand. These systems often require finding 

the fruit from several vantage points to determine their locations. A method for accurate and 

fast fruit identification and localisation will be required to raise the AKH to a commercially ac-

ceptable level.  

In addition to slow fruit identification and extraction rates, complications from natural on-

orchard lighting variations were encountered and adversely affected fruit identification. The 

process of shrouding the environment to remove much of the natural light, and therefore vari-

ability, is not practically possible within a kiwifruit orchard due to the canopy ‘roof’ structure. 

The developed kiwifruit identification system will have to deal with the environmental condi-

tions without shrouding. 

Although off-the-shelf industrial arms were often used, custom fruit harvesting hands were al-

ways required and tailored to specific fruit extraction requirements. A hand capable of mimick-

ing the human harvesting action will be required to ensure correct harvesting techniques are 

maintained.
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3. System Overview and Specifications  

The review of current harvest robotic systems (section 2) identified key developmental areas 

and specific approach limitations. Work by Sarig (1993) and Muscato, et al. (2005) assisted in 

defining necessary functional sections for the AKH (see Figure 3-1). The main sections or sys-

tems required are: 

1. Fruit identification and localisation, to allow robotic extraction (section 5) 

2. Fruit extraction, without damaging the fruit (section 6.2) 

3. Fruit handling and storage, without damaging the fruit (section 6.3) 

4. On-orchard transportation (section 7) of the robotic arms and other systems  

These cooperative systems replace the current human harvesting activity. Human harvesting 

starts by extracting fruit from the vine. These fruit are then placed into harvest bags carried on 

the picker’s front. When the bag is full, it is emptied into a storage bin on a nearby trac-

tor/trailer unit parked under the vines. These trailers generally hold three bins. Once full, the 

tractor delivers the bins to a loading area and swaps them for empty bins before returning to 

the picking gang.  

To achieve sufficient commercial payback the AKH is required to harvest three standard bins of 

Hayward kiwifruit per hour, each holding eighteen bushels, or approximately 3600 fruit, over a 

twenty hour day (equivalent to sixty bins per day). It will operate at, or above, the industry 

quality standards for fruit harvest and handling (outlined later in this section). A twenty-hour 

daily harvest period accommodates natural environmental conditions (e.g. dew, as wet fruit are 

not allowed to be harvested), unit relocation and maintenance. On average, a single human 

picker harvests eight to nine bins of fruit per day (in a ten-hour shift). Ten human pickers re-

quire the support of two tractors, two drivers and bin trailers (ten workers pick eighty to ninety 

bins of fruit per day). Consequently, 1.5 AKHs’ could harvest the equivalent fruit volume of ten 

human pickers. No bin towing tractors, drivers and trailers are required to support the AKH.  

Human pickers pick over a ten-hour day shift because night picking is not feasible. The AKH in 

any event requires artificial lighting to operate during the day due to variable lighting condi-

Hanging kiwifruit. Photo reproduced with permission from Plus Group Horticulture Ltd 
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tions. Therefore, there is no additional cost associated with night operation. However, for hu-

mans, there are additional costs, setup, inefficiency and Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) 

considerations within poorly lit environments. Furthermore, pack houses limit the daily num-

ber of bins that can be harvested. Humans can only realistically sustain a certain number of dai-

ly working hours (a person will not be able to work two consecutive shifts). The labour required 

to harvest the required number of bins is calculated for a ten-hour day. Orchard management 

companies have found that human harvesting is more productive/cost effective using more staff 

in one day shift, rather than splitting them between a day/night shifts. 

In the proposed business model, the customer is not required to pay the capital unit cost per 

AKH; the customer will only pay a per-bin harvest rate, as with human labour. Currently grow-

ers pay up to $33 per harvested bin. The labour component is $20 to $21 per bin, the balance 

comprising machinery, drivers and supervision costs. It is proposed that growers will be 

charged $21 per AKH harvested bin. Cost savings will be made by reducing supervision staff, 

bin towing tractors and trailers, gloves, tractor drivers and transportation (forklifts and follow 

up picking will still be required). A saving to growers of $6 to $9 per bin is expected (an average 

of 100 bins per Ha), resulting in savings of $600 to $900 per planted hectare. Additionally post-

harvest operators will benefit from control efficiencies allowing better management of daily 

harvest requirements. 

For an autonomous system, Sarig (1993) stated that “while this schematic system [components 

mentioned above] analysis may seem rather straightforward, it requires the integration of a 

host of technologies which are at the edge of our knowledge today”. Although progress has been 

made since Sarig’s review, no standardised or commercially available solutions for any of the 

functional sections exist, making the observation still relevant. Machine perception to identify 

and localise fruit (commonly machine vision) has historically impeded commercial operation 

due to slow identification speeds and limited crop identification ability. Davies (2005) noted 

that “the addition of visual perception to machines promises the greatest improvement and at 

the same time presents the greatest challenge”. Advances in digital image capture and analysis 

has directly increased the potential for robotic harvesting systems using machine vision percep-

tion. 

The interactions between the functional sections requires definition for integration planning. 

These functional sections are the picking arms, fruit locating system, bin filler and ATP. There 
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Figure 3-1: Autonomous kiwifruit harvester conceptual system schematic 

are two main interactions between these sections (in addition to physical mounting connec-

tions): 

1. Communication 

2. Relative physical position and orientation (coordinate space origin) of one system with 

respect to the other 

Figure 3-1 shows the required interactions between functional sections. The four functional 

sections are shown in two task completion groups. The first (grey dashed box, Figure 3-1) man-

ages fruit harvesting and handling, while the other system moves the fruit harvesting and han-

dling systems (or potentially other devices) around the orchard so they can perform their task. 

Interactions (simplified, Figure 3-1) between the functional sections are conceptually detailed 

as follows: 

1. The fruit localisation system communicates the ordered fruit positions to the fruit ex-

traction arms. 

2. The fruit extraction system informs the robotic fruit handling system that fruit are be-

ing harvested and to begin operating. 

3. The transportation section informs the harvesting section when correctly positioned 

and to begin harvesting. The harvesting section informs the transportation section 

when harvesting is complete and control is returned to the transportation section. 

4. The position and orientation of the machine vision system relative to the fruit extrac-

tion sections is determined. This allows the machine vision’s coordinates to be trans-

formed to the robotic fruit extraction system’s coordinates so the located fruit can be 

accurately extracted. 
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5. The robotic fruit extraction systems position relative to the chassis. This allows the har-

vesting arms to be correctly positioned relative to the vines when ATP locomotion

ends. Harvesting occurs after locomotion.

Full autonomous operation is needed to remove reliance on human input. Although using hu-

man operators could speed up development progress (e.g. driving the platform), full autono-

mous ability would remove this reliance and associated costs. The cost of human labour is not 

only financial (hourly wage and supporting services); people require regular breaks, have lim-

ited working hours and consistent task reliability can suffer. Although removing human opera-

tors requires additional sensing and environment interpretation (e.g. to achieve autonomous 

navigation decision making), cost savings and other functional advantages are gained (removal 

of manual controls and more platform space for other on-board systems). The cost and opera-

tional benefits of full autonomous ability have enough commercial justification to warrant fur-

ther development investment. 

Proof of concept (prototype) development began with a single AKH system. The prototype de-

livers system integration, enabling the methodology to be tested and commercial operation to 

be assessed. It is anticipated that autonomous harvesting units will operate cooperatively as 

swarms, with numbers dictated by harvesting demands (including orchard size and crop load-

ing). While cooperative operation between AKH units is beyond the scope of current develop-

ment, on-going development includes this requirement and the necessary supporting hardware 

is in place to allow future integration. 

Technical specifications are derived from the commercial drivers discussed in Chapter 1. This 

delivered operationally functional specifications. 

AKH units will be fully autonomous, with remote supervision if required. Each unit will have 

the following minimum overall system capabilities: 

1. Harvest at least 80% of the crop in conformance with industry fruit handling standards 

Fruit positioning within the canopy ultimately limits extraction ability. Complete crop har-

vesting is not realistic as occlusions and fruit positioning behind structures or high in the 

canopy limits robotic extraction. Human harvesters also miss fruit and secondary ‘clean ups’ 

are often performed.  The 80% harvest target is based upon relevant technical and commer-

cial considerations. These considerations are based upon achieving a set financial return 
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with each AKH. There is a trade-off between AKH efficiency and ‘clean up’ labour require-

ment. 

2. Harvest rate of four fruit per second 

A harvest rate of four fruit per second is required to achieve a commercially viable payback

on the projected build cost. Four fruit per second equates to approximately four bins of fruit

per hour. Taking some inefficiencies (moving the platform between harvesting areas and

storage bin handling) into account, commercial outcomes are based upon a single AKH unit

harvesting three bins per hour. This harvest rate is set as a balance between financial return

from the AKH operating and a realistic performance metric that was considered achievable

during technical conceptualisation of the system.

3. Handle full and empty storage bins 

To achieve full autonomy and continuous operation the AKH is required to drop off full 

fruit storage bins and locate, dock with and pick up empty bins. 

4. Gentle, even and complete storage bin filling in conformance with industry fruit handling 

standards 

The on-board fruit storage bin requires filling with harvested fruit, without damaging fruit 

(see standards below). For efficiency, the bins require complete filling. Overfilling will dam-

age fruit when bins are stacked for transportation to the pack house. 

5. Operate twenty-hours per day, seven days per week 

Continuous twenty-hour operation is specified accounting for harvesting restrictions. Wet 

fruit cannot be harvested, therefore dew or rain may delay harvesting. This is a restriction 

put in place by the pack houses as wet fruit cannot be stored as long in the bins. Dew delays 

are factored into the operating period. Rain may halt harvesting but rain delays are not fac-

tored into the operation period and will extend the harvesting season. In the future, the ro-

bot will be required to determine suitable harvesting conditions. Currently these assess-

ments are made manually. Sufficient fuel for continuous twenty-hour operation is required. 

Some servicing could occur in the non-operational period (e.g. checking wear and refuelling 

by hand). 

6. Autonomous on-orchard navigation 

For full autonomy, environmental sensing and interpretation is required to allow navigation 

decision-making strategies to be made and performed. In-row, between row and around or-

chard navigation is required. This includes dynamic interpretation of many environmental 

(e.g. terrain and topographies) and infrastructural variations. 
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7. Unit build cost less than NZ$130,000 (on a projected production of 10 units)  

A projected target budget was established around a fully autonomous AKH capable of har-

vesting, navigating, handling storage bins and operating within the orchard row confines. 

AKH financial return dictated a projected build cost to allow a commercially acceptable 

business model. The targeted build cost was set as a trade-off between commercial return 

and a realistic technical build cost. This figure was agreed to between the commercialisation 

partner (Plus Group Ltd) and from build cost budgets during project conceptualisation.  

In addition to overall system specifications, the on-orchard environment and industry fruit 

handling standards impose further requirements. 

8. Fruit drop height < 80mm 

To follow industry fruit handling recommendations (to ensure fruit is not damaged during 

extraction and handling) fruit must not be dropped more than 80mm (free-fall, or equiva-

lent of hitting a hard surface from an 80mm free-fall). This standard was set from recom-

mendations from pack houses. 

9. Fruit pressure 

The fruit grasping force for extraction, either by human or robotic system, must not dam-

age fruit. Increasing the hands fruit contact area lowers the pressure experienced by the 

fruit (for a constant force). Grasping force will be minimised to work with the developed 

hand design. Grasping pressure will be verified by fruit damage analysis, as no standard 

currently exists. 

10. Fruit identification > 80% of total crop 

More fruit than the targeted harvest rate must be identified to account for identified but 

non-harvested fruit. The required fruit identification rate will not be known until field trails 

are conducted to determine the relationship between identified and harvested fruit rates. 

11. Fruit localisation < 5mm in three dimensional space 

Fruit positioning within ±10mm is required. This allows accurate hand positioning for ex-

traction. This internal specification aims to achieve accurate fruit grasping to minimise 

mishandling and damage.  

12. Total machine width < 2.5m 
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Kiwifruit orchard row widths vary from approximately 3.5 – 5.5m. Narrower row widths 

and general manoeuvrability requirements limit overall robotic system width to less than 

2.5m. 

13. Total machine height < 1.4m 

Kiwifruit growing structures positions fruit between 1.5 – 1.8m from ground level. This 

limits system height to avoid fruit contact while driving under canopy. A deflector plate 

may be necessary to gently guide low hanging fruit over the system to minimise fruit dam-

age. 

14. Transportation platform four wheel drive 

During the various seasons, especially harvest, constant ground traffic can quickly reduce 

traction (e.g. mud and ruts), hindering operation. A four-wheel drive transportation plat-

form with suitable tyres will mitigate these effects. 

15. Transportation platform turning circle diameter < 3m 

A tight turning circle is required for efficient manoeuvres within the restricted on-orchard 

environment (row-to-row, headland and other turns). 

Overall system development will be successful if each operational section performs to the re-

quired performance specifications. Although the performance criteria apply to the individual 

sections, the interactions and integration of these sections is critical to overall operation. There-

fore, these interactions and integration into the complete system will also be assessed as part of 

the AKH’s viability. Testing will be conducted to assess the systems functional sections. This 

testing will also assess any critical interactions between systems (such as the interaction and 

integration of a sensor working with a mechanical system). 

The development objective is to produce a complete system that is capable of autonomously 

harvesting fruit within all pergola styled kiwifruit orchards. Other practical applications of the 

system will also be considered (e.g. using the autonomous transportation platform for other 

orchard operations) during this development. This will allow the AKH to be easily modi-

fied/retrofitted with additional hardware and software for future on-going developments. How-

ever, these future developments are outside the scope of this thesis. With these defined aims, 

objectives, and specifications, development of the system can begin. 
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An orchard entrance with kiwifruit planted next to the driveway. Photo reproduced with per-

mission from Plus Group Horticulture Ltd. 
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4. System Development

Before dealing with the development of the various sub-systems, some fundamental design, in-

tegration and implementation decisions need to be made. These deal with how the fruit should 

be identified and located, how it should be harvested and handled, and how the harvesting sys-

tem should be transported around the orchard. This is dealt with in the following sections of 

this chapter. 

4.1 Fruit Identification and Localisation 

Autonomous operation requires automatic identification and localisation of fruit within the 

canopy. Observing the canopy from below, fruit are located over a relatively small height range 

(approximately 300mm). They have some distinctive visual characteristics (e.g. the blossom 

remnants and colour) that are consistent. Assessment of other harvesters (section 2) identified 

fruit identification and localisation as limiting factors of overall performance. These systems 

(further investigated in chapter 5.1) used machine vision to identify and localise fruit. However, 

the commonly used eye-in-hand configuration (camera mounted within the robotic hand) re-

quires a fruit ‘hunting’ process. This process first observes the scene (requiring the robotic arm 

to move to a defined viewing distance), then targets and tracks a specific fruit until it is grasped. 

This is a time consuming process which requires large arm movements to find fruit before ex-

traction begins. Mounting the camera(s) away from the arm removes the requirement for a 

‘hunting’ routine. This may increase system efficiency, but will also increase complexity. Re-

quiring depth perception and transformation of the observed object position into the harvest-

ing arm’s coordinate space to allow fruit extraction increases complexity. Stereo machine vision 

offers a viable identification and localisation option. This could exploit the unique visual char-

acteristics of the fruit and was selected for: 

1. Low cost sensing: supports the commercialisation model

2. High level of flexibility: the system can be programmed and adapted for the specific appli-

cation, not available with other sensing options

3. Accurate passive depth perception
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4. ‘Intelligence’ potential: a large amount of observed information is available for analysis,

potentially increasing sensing awareness.

Other three-dimensional scanning systems were considered for this application. These included 

laser scanners, time-of-flight cameras and other colour/depth sensors like the Kinect system. 

There systems were each ruled out from slow scanning speeds (three-dimensional laser scan-

ner) or their inability to reliably operate with the sunlight directed down at the sensor. The laser 

scanner system is reviewed in section 5.1. Like the stereo system, these other approaches would 

also suffer from occlusion issues. The impact of occlusion can be reduced by using more sen-

sors, which is feasible with a lower cost sensor like cameras.   

4.2 Fruit Extraction 

After identifying and locating the fruit, robotic arm(s), each with an end-effector (hand), will 

extract the fruit. A proven and cost effective arm drive design was proposed by Flemmer (2009) 

as an alternative to current industrial arms. The stepper motor powered concentric drive sys-

tem (section 6.1) was previously proven in a SCARA (Selective Compliant Articulated Robotic 

Arm) configured robot. The drive system required redesigning into a configuration suitable for 

the harvesting operation. In general, SCARA robots primarily operate through the horizontal 

plane (fixed Z-axis, articulated motion through the X-Y plane) with a distally attached actuator 

providing Z-axis range where required. Although kiwifruit generally lie within a horizontal 

plane, the harvesting arm requires positioning over a small vertical range (approximately 

400mm). A three-axis articulated arm with a rotary base was developed for harvesting (chapter 

6.2). 

The arm positions a fruit extracting hand relative to the fruit. The hand is required to mimic 

the human fruit extraction technique. Humans rotate the fruit about the stem-fruit connection 

to ensure consistent and damage free fruit removal. Fruit must not be damaged by the grasping 

pressure during extraction. Development of the hand is presented in chapter 6.2.3. 

4.3 Fruit Handling 

Once fruit is harvested, it requires: 

1. Conveyance to the storage bin

2. Gentle placement within the storage bin
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A series of conveyors servicing the arms, with selected pocketed lifting sections, would satisfy 

the requirement of point 1 above.  

Once fruit are at the storage bin, a method to gently place them into the bin is required. The 

low kiwifruit canopy height limits vertical size and operational motion options. The eighteen-

bushel storage bins measure 650mm high. 150mm of ground clearance under the bin support 

slats (also 150mm), leaves 600mm of operating space above the bin. Complete bin filling is re-

quired (1200 x 1200 x 600mm) while operating under the canopy. The transportation platform 

and other on-board systems also restrict available operating space. 

Experiments were initially performed with vertical tubes containing fruit decelerating baffles. 

Fruit was successfully slowed so as not to cause damage. However, space restrictions and the 

large filling volume made the system impractical. Variable on-orchard terrain limits bin filling 

system design options as gradients can cause fruit to move within the bin during operation. To 

stop fruit shifting and moving during bin filling the fruit is moved in ‘pockets’ to the desired 

placement position. This reduces potential fruit damage (fruit-fruit and fruit-mechanical con-

tact) during fruit handling. A bin filling arm consisting of an articulated arm housing a pocket-

ed conveyor capable of moving across and into the bin (chapter 6.3) is envisaged. 

4.4 System Locomotion and Power Supply 

An automatic guided vehicle is required for on-orchard transportation. This vehicle positions 

the harvesting arms’ (or other implements from future developments) relative to the vines to 

allow task execution. This is presented in chapter 7 and requires: 

1. A chassis

2. Propulsion and steering

3. Power source (for locomotion and other systems, e.g. computers, arms’)

4. Obstacle sensing for navigation

5. Computer control (for locomotion and navigation decision making)

6. Kiwifruit storage bin handling

7. Weather proofing

A low slung and flat chassis platform supports modular system attachment and unobstructed 

operation (e.g. harvesting arms and machine vision). Although increasing overall machine mass 

(to achieve the same chassis strength as a three dimensional structure), it is easily fabricated. To 
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maintain all wheel contact (to maximise traction and stability) through varying terrain the 

steering and drive wheels are mounted to an articulating front end. This system is commonly 

found on agricultural tractors.  

Hydraulic drive for chassis propulsion and steering was selected for its high power density and 

moderate cost. Both DC (brushed and brushless) and AC electric systems were considered (mo-

tor types outlined by Teat (2011)). DC motors are preferred in electric vehicles due to the rela-

tively simple control electronics and reduced servicing needs (Larminie and Lowry, 2003). The 

size and weight, cost, large steering motors and mechanical brakes of a DC motor drive system 

outweighed its advantages (simplified control, no pumps, hoses etc.). A stationary petrol inter-

nal combustion engine provides power to the hydraulic pump and generates power for the oth-

er on-board systems. A petrol engine is only used in this proof of concept system. Future devel-

opment could use hybrid petrol-electric or diesel-electric power systems running on bio-fuels 

to reduce environmental impact. This would help reduce the carbon footprint associated with 

fruit to market delivery. 

Autonomous operation also required sensing of obstacles within the orchard. Stereoscopic ma-

chine vision was selected for navigation sensing. This allowed dynamic interpretation and con-

trol strategies to be developed. Stereoscopic vision has cost and flexibility advantages. However, 

on-orchard limitations and complexities could restrict performance (see section 7.3 for naviga-

tion sensor options and review). This navigational approach was assessed (section 7.4), and the 

complexities of reliable on-orchard operation are detailed. LIDAR sensors are integrated to 

provide reliable object detection and work with the stereoscopic machine vision system to pro-

vide increased interpretation ability. 

The ATP requires on-board storage bin handling. Within the rear of the ATP a pneumatic fork-

lift system with dynamic height control is planned. Pneumatic lifting actuators are preferred 

(over hydraulics) as they provide a cushioning effect. The cushioning helps maintain fruit in-

tegrity while the ATP negotiates rough terrain. 

Unfortunately, the requirements of each sub-system mean that three different power systems 

are required (electrical, pneumatic and hydraulic). Although this increases complexity, it was a 

decision to get the best overall system performance. Electrical power is essential for the compu-

ting units and sensors. In addition, electrical motors also provide the best control for the robot-

ic arms. Therefore, some form of electrical energy was always necessary. Even though it added 
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another drive system, hydraulic drive was determined to be the best option for vehicular pro-

pulsion and steering (as discussed in this section). The addition of a pneumatic system was ini-

tially added for the bin lifting system. This would provide the bin with some cushioning as the 

ATP traversed rough terrain. In addition, pneumatics were used to actuate the harvesting hand. 

This was desirable, as the actuator will allow for a change in length to the clasping cable without 

crushing the fruit.   

4.5 Section Implementation  

The process of implementing each conceptual design into an operational system is discussed in 

this section. 

The fruit localisation system is initially implemented with a single stereo camera pair. The cam-

eras are assisted by artificial lighting to help reduce natural lighting variation. These cameras 

capture and record a series of on-orchard images allowing the development of the fruit identifi-

cation algorithms. Testing these algorithms in real world conditions verifies performance and 

system suitability. A stereo camera calibration process allows each fruit’s three-dimensional 

position to be determined relative to the cameras. The fruit localisation system is then integrat-

ed with the robotic harvesting arms to allow robotic extraction of camera located fruit. This is 

achieved by calibrating the hand-eye coordination between the systems (section 5.3). This sys-

tem is replicated over the four fruit harvesting arms. 

The stereo cameras should not require recalibration during field operation. They are securely 

mounted within the vehicles structure to prevent being knocked. Ruggedised enclosures will 

also prevent any misalignment occurring from falling objects or from vibration and rough ter-

rain during driving operation.   

Implementation of the harvesting arms begins with fabrication and assembly of the initial de-

sign. The arm is designed for ease of fabrication with the available manufacturing resources. 

The main structural members are machined on a three-axis CNC machining centre. Design 

validation and manufacturing accuracy occur during and after assembly. Once the arm’s com-

ponents are assembled, the unpowered arm is manually moved to observe its operational enve-

lope and the system’s ability to reach into the canopy. This helps validate the design and manu-

facturing processes. Once assembled, the system’s motors are wired to the drivers and control-

lers. Programming starts once the wiring is correctly installed. Each programmable action is 
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then tested to confirm operational ability (e.g. can each motor be driven as commanded and 

can all the sensors be monitored). This allows for programming and debugging of the complete 

system until desired control is achieved. Once programming is completed, the robotic arm is 

integrated and calibrated with the vision system (as discussed above). Testing confirms system 

performance and if necessary a redevelopment cycle is implemented to resolve any issues. 

Bin filling arm implementation is similar to harvesting arm implementation. However, instead 

of integrating the bin filling arm with a machine vision system, it is integrated and tested with 

sensors to detect fruit in the bin. This allows a safe fruit layering height to be maintained during 

bin filling, ensuring fruit quality. Testing will determine system performance and if any rede-

velopment is required. 

Implementation of the ATP (see section 7) begins with the design, fabrication and assembly of 

the ATP chassis and related power source. Wiring of controllers and drivers follows. This al-

lows testing of each component to ensure correct operation (e.g. does each motor drive as di-

rected and can all the sensors be correctly read?). Upon validated operation, programming to 

coordinate system operation and locomote the chassis is undertaken. Programming is tested by 

performing driving manoeuvres. Once the ATP drives as specified the navigation sensors and 

analysis algorithms are integrated to allow autonomous operation. Further testing will confirm 

this ability. 

Hanging kiwifruit. Photo reproduced with permission from Plus Group Horticulture Ltd 



5. Fruit Identification and Localisation to

Achieve Robotic Extraction

Fruit identification and localisation has been a major obstacle to other discrete crop harvesters 

(see section 2). Slow identification and extraction methods limit their system’s performance. 

This directly affected viability compared to using human labour.  

Machine vision identification is commonly used for fruit crops (section 5.1); however, imple-

mentation has been limited. Using machine vision for finding and locating kiwifruit is desirable 

for its flexibility, low cost and ‘intelligence’ characteristics. The limited success of other re-

viewed harvesters (section 2) guided development to solutions which removed those issues. 

These issues include slow and low identification rates and inaccurate fruit positioning. Remote-

ly positioning the fruit identification camera below the arm’s hand allows fruit identification 

while harvesting over a larger canopy area. This improved system performance by allowing 

continuous fruit finding while the arms are operating. Successful extraction requires accurate 

three-dimensional localisation of each piece of fruit. A two-dimensional image from a single 

camera provides insufficient information for three-dimensional localisation. A pair of calibrat-

ed stereo cameras provides the system with depth perception. An alignment process determines 

the mathematical mapping between the camera and arm coordinate spaces. This enables the 

fruit position determined by the cameras to be transformed into the equivalent arm coordinate 

position. The arm can then be positioned to any reachable camera derived position. 

Finding kiwifruit (with machine vision) is more complex than other fruit crops (such as orang-

es and apples). Many other crops have significant colour contrast between the fruit and the sur-

rounding tree, making the fruit easier to find. Kiwifruit’s green visual appearance merges with 

the surrounding canopy environment (limited hue colour difference) making it difficult to find. 

The variable colour differences within the canopy and leaves present areas of similar appear-

ance, potentially confusing the fruit finding system. It is therefore necessary exploit the fruit’s 

visual characteristics beyond colour segmentation. It must be capable of dealing with the varia-

ble visual phenomena within the canopy, where the most complex variable is sunlight illumina-
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tion. Sunlight effects are increased as the stereo cameras observe the canopy from below (at 

times looking into the overhead sun). Other fruit identification systems operate in a horizontal 

orientation, reducing sunlight effects. Illumination variability occurs throughout the day (from 

daylight to darkness, compounded by changing weather conditions), and within individual im-

ages. Leaves, or the lack thereof, create localised illumination variations altering the fruit’s visu-

al appearance within individual images. These environmental changes require solution. 

Hidden fruit (occlusion) also limits fruit finding ability. These occlusions include the fruit be-

ing partially visible in one or both cameras, only visible in one camera or not visible at all. Par-

tial occlusion (in any form) makes definitive identification difficult. Occlusions can occur from 

several (potentially concurrent) canopy factors, including: other fruit, leaves, canes, structural 

support wires and canopy structure. Fruit-fruit occlusions are the most common presentation, 

but have limited impact on the systems overall fruit finding ability. This is because as fruit are 

removed during harvest, previously hidden fruit are exposed. Occlusion reduces harvesting ef-

ficiency, as multiple fruit finding routines and larger arm extraction movements are required. 

This thesis section covers the necessary combination of technologies required to achieve on-

orchard robotic fruit extraction. This includes locating fruit and a method to determine the 

mapping between the machine vision and arm systems. 

 
Figure 5-1: A typical kiwifruit canopy with fruit hanging. Note: lighting conditions and fruit occlusion 
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5.1  Review of Fruit Identification Systems 

Visual fruit detection techniques date back to 1968 with Schertz and Brown’s (1968) paper. 

They suggested that fruit locations might be determined using changes in the light reflectivity 

between the fruit and surrounding foliage. Also discussed were the problems that may arise 

from inconsistent lighting and fruit occlusion. 

Parrish and Goksel (1977) presented the first machine vision based apple identification system. 

This system consisted of a black and white camera with red optical filter to increase the visible 

contrast between red apples and green foliage. Information about overall detection rates etc. 

was not reported (Jimenez, et al., 2000). 

Jimenez, et al. (2000) describes two common approaches for fruit detection using machine vi-

sion. These are: 

1. Local analysis

2. Shape analysis

Local analysis commonly uses colour or intensity information to segment the desired image 

areas correlating to fruit. This represents an effective fruit identification method for fruit pre-

senting colour differences from the surrounding environment (branches, leaves, etc). Kiwifruit 

do not present such obvious colour distinctions. Therefore, implementing such an approach for 

kiwifruit would require additional verification and image analysis. Colour distinctions (fruit to 

background scene) were often accentuated by band-pass filters. This increases the colour con-

trast between the fruit and background (D'Esnon, et al., 1987, Grasso and Recce, 1996, Levi, et 

al., 1988, Parrish and Goksel, 1977, Schertz and Brown, 1968, Sites and Delwiche, 1988, Van 

Henten, et al., 2003).  

Shape analysis uses fruit edge information for detection. It is generally performed independent-

ly from colour analysis. This permits fruit detection at any maturity level (fruit can significantly 

alter in colour while maturing). Jimenez, et al. (2000) noted that shape analysis without colour 

or intensity information, can result in scene misinterpretation when features like sunlight and 

shadows are observed. The unwanted but observed features can present circular contours simi-

lar to fruit shape, leading to false positive identification.  

Many variations of these two approaches exist. For example: 
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1. Morphological filter (for feature extraction): applied to smooth small dark regions and 

small light regions resulting in more uniform contrasts (Dobrousin and Edan, 1992, 

Parrish and Goksel, 1977, Sites and Delwiche, 1988).  

2. Template matching: a template representing a desired identifiable feature is compared 

to the image at several (or even all) pixel locations. The template will produce higher 

values when correlated to the desired features (Levi, et al., 1988, Sites and Delwiche, 

1988). 

3. Circular Hough transform: performs analysis on identified pixel positions to determine 

the presence (and significance of the presence) of circular features. This can correlate to 

the boundary of round fruit (Benady and Miles, 1992, Grasso and Recce, 1996, 

Whittaker, et al., 1987).  

4. Centre of mass: Finding the central mass of identified pixels provides the theoretical 

centre of the fruit. Its accuracy is unreliable for partially occluded fruit (Sogaard and 

Olsen, 2003). 

5. Contour tracing: Muscato, at al. (2005) uses the visible peripheral fruit contour(s) to es-

timate its perimeter and determines the fruit’s centre, diameter etc. (see Figure 5-2). 

This method can distinguish partially occluded fruit. 

 
Figure 5-2 Image processing to locate the oranges in an image (Muscato, et al., 2005) 

6. Sobel operator (Sobel, 1970): Uses gradient profiles to identify contour boundaries. 

Contours can be extracted that resemble fruit features (Levi, et al., 1988, Whittaker, et 

al., 1987). 

Once fruit are ‘found’, further validation of their existence is usually required. Classification 

criteria validate fruit presence and help eliminate false positive identification. Three main clas-

sifiers are used: 
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1. Rule based classification: the object must comply with set rules, i.e. the diameter must be

between x and y, the average colour should be z (Cardenas, et al., 1991, Dobrousin and

Edan, 1992, Parrish and Goksel, 1977).

2. Bayessian classifier: Similar to a rule based classifier, but analyses individual properties to

form classification probability (Slaughter and Harrell, 1989).

3. Circular Hough transform: This directly provides the level of support to circular features.

The classifiers provide a pass or fail fruit presence result. 

The most common machine vision approach uses local analysis, based upon spectral imaging 

(Jimenez, et al., 2000). This identification system is generally only suitable for fruit crops with 

distinctive colour differences to the background environment (e.g. apples and oranges). As stat-

ed above, kiwifruit present a similar colour profile to its host environment. Therefore, a spectral 

imaging method is not independently sufficient. 

Although machine vision is the most common fruit identification system, another system 

Jimenez, et al. (1997) uses a three-dimensional laser range finder to determine fruit positions. 

The range finder can be combined with machine vision to provide additional information for 

classification (Jimenez, et al., 1999). “The recognition strategy focused on general spherical ob-

ject recognition since oranges, apples, peaches or similar fruit can be modelled as spheres” 

(Jimenez, et al., 1997). Laser beam reflectivity is proportional to the surface angle at the inci-

dence point. Therefore, a spherical fruit produces a unique and identifiable reflectivity profile 

over its surface. Fruit with a waxy surface accentuates the reflectivity profile as the skin more 

closely represents a reflector. The fruit’s skin reflects more laser light back to the range finder 

when compared with the surrounding plant, making the fruit more obvious in the reflectivity 

data.  

The combination of colour and surface profiles (both distance and reflectivity for laser infor-

mation) provide complimentary identification and classification results (Jimenez, et al., 1999). 

Empirical testing identified 80-90% of visible fruit within an artificial orange tree. The system’s 

primary drawback is the long scanning time (25s) and small scanning area. Increasing scanning 

speed reduces system accuracy. With a current accuracy of 10mm (in three-dimensional space), 

further inaccuracy would compromise robotic extraction. Figure 5-3 pictorially represents the 

scanned laser range and reflectivity data. 
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Figure 5-3 Range/reflectance imaging by (Jimenez, et al., 1997). (Left) distance image, (Mid) reflectance im-
age, (Right) detected fruit overlapping the range information. 

Most machine vision systems for robotic fruit harvesting use a camera-in-hand configuration. 

This does not require fruit distance information. Fruit are initially identified by moving the arm 

away from the plant. At this point fruit distance is unknown and is determined from a sequence 

of images captured as the arm approaches the fruit from the arm’s known positions (using a 

Kalman filter). This allows arm control and path prediction. Pneumatic vacuum levels or prox-

imity data was used to indicate fruit placement within the hand, triggering extraction (Baeten, 

et al., 2007). Grasso and Recce (1996) and Kassay (1992) independently used stereo vision for 

finding the fruit’s distance. However, their methods for stereo matching are not included in the 

literature. 

5.1.1 Review Conclusions 

It is apparent that machine vision techniques for finding and locating fruit are crop specific. A 

machine vision system for finding and locating kiwifruit requires specific development. The 

methodology identified in this review provides a developmental base which could be tailored to 

the unique kiwifruit environment. 

Schertz and Brown (1968) have identified problems with inconsistent lighting conditions and 

fruit occlusions. Lighting inconsistencies’ are accentuated with vertically oriented cameras (as 

for kiwifruit finding) in comparison to a camera looking horizontally into tree crops. The verti-

cal viewing orientation looks directly towards the sun and does not allow shrouding to stop di-

rect sun glare. 

A combination of local and shape analysis presents viable analysis options. Kiwifruit do present 

some colour difference to the surrounding environment. However, filters (as used by Parrish 
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and Goksel (1977)) to enhance the fruits colour appearance are not practical as fruit colour is 

too similar to the surrounding canopy. The colour difference could be exploited for initial local 

analysis and eliminate most of the non-conforming image areas (those areas that do not appear 

to be fruit or similar to fruit). Within the segmented local analysis areas, shape analysis could 

determine actual fruit positions. The fruits blossom end presents a distinctive visual character-

istic (the brown, near circular shape at the bottom end of the fruit). It is surrounded by a near 

uniform fruit colour. Shape analysis could identify this characteristic shape. A combination of 

local and shape analysis could therefore provide reliable fruit identification. A simple, yet func-

tional solution is desirable for this application. Simpler solutions often allow for faster image 

processing, improving system efficiency. If this approach does not provide the necessary results, 

higher-end analysis will be further investigated. These methods could include such approaches 

as active shape analysis to find the fruits profile, or texture analysis to find the fruit’s blossom 

end. 

The developed analysis method is required to identify as many fruit as possible and accurately 

localise those fruit in three-dimensional space. This allows the identified fruit to be robotically 

harvested. In addition, this must occur within the variable orchard environment. Increased 

fruit identification increases overall harvesting ability and therefore commercial use. Develop-

ment begins with the objective of identifying as many fruit as possible within real on-orchard 

canopy environments. 
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5.2 Stereo Machine Vision Fruit Identification and Localisation 

Locating the fruit on-orchard is an essential part of the development. System efficiency, com-

mercial viability and potential payback are increased by accurately locating more fruit for ex-

traction. This also reduced the amount of manual labour required to harvest the remaining 

fruit missed by the AKH. 

Mounting the camera within the hand simplifies coordination between camera and arm coor-

dinate spaces. However, system inefficiencies result:  

1. The arm must traverse from its operational area to allow fruit finding, increasing tra-

versal distance and decreasing cycle times.

2. Path planning requires continual vision system updates, limiting arm traversal speed to

the vision system’s processing speed.

3. Shadowing occurs as the arm approaches fruit. Additional hand mounted lighting in-

creases its penetrating profile, potentially causing fruit damage, or canopy entangle-

ment.

4. An additional camera (and potentially lighting) adds mass distally to the arm, resulting

in the most inertial increase for the given mass. This decreases arm performance and ef-

ficiency.

5. If fruit is not located from the initial search position, the arm is required to search the

complete operation area (known as a ‘hunting routine’). This reduces operational effi-

ciency.

6. Requires Kalman filters (or similar) and mathematical descriptions of the systems per-

formance to continually estimate and update fruit position on arm approach. This re-

sults in increased targeting and arm control complexity, decreasing operational per-

formance.

Implementing remotely mounted cameras for fruit identification and localisation, mimics hu-

man visual perception. By observing the scene from a distance and employing depth percep-

tion, fruit can be localised in three-dimensional space. Fruit locations require transformation 

into the arm’s coordinates to allow extraction. Although more complex, this configuration does 

not suffer the limitations of an eye-in-hand system, described above. Depth perception is 

achieved by using a pair of stereo cameras, where image analysis determines depths (section 
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Figure 5-5: Stereo pair of images captured for finding fruit. Note the search area in the right hand image (in-
side black box) 

5.2.3). This system is mathematically aligned to the robotic arm’s coordinate space to achieve 

accurate hand-eye coordination (section 5.2.4). 

5.2.1 Kiwifruit Identification 

Figure 5-5 is a pair of captured stereo images observing the canopy (see section 5.2.3 for stereo-

scopic depth perception). Fruit within the canopy images are obvious to a human observer, 

even those which are partially occluded. A person can identify fruit, even when presented with 

size, shape and lighting variations. Machine vision identification aims to replicate this ability, 

finding all fruit from images that present appearance variations. To achieve this, key visual fea-

tures, obvious to human interpretation, are exploited. 

Observing the fruit in Figure 5-4, their no-

ticeable features are: 

1. A small colour difference from the

surrounding scene

2. Brown blossom remnants on the

fruit’s lower end

3. Reflective bright area around the

blossom end, making the blossom

end more distinctive (contrast in-

crease)

4. Distinguishable border around the

fruit blossom end and often at the edge of the fruit

Figure 5-4: Expanded image from Figure 5-5 
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Figure 5-7: Result of Segmentation and Edge De-
tection 

First, the fruit’s colour is exploited to remove most of the unwanted scene information. To 

achieve this, the image is segmented by subtracting a predefined reference colour range from 

each pixel, and selecting those pixels which are within a given threshold. Although not distinc-

tive, this simple segmentation is able to eliminate significant proportions of the canopy from 

further processing. Figure 5-6 shows the surrounding canopy scene captured during segmenta-

tion. Reliable identification requires additional processing. The reference colour range is suffi-

cient to cover the appearance of the fruit over the season and throughout the day. This is why 

fixed thresholds could be used. This makes it a reliable initial step as further analysis is per-

formed to define the fruit positions. 

A Sobel filter (Sobel, 1970), responds 

strongly to the fruits blossom end. Artificial 

lighting helps enhance its appearance by 

increasing the contrast and intensity differ-

ential (light halo around blossom rem-

nants). A Canny edge detection method 

was initially tested for this process. Howev-

er, the Sobel filter provided better results 

over the sample images. 

To increase the speed, filtering is only per-

formed within the segmented areas (yellow 

points - Figure 5-7). This reduces data noise, 

minimising false positive identifications.  

A circular template is scanned over the image 

looking at the segmentation and edge detec-

tion data. The template analyses thirty-two 

radial points around the circle’s perimeter 

(blue ring in Figure 5-8). This template has a 

diameter of twenty-eight pixels to make it en-

compass a fruit’s blossom end and initially 

only the periphery points are assessed. If more 

than thirty out of the thirty-two points corre-

Figure 5-6: The result of segmentation to the operating 
envelope in Figure 5-5 
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Figure 5-8: The search template (shown as a 
blue circle) at a positive fruit identification 

point  

spond to segmented points (yellow points in Figure 5-8) then the number of edge pixels within 

the circular template is counted. If there are thirty-eight or more edge pixels within the tem-

plate then the centre of gravity of those points is calculated as the candidate blossom end loca-

tion. The fixed size template function is to narrow down the search locations within the seg-

mented data. As the fruit is hanging over a relatively small height range the templates size is set 

to encapsulate the fruits blossom end within the image. This blossom end does not change in 

size as much as the fruit does. This is because it is formed from the flowers stigmas that have 

dried out after pollination. Therefore, it is not subjected to the vast variability of the growing 

fruit. 

When the template is positioned over a fruit in the image, the fruits blossom end edge points 

are the majority of points forming a pattern within the template. It is desirable to position the 

robot’s hand to the centre of the fruit end. Therefore, the centre of the blossom end creates a 

well-defined target. The centre of the search template is therefore,   
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Blossom end edge points present a distinctive visual 

appearance. Mechanically, dispersing points further 

from a rotational centre increases the systems rota-

tional inertia. Inertia (I (3)) of the edge points is as-

sessed to determine point dispersion. Blossom end edge points are spread from centre of mass. 

False positive template ‘hits’ generally have points centrally clustered or more evenly spread 

(for the number of edge points presented), reducing the inertia for a given ‘mass’. 
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Figure 5-10: Result of clustering the data points. 
The different coloured points represent different 

clusters

Figure 5-9: Identified ‘fruit’ from clustering the data 
‘hits’. Note the two false positives (1), three missed (2) 

and one partially occluded (3) fruit. 

(3) shows that inertia, I, is proportional to the mass of the total system. Total system inertia is 

not of interest, relative inertia of the given mass is. Therefore the inertia is scaled by total mass, 

giving the radial variance, VR, of the detected edge pixels. Points within the template require a 

VR greater than twenty-one (determined through experimentation). 
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Final template point validation is determined 

from the uniformity of edge data variance, us-

ing a width/height ratio. The width/height ratio 

of the edge points is used to assess dispersal 

uniformity.  As the width/height ratio ap-

proaches one (even horizontal to vertical point 

dispersal) the likelihood of desirable circular 

point dispersal increases. Meeting this 

width/height point dispersal criteria (and those 

discussed above), the potential fruit location is 

stored.  

Sweeping the template over the complete 

image produces multiple candidates for 

the location of a single fruit (Figure 5-10). 

The centre of mass of each cluster is de-

termined ((1) and (2)). Experimentation 

determined that clusters correlating to 

fruit needed to be above a minimum 

‘mass’ (number of data ‘hits’) and more 

than a minimum distance from another 

cluster. If two or more, clusters are too 

close, the most dominant cluster (having 
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Figure 5-11: Stereo fruit matching. Result from finding the right hand fruit in the left image. The yellow 
dots, right hand image, are required to correspond to the same position in the left hand image. 

Figure 5-12: The located fruit. Note the two false positives have been excluded (blue rings denotes point 
rejection in right hand image). 

the largest ‘mass’) is kept and the other rejected. Occasionally this produces a false negative re-

sult (rejection of an actual fruit position). The ‘rejected’ fruit is located on subsequent searches, 

following dominant fruit removal. 

Some of the detected fruit are false positive at this stage. To minimise these a ratio of dark to 

light pixels is found over the candidate fruit’s blossom end. Requiring a minimum number of 

pixels below a set brightness threshold reduced false positive occurrence. Figure 5-12 shows the 

removal of two false positives (shown by light blue rings).   

After identifying the fruit, stereo image analysis localises the fruit in three-dimensional space to 

allow robotic extraction. The stereopsis equation is rearranged to define a small search area for 

the fruit in the second camera. This can be done as the fruit hangs between 1.4 and 1.8 m above 

the ground, constraining the expected disparity between the stereo images. The black boxes 

(Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12) show the search area for fruit matching in the left hand image. 

This scan area was made sufficiently large enough to address any projective rectification or sim-

ilar issues. Most of the other image distortion issues are accounted for in the stereo camera cali-

bration, including: focal length and different pixel row and column scaling. The cameras were 

found to have minimal lens distortion; therefore, this is not accounted for. In addition, the fruit 

are found within a restricted area of the image, limiting any lens distortion effects which are 
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more noticeable further from the image’s centre. These issues are discussed further in section 

5.2.3. 

To accurately locate the fruit between cameras, the distinctive blossom ends are again used. Un-

like the bulbous fruit body, the blossom end has a relatively flat presentation (see Figure 5-11), 

providing a similar appearance between stereo images.  

For fruit location in the second camera, a normalised black and white (brightness) template of 

the fruits blossom end is formed (Figure 5-11). This 16x16 pixel square template is normalised 

to reduce illumination variation effects between the cameras. Normalisation is achieved by 

shifting and scaling the template’s pixels brightness values to make them cover the full 0-255 

brightness range. Reliable matching was achieved with a black and white template. This is due 

to the shape of the blossom end provides the most significant match. Therefore, including col-

our was not required and would only slow the matching process. This template is scanned over 

the search area in the left image (which is also normalised) to find the minimum sum of 

squared differences with the template. However, this assumes the fruit is visible in the second 

image and not occluded (see Figure 5-13, fruit 1, 3, 4 and 5). If occluded, the resultant location 

could be a neighbouring fruit or a random position. Due to the blossom ends distinctive ap-

pearance a threshold of the sum of the absolute differences is set. This rejects most false positive 

identifications as the fruit’s blossom end appears to be as unique as a finger print. A sample of 

fifty fruit blossom end templates were compared to each other to find if false positive matches 

could occur. Even when the templates are rotated and shifted to try and achieve a match, none 

occurred. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that a false positive match will occur with two neigh-

bouring fruit, when the best match is always selected. 

The disparity in detected fruit location between the two images localises each fruit in three-

dimensional space (section 5.2.3). Calculated positions are transformed into the harvesting 

arm’s coordinate space to allow extraction (see hand-eye coordination, section 5.2.4). Images 

from both stereo cameras are captured in rapid succession (within 10ms) to ensure accurate 

scene representation. Ideally, the cameras would be synchronised, however the USB cameras 

used do not support this functionality, unlike FireWire cameras. Fruit movement, from wind or 

canopy disturbance during fruit extraction, can shift fruit location between subsequent images, 

causing errors in depth estimation. 
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Figure 5-13: Stereo image pairs. Top Pair - demonstrates issues arising from occlusions as fruit are visible 
in only one camera. The vision system is required to handle these scenarios. Bottom Pair – The result from 

computer analysis. 

Identification limitations predominately arise from occlusions and lighting inconsistencies’. 

Figure 5-13 shows the limitations caused by occlusion: 

1. Tight fruit clustering (Fruit 3)

2. Leaves (Fruit 2, 4 and 5 )

3. Plant canes

4. Deflections stopping the fruit hanging vertically (Fruit 1)

5. Canopy structure: wire, AgBeam (canopy structure material), timber, etc.

Encouraging fruiting in the lower more accessible canopy areas would minimise occlusion. The 

additional crop management to achieve this is not necessary for human harvesting as foliage is 
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easily moved or observation points altered, locating most fruit. Robotic harvest technology will 

encourage changes in pruning and layering of canes to maximise harvest efficiencies. 

Inconsistent canopy lighting restricts fruit identification. Modifications to current artificial 

lighting could reduce variable lighting effects. High intensity lighting, from camera flashes, 

HID (High Intensity Discharge) or LED arrays could be used to saturate the canopy with light. 

This would reduce noticeable natural lighting effects through canopy gaps. With the additional 

artificial lighting the cameras exposure time needs to be reduced to ensure clear images are still 

captured. 

Another method to help maintain image 

detail with the variable natural lighting is to 

use high dynamic range cameras. These 

cameras use multiple image exposures and 

merge them into a single high dynamic 

range image allowing over or under exposed 

image compensation. However, this requires 

additional images processing to extract the 

information from the high dynamic range 

images to compensate for the changes in 

light levels. Furthermore, each of the images 

taken at different exposure levels are captured sequentially. This means that the target could 

potentially move between images and affect accuracy. The idea of this technology is to provide 

images that more closely represent human visual interpretation. Humans automatically per-

form this process, allowing us to view shaded areas, from a brightly lit vantage (or vice-versa), 

or simultaneously interpret bright and dark areas of a scene. This technology might become 

viable in future applications as it progresses. 

5.2.2 Fruit Identification – Testing and Results 

To assess fruit identification performance forty pairs of stereo images were captured: 

1. Mid-season over two days (twenty pairs each day)

2. At different times of the day (morning and afternoon)

Figure 5-14: Canopy image showing the variation in 
illumination from natural lighting effects. Note the 

difference in fruit appearance across the image. 
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3. On a sunny and overcast day respectively 

4. Over several rows and row positions 

5. With varying canopy environments 

This ensured a representative range of lighting and real-world operational conditions were pre-

sented. 821 fruit were observed by the author within the stereo images search area (an average 

of 20.5 fruit per image pair). The total count for each of the criteria (in Table 1) was determined 

by counting the analysed machine vision output images. These analysed stereo images showed 

the fruit located with the developed algorithm. Unfortunately, due to restricted orchard access 

after Psa the initial test set that was captured was used for testing and validation. This is because 

it captured before the Psa outbreak. Therefore, no repeatability testing was performed. Alt-

hough this was the case, the test set does cover the majority of resemble orchard variation. 

Therefore, it provides a strong correlation to actual expected performance. It also showed the 

fruit’s stereo correspondence position in the second image (as shown in Figure 5-12).  Machine 

vision identification provided: 

Table 1: Fruit identification results using machine vision 
Criteria Count Percentage 

Positively identified 571 69.55% 

False positive 15 1.83% 

Unidentified 247 30.09% 

False negatives 3 0.37% 

For this assessment a false negative result occurs when a fruit is initially identified but is later 

rejected during verification (see section 5.2.1). False negative correlations can be grouped with 

unidentified fruit. This generally occurs during stereo matching when the blossom end cannot 

be found in the second image. If the position cannot be matched in the stereo image, then the 

identified position is rejected. Additional verification helps reduce the number of false posi-

tives.  

Fruit obscuring fruit (fruit-fruit) occlusions impaired positive identification. Identified and 

possibly occluding fruit were not removed during algorithm development and testing. If fruit 

were removed, comparison between different finding algorithms was not possible. An estima-

tion exercise (by the author’s assessment) of potential visual fruit appearance after ‘removing’ 

occluding fruit, was conducted. For this, the author observed each analysed image looking at 
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Table 2: Estimated fruit identification results using machine vision. Achieved by using a theoretical fruit 
removal process. 

Criteria Count Percentage 

Positively identified 686 83.56% 

False positive 15 1.83% 

Unidentified 132 16.08% 

False negatives 3 0.37% 

the unidentified fruit. A judgement was made as to whether the unidentified fruit would be 

identified if the surrounding fruit were removed. An experienced kiwifruit horticulturist was 

also asked if they thought the appearance of the initially unidentified fruit would be similar to 

those surrounding it, if the surrounding identified fruit were removed. This helped validate the 

author’s judgement process and increased positive machine vision identification to 83.6%. 

Higher positive identification rates (than those reported) were achieved during development by 

altering the thresholds and other requirements of each analysis step. However, false positive 

results also increased. Commanding robotic extraction of false positive fruit could entangle the 

hand in canopy environment, or damage surrounding fruit. Therefore, a solution balancing 

positive to false positive fruit identification was sought. 

Comparing the achieved identification rates (first pass machine vision fruit identification) to 

the estimated results (see above) increased positive identification rates by 14%. This indicates 

that most fruit are positioned in clusters, partially or even fully occluding some fruit from de-

tection. The standard deviations of the identification rates are presented in Figure 5-15. These 

show greater consistency of identification when fruit-fruit occlusion occurrences are removed 

(from the estimated identification rate). The majority of remaining unidentified fruit result 

from inconsistent lighting across the captured images (unidentified fruit are shown in Figure 

5-14). This alters the fruits visual appearance beyond the algorithm’s identification ability. 

The machine vision fruit identification process currently requires between 15.2 – 28.7 seconds 

per pair of stereo images (using an Intel Core 2 Duo – E6750 processor at 2.66GHz and 960 x 

720 image resolution). The algorithms were non-compiled and written in Visual Basic 6 (VB6) 

and also included drawing analysis information to the screen. Testing was focused on fruit 

identification rates not processing time. While VB6 has some advantages as a development en-

vironment, it is not suitable for end application. Significant performance increase will be gained 
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Figure 5-15: Average fruit identification results - Machine vision (MV, Table 1) and Estimated rates (Est., 

Table 2) accounting for fruit removal with standard deviation bars shown. 
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from translating the developed algorithms into a more suitable language (one of the C family of 

languages). Translation will potentially reduce computation time to 0.15 – 0.28 seconds for fruit 

identification per stereo pair of images. This estimate is based on the improvement achieved 

with the translation of other image analysis algorithms into C++. A multithreaded implementa-

tion, devoting a thread to each pair of stereo cameras would better use individual processing 

cores of modern multicore processors (preferably at least a four-core processor, one core per 

stereo camera pair). This would allow simultaneous analysis of each pair of stereo images, shar-

ing the processing burden. For the analysis, it was noted that processing time is dependent up-

on the number of fruit identified. During analysis, approximately 92% of time is spent finding 

the fruit’s location in the second stereo camera. This is due to the significant number of com-

parisons required to match the complete blossom end template at every possible pixel position 

in the second stereo image. 

If desired performance criteria (four fruit extracted per second, including identification time) is 

not achieved from algorithm translation to C (described above) a CUDA (NVidia or similar) 

parallel ‘co-processing’ architecture development using parallel Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU) could be investigated. Lengyel, et al. (2011) report considerable speed increases with 

CUDA based machine vision analysis, up to 2.7x for some algorithms. Performance increases 

will strongly depend upon the implemented algorithms ability to be processed in parallel. 
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Figure 5-16: Stereo camera geometry for ca-
nonical camera configuration 

Consequently, the required performance criteria (speed and identification rate) can be met by 

using existing modern hardware.   

5.2.3 Stereoscopic Depth Perception 

Stereopsis uses two images of a scene, observering it from slightly differenent vantage points, to 

determine depth. The disparity in horizontal position (of an object in the scene) between the 

two stereo cameras (horizontally offset), directly 

correlates to the object’s distance. Animals 

(including humans) percieve depth in a similar 

manner. Our brains analyse the complex visual 

information, subconsciously perceiving depth. 

Animals effectively perceive relative distances, 

while stereo machine vision achieves absolute 

distance measurement. The process of stereo visual 

perception was first described by Charles Wheaton 

in 1838. It is now recognised as “one of the most 

active research areas in computer vision” 

(Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002). 

The following stereo camera analysis and derivation 

of distance from the two images was provided by Dr 

Rory Flemmer, Massey University. This method was 

provided for the AKH. 

Picture elements (pixels) represent an area’s averaged colour value. The closer the object is to 

the camera the smaller the area the pixel represents. This characteristic, defined as metres of 

coverage (horizontally or vertically on the sensor) of each pixel, for every metre an object is 

from the camera, is assigned the term mpppm (meters per pixel per metre). Experimentation 

determined that the sensors pixels are approximately square (mpppm horizontally or vertically 

are equal, a direct characteristic from the sensors fabrication), allowing simplified calculation. 

Relating this back to the standard pinhole camera model, the term mpppm is equivalent to 1/f in 

pixels (Figure 5-17). In this model, C is the camera’s centre, PP is the principal point and P is the 
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projected height in pixels of the point on the image plane. Therefore by rearranging P to show 

mpppm is equivalent to 1/f, 

PZY
f

 (6) 

In stereopsis, the pair of stereo cameras are physically offset by a defined displacement, IOD 

(interocular distance, or distance between lens centres, often referred to as baseline distance). 

The horizontal offset allows depth perception from the horizontal disparity between stereo im-

ages. Vertical misalignment offsets do not affect the system’s ability to accurately determine 

depth (assuming only minimal camera rotation about the optical axis achieved with mechanical 

housing). Desired ideal camera alignment (Figure 5-16) is difficult to achieve and in reality, for 

the accuracy required, compensation for any camera misalignment or offsets are required.  Off-

sets are determined via a calibration process (section 5.2.3.1) enabling their compensation. 

Once object depth is known, its three-dimensional position can be determined from its image 

position (with respect to one camera).  Calculating the objects horizontal and vertical pixel off-

sets, from centre (i = 480, j = 360) and substituting into (7) and (8) gives the three-space posi-

tion of the object, with respect to the camera.  

( )iy z mpppm Pixels  (7) 

( )jx z mpppm Pixels  (8) 

The stereopsis depth analysis presented is an alternative to standard epipolar geometry. Hartley 

and Zisserman (2010) and Cyganek and Siebert (2009) (amongst others) provide more com-

prehensive epipolar geometry analysis and derivation. However, this analysis normally relates 

 
Figure 5-17: Pinhole camera geometry looking at the Z-Y plane 
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to cameras of any pose, or even for two images taken from a single camera, from two viewing 

positions. Simplifications are possible for the canonical camera configuration used. Further 

simplification was possible for the level of accuracy required. This is because the optical axes of 

both cameras are close to parallel (βa and βb) < ±2°, Figure 5-16) and minimal rotation about 

the optical axes are present (the horizontal axes of both images are close to parallel). Therefore, 

for small rotations from the cameras ideal optical axis (as shown in Figure 5-16), the difference 

between the objects perpendicular distance (from the actual optical axis) and the distance de-

rived from the ideal optical axis is small. This results in a small and acceptable distance error. 

This applies equally for small rotations about the optical axis. The presented simplified stereo 

analysis method achieved acceptable depth accuracy over the entire operating area. 

From Figure 5-16, y is the actual distance of an object from the centre of an image, taking into 

account objects depth. Balancing distances assuming perfect camera alignment: 

A By y IOD (9) 

Accounting for camera misalignment: 

tan tanA B a by y z z IOD  (10) 

Substituting into (10): 

( ) ( ) tan tanA B A Bz mpppm Pixels z mpppm Pixels z z IOD  (11) 

Rearranging for common term, z: 

[( ) ( ) (tan tan )]A A B B a bz mpppm Pixels mpppm Pixels IOD  (12) 

Rearranging for depth, z: 

[( ) ( ) (tan tan )]A A B B a b

IODz
mpppm Pixels mpppm Pixels

(13) 

Simplifying, assuming identical camera characteristics (mpppmA = mpppmB): 

( )
IODDepth

mpppm Disparity AlignmentErrors
(14) 
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Logitech Webcam Pro 9000 cameras are used and configured to a resolution of 960 x 720 (i, j). 

Their lens provides a viewing angle of 60°. These cameras have a spatial resolution of 640 pixels 

per metre at the maximum operating range of 1.3m. The stereo pair has an IOD of 150mm giv-

ing a depth resolution of 13.4mm at the maximum operating range. However, most fruit will be 

less than one metre from the cameras, where a depth resolution of 7.9mm is achievable.   

Accuracy, over a given range is proportional to IOD. As the objects distance increase to infinity, 

image disparity trends to zero (Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19). Depth accuracy decreases as small 

errors in disparity produce large distance errors. IOD is determined by three key elements: 

1. Depth perception accuracy, plot Figure 5-19. As depth accuracy is proportional to the 

slope of the curve it is desirable to operate in the near linear section approaching the 

horizontal asymptote where distance = 0. This section produces increased distance res-

olution for a given disparity. Increasing IOD increases accuracy for further distances. 

2. Corresponding viewing area. As IOD increases, the overlap between images decreases. 

Observed objects(s) must be visible in both cameras and image area coverage defined 

(grey area Figure 5-18).  

3. Increased IOD changes the angle of view between the two images making it harder to 

match the corresponding object in the two views. 

An IOD of 150mm is used for locating fruit. This IOD provides a balance between positioning 

precision and operational range, ensuring optimal harvest areas are identified, increasing sys-

tem efficiency. 
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Figure 5-18: Interocular Distance Interaction, assuming idealised camera alignment 

Figure 5-19: Distance/Disparity relationship for a given Interocular Distance (assuming perfect camera alignment) 
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5.2.3.1 Stereoscopic Camera Calibration 

To achieve accurate stereoscopic object localisation, both intrinsic and extrinsic system charac-

teristics are required. Manual measurement of translation and rotations between the two cam-

eras does not deliver the accuracy required. It does however provide a suitable starting estimate 

for automated calibration. The system’s accuracy is limited by how accurately these intrinsic 

and extrinsic characteristic are determined, along with the cameras baseline distance and cam-

era resolution. In addition, the stereopsis equation provided by Dr Flemmer does not account 

for some camera rotations (discussed in section 5.2.3), further limiting possible distance meas-

urement accuracy. The system’s accuracy decreases as the object’s distance increases. Stereo 

camera calibration was carried out by the author and was performed as part of the hand-eye 

coordination process that is explained in section 5.3. 

To calibrate the cameras, a calibration hand attaches to the robotic arm, replacing the harvest-

ing hand (Figure 5-25, page 87). The calibration ring moves through 350 known positions. This 

provides a large data set over the robotic arm’s entire operational area. At each arm position, 

image analysis accurately determines the calibration ring’s image position (in both stereo cam-

eras, section 5.3.2) and records it against the ring position as set by the arm.  

A simplex regression uses the known values of: 

1. Distance to object (measured or known) 

2. Object position, Image A (in pixels) 

3. Object position, Image B (in pixels) 

To optimise the unknown system values (see section 5.2.3 for variables): 

1. mpppmA 

2. mpppmB 

3. IOD 

4. γ = (tan tan )a b , camera misalignment constant 

This simplex regression calculates the theoretical position of the hand using the estimated vari-

ables being optimised for every image. Each of these is compared to the actual hand position 

and an error is calculated to obtain the sum of squares error for the entire data set. The simplex 
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regression alters the system variables to minimise the sum of squares error and produced the 

system characteristics. Outliers are inevitable within the data set and are removed during opti-

misation. This is achieved by optimising the system until the sum of squares error shows little 

change for progressive variable changes. Next, the variance of each error is assessed and those 

outlier points are removed. The regression process is continued to better optimise the system 

characteristics. This process is repeated to remove any outliers. These outliers are from incor-

rectly locating the hand in the images due to the calibration ring being partially occluded from 

both cameras.  

This was a customised calibration process using the robotic arms (as explained in section 5.3) 

during hand-eye coordination. This is to achieve accurate depth perception with the cameras in 

their mounted operating position and removes any misalignment/distortion issues that might 

arise from fixing the cameras to their frame. Calibrating the cameras in this manner also allows 

for on-orchard calibration if the camera modules ever need replacing during operation. 

If local minima exist, the simplex regression can erroneously optimise system characteristics. 

‘Best estimate’ starting conditions are measured to help reduce a false alignment result.  

1. mpppm values are obtained by measuring, in pixels, an known objects length, at a

known distance.

2. IOD is measured

3. γ is set to 0, as this is a small offset.

5.2.4 Stereoscopic Depth Perception – Testing and Results 

Depth accuracy is determined during calibration. A comparison between actual and machine 

vision perceived object positions is performed during calibration providing system accuracy. 

The same images are used for both calibration and performance evaluation. However, once the 

system is calibrated the performance is measured. This is achieved by rounding the sub-pixel 

accurate calibration ring image position to pixel level accuracy. This provides a performance 

value that represents real-world performance for fruit localisation as they are only positioned to 

pixel level accuracy. 
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The stereo cameras used for fruit finding (IOD of approximately 150mm, operating over a 

range of 0.5–1.3m) achieved an absolute average distance error of 2.7mm with standard devia-

tion of 1.2mm.  

During calibration, some abnormally high errors were observed and were eliminated from the 

calibration regression. The high errors were attributed to errors in determining the object posi-

tion in the stereo image pair. Any positioning error (when matching the object’s image position 

in both stereo images) will produce a distance measurement error. This error arises from the 

robotic arm’s structure blocking complete viewing of the calibration ring. When this occurs the 

calibration ring is sometimes incorrectly located (see Figure 5-25, page 87). Figure 5-20 con-

tains a plot of distance error with respect to object distance, for disparity errors of 1, 2 and 3 

pixels. A one pixel positioning error of an object at 500mm (from the cameras) produces a dis-

tance error of 2.2mm. This error increases to 14.3mm at an object distance of 1.3m. Although 

calibrated over a large distance range (for accurate determination of system rotation and trans-

lation offsets, see section 5.2.4) the majority of harvestable fruit is within a one-metre range of 

the cameras, providing an 7.9mm maximum fruit position resolution (with no disparity error). 

The calibrated system’s accuracy is greater than expected.  Both intrinsic and extrinsic camera 

variables were more accurately found using sub-pixel image accuracy (for object positioning). 

This resulted in better determination of the system variables, increasing system accuracy (when 

compared to pixel accurate calibration). 

5.2.5 Conclusions: Stereo Machine Vision 

The achieved stereoscopic depth accuracy is insufficient for fruit localisation over the entire 

operational distance range. Although the calibration process indicated a suitable accuracy was 

achieved, the stereo cameras depth accuracy at maximum range does not meet the accuracy re-

quirements. Increased system accuracy will be achieved by upgrading the stereo analysis algo-

rithms (provided by Dr Flemmer) to account for all camera rotations. This will be achieved us-

ing the standard camera pinhole model and analysis for a canonical stereo camera setup (Figure 

5-17). In this model, a compromise between accuracy and field of view must be sought. Increas-

ing the interocular distance between the stereo cameras to achieve better accuracy over the de-

sirable distance range decreases the common viewing area between them (see Figure 5-18), es-

pecially at closer ranges. If increased accuracy is required, four main adaptations are feasible:  
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Figure 5-20: Distance determination error from an error in matching the objects position in the second stereo 
image. Interocular distance of approximately 150mm. 
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1. Increase camera resolution. However, image acquisition rates may decrease and object

identification algorithms would require modification.

2. Sub-pixel object positioning: as used in the calibration process would effectively increase

the distance resolution without requiring hardware to be modified. The process of 

matching the object between the two stereo images to sub-pixel accuracy is significantly 

more complex. This is due to the organic softened fruit edges. 

3. Converging the two cameras optical axes (‘cross-eyed’): in addition to an increased inter-

ocular distance, this will increase the common viewing area between the two cameras. 

This offsets some disadvantages of an increased camera interocular distance.  For close 

fruit, the increased IOD may increase object occlusions between stereo cameras, as its 

viewing position is shifted further from the reference camera. In addition, this camera 

configuration requires more complex calibration to correct for perspective distortion. 

4. Tri-nocluar (three camera) vision (could use more cameras as required): could provide

dual interocular distances, where one primary reference camera is used for object detec-

tion and the other two provided their own individual stereo image. It is analogous to two

pairs of stereo cameras with different interocular distances without the additional hard-

ware and alignment requirements.

Each implementation possibility exhibits advantages and disadvantages that require assess-

ment.  
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In addition to insufficient accuracy, slow stereo matching (between the images) resulted. Im-

plementing complete stereo camera epipolar geometry (Cyganek and Siebert, 2009) (also de-

rived below) will not only increase the accuracy, but also decrease the time taken to locate the 

fruit. With the current analysis, fruit position is determined in the first camera and searched for 

in the second, over a 2D search area. A full epipolar geometry implementation provides a pro-

jected epipolar line across the second stereo image. The identified fruit will be situated on this 

line. Currently, approximately 92% of the fruit localisation time is required for stereo matching. 

Stereo matching could be achieved in 1/20th the current time (scanning 1 line rather than 20) 

with the proposed modification. The time required to locate the fruit would potentially de-

crease to 1.9 – 3.6 seconds (approximate) from the current setup (from 15.2 – 28.7 seconds). 

5.3 Hand-Eye Coordination 

Mathematical alignment of the camera and arm coordinate spaces is required to position the 

robotic arm relative to a visually identified object.  

Accurate ‘hand-eye’ coordination results from mathematically modelling the arm’s coordinate 

system relative to the visual coordinate system. Determining the relationships (offsets and rota-

tions of one origin with respect to the other) allows a mathematical translation of a point found 

in the visual coordinate system into the arm’s coordinate system. A calibration hand replaces 

the harvesting hand. The calibration ring’s centre (Figure 5-21) corresponds to the harvesting 

hand’s centre. It is also at the required fruit base position for extraction. Therefore, when the 

fruit’s base is localised (for arm extraction), the correct height will be determined for the har-

vesting hand. 

Alignment of only one stereo camera 

to arm coordinate space is required. 

This is due to the stereo positioning 

method provided by Dr Flemmer. Us-

ing standard epipolar geometry both 

cameras provide the fruit three-

dimensional position and therefore 

the pair of cameras requires align-

ment. The fruit is located in three-dimensions with one camera, once the depth is known. The 

object’s pixel distances ((i, j), from centre) can be scaled using (7) and (8) to provide an actual 

 
Figure 5-21: Calibration ring CAD image used for cam-

era/robotic arm coordinate space alignment 
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three-dimensional position after determining distance. Rotating and translating the perceived 

position (by the rotation and translation offsets between camera and arm coordinate spaces) 

produces the object’s position in the arm’s coordinate space. 

5.3.1 Calibrating Hand-Eye Coordination 

Translational (x, y and z, Figure 5-22) and rotational (pan, tilt and rotation) offsets must be de-

termined to achieve accurate hand-eye coordination. A simplex regression determines these 

system offsets. Three hundred and fifty calibration hand ring (Figure 5-21) images (as used in 

section 5.2.3.1) provide arm positions over the complete arm-vision range. The arm positions 

are known and recorded against each captured image. This allows a comparison between the 

perceived arm position (machine vision) and the actual arm position. The difference between 

actual arm position and the calculated estimated object position is used to find an alignment 

error. The estimated image position is calculated by taking the actual arm position and map-

ping it into the cameras image space using the rotation and translation variables. Alignment 

error is calculated as the difference between this estimated image position and actual calibra-

tion ring image position. Calculating this for every observed arm position delivers an average 

alignment error over the entire operational space and a total sum of squares error is calculated. 

The simplex regression alters the system variables (rotations and translations) to minimise the 

sum of squares alignment error. This provides the necessary coordination between visual and 

arm systems.  

To achieve this, mathematical alignment of the geometric spaces is required. The alignment 

needs to account for three-space translation, t=[X,Y,Z]T, and rotation offsets (Rx( ), Ry( ), 

Rz(σ)) between the coordinate spaces. The key aspect of this is mapping a camera derived posi-

tion into robotic arm coordinates.  

Rotation Matrices for camera alignment 

1 0 0
( ) 0 cos( ) sin( )

0 sin( ) cos( )
xR  (15) 

cos( ) 0 sin( )
( ) 0 1 0

sin( ) 0 cos( )
yR (16) 
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Figure 5-22: Hand-Eye coordination: Camera to robot coordinate space alignment 

cos( ) sin( ) 0
( ) sin( ) cos( ) 0

0 0 1
zR

 

(17) 

The relationship between robotic arm coordinates, A=[X,Y,Z]T, and camera coordinates, 

c=[x,y,z]T, is described as,  

Ac AcA R c t  (18) 

where, RAc is the resultant 3 x 3 orthogonal rotation matrix, 

( ) ( ) ( )Lc x y zR R R R  (19) 

Equation (18) provides a position in robotic arm coordinates from a translated and rotated ste-

reo positioned object. This allows the robotic arms to be positioned relative to camera derived 

coordinates. 

5.3.2  Calibration Ring Position 

Accurate hand-eye coordination requires accurately measuring the hand ring image position. 

Template matching, sub-pixel edge determination and ellipse fitting are used to achieve this.   
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A circular template formed with two concentric rings (corresponding to the outer and inner 

edges of the calibration ring), is scanned over the captured calibration image. The template’s 

concentric ring sizes are calculated from the arm’s height (distance and image mpppm are 

known). This delivers a tailored template for every arm position imaged. The template is used 

to search for complete black rings, corresponding to the black calibration ring. The image posi-

tion with the most black template points is used. Template matching provides an approximate 

calibration hand ring central position (see red circle Figure 5-25). This position requires re-

finement. 

Next, the inner and outer edge points of the calibration ring are found to sub-pixel accuracy. 

This is achieved by searching radially from the template found centre position and looking for 

brightness threshold crossings indicating an edge (corresponding to the calibration hand ring 

edges). By performing this search over small incremental angles the entire ring edges are found. 

These edge positions are refined to sub-pixel accuracy using linear interpolation (Figure 5-23). 

This method finds where the edge brightness threshold is crossed between two consecutive pix-

els, relative to the distance d between them (as they could be diagonally offset). The edge posi-

tions are stored for further analysis.  

False positive edge points can be detected when the arm occludes some of the ring. These un-

wanted edge points are removed during ellipse fitting (see below). The blue points (Figure 5-25) 

represent the determined calibration hand ring edges, where the removed false positive points 

have a yellow circle around them. 

Figure 5-23: Linear interpolation to achieve sub-pixel accurate edge positioning 
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The round calibration hand ring is mainly viewed at an angle. This results in the rings appear-

ing (in the images) as ellipses. Although only slightly distorted from circular in projection, cir-

cular data matching (using a circular Hough transform, or similar) to the edge points is inaccu-

rate. To accurately determine both ring’s centre, two ellipses are fitted to the located edge data 

using a simplex regression. The regression optimises the sum of squares error of the radial dis-

tance to the identified edge points when compared to their theoretical elliptical radial distance. 

In this process, both the inner and outer ellipses (calibration ring edges) have the same centre 

and axis rotation, but are scaled in size. 

The regression process iteratively alters (refer to Figure 5-24): 

1. Ellipse centre position in i and j, to sub-pixel accuracy. 

2. Major axis a of outer ellipse 

3. Major axis a of inner ellipse 

4. Minor axis b of outer ellipse 

5. Minor axis b of inner ellipse 

6. Ellipse rotation, φ. 

Starting at the template defined central position, each identified edge points angle and radius 

are calculated. Using the rotation, φ, major axis, a, minor axis, b, (specified in the regressions 

estimate) and the angle to the point of interest, , a theoretical radius can be calculated (from 

the simplex regression estimate). The theoretical radius (from regression) is compared against 

     
Figure 5-25: Hand-eye coordination calibration disc analysed images 

Figure 5-24: Ellipse nomenclature 
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the measured radius, providing an error between the estimated and actual positions. This pro-

cess is applied over all inner and outer edges points, calculating a total dual ellipse ‘fit’ error to 

the edge point data sets. 

In polar coordinates, where the ellipses origin is central and rotation, φ (Figure 5-24), is pre-

sent, the radius, r(θ), can be described: 

2 2
( )

( cos( )) ( sin( ))
abr

b a
(20) 

Outlier image data points (not correlating to the determined dual ellipse ‘fit’), affect positioning 

accuracy. After five hundred and later one thousand regressions iterations, outliers with large 

radius errors are removed from the regression (shown highlighted in yellow circles, Figure 

5-25) providing higher positioning precision. 

5.3.3 Reconciliation of Multiple Coordinate Spaces 

Multiple arms are required to achieve the necessary harvesting rate. However, operating these 

arms close together can lead to collisions or inefficient operation if one or more arms have less 

work and are waiting.  To help overcome this, the eight coordinate spaces (four arm (Rn) and 

four camera (Cn)) require reconciliation into a single coordinate space. This allows harvest cycle 

optimisation and arm/arm collision avoidance strategies to be implemented. Harvest rate opti-

Figure 5-26: Pan view of robotic arms’. Note the overlapping operational envelope 
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Figure 5-27: Directed graphic of the process used to reconcile the robotic arm coordinate spaces (viewed 

from above) 

misation is achieved by operating an arm within an adjacent arm’s camera space. This requires 

all identified fruit to be located within a single coordinate space, allowing harvesting demand to 

be shared between arms. Mathematical alignment determines the mapping between coordinate 

spaces, allowing a unified coordinate system.  

A method to accurately reconcile the coordinate spaces using stereo machine vision is de-

scribed. The coordinates of robotic arm two (R2, Figure 5-26) are defined as the reference coor-

dinate system. All other coordinate systems are defined relative to this arm’s coordinates. A 

middle arm (R2 or R3) was selected as the reference coordinate space to minimise error propaga-

tion across sequential alignments. 

Coordinate space reconciliation process: 

1. Hand-eye coordination is determined for R2, see section 5.2.4, aligning R2 – C2. 

2. Hand-eye coordination is determined for R1, using R2 cameras. Aligning R1 – C2, map-

ping R1 into the reference coordinate system (R2). 

3. Hand-eye coordination is determined for R1 – C1, aligning C1 into the reference coordi-

nate space. 
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4. Hand-eye coordination is determined for R3, using R2 cameras (C2). Aligning R3 – C2,

mapping R3 into the reference coordinate system (R2).

5. Hand-eye coordination is determined for R3 – C3, aligning C3 into the reference coordi-

nate space.

6. Hand-eye coordination is determined for R4 – C3, aligning R4 into the reference coordi-

nate space (R2).

7. Hand-eye coordination for R4 – C4 completes the alignment of all coordinate spaces.

5.3.3.1 Coordinate Space Reconciliation Calibration 

The regression process for aligning multiple coordinate systems follows the hand-eye coordina-

tion regression (section 5.2.4). This is performed using camera and arm combinations de-

scribed in section 5.3.3 above. Camera position and offsets are estimated by measurement, 

providing initial variables for optimisation and are accurately determined by simplex regres-

sion. 

5.4 Testing and Results 

Accurately transforming fruit position (from machine vision to arm coordinate space) depends 

upon accurate resolution of the rotation and translation variables between the two respective 

spaces.  

Three hundred and fifty calibration hand stereo images (section 5.2.4) were captured. A data set 

of hand position was recorded referencing the captured images. The stereo images were ana-

lysed to accurately locate the calibration hand (complete methodology, section 5.2.4) within the 

images. The hand’s image position was recorded and referenced against the actual hand posi-

tion. Recording both actual and perceived hand positions allowed the rotation and translation 

variables between both coordinate spaces to be determined by regression. The mathematical 

alignment provided an accuracy of ±3.6mm (average in three-dimensional space) with a 1.1mm 

standard deviation, over the full operational envelope. Capturing data over the complete arm’s 

operational range (in horizontal and vertical planes) ensures rotation and translation offsets are 

accurately determined, as any variation is accentuated at the hand’s furthest positions from the 

origin.   
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After five hundred regression iterations, the regression algorithm identified and removed any 

alignment outlier errors (corresponding to incorrectly locating of the calibration hand in the 

stereo images). Sixty-four stereo images were automatically removed and stored (for manual 

miss positioning confirmation to assess the algorithms ability to determine outliers). All sixty-

four removed outliers were manually confirmed as incorrect and excluded from the alignment 

process. Poor identification (in the excluded analysed images) resulted from the arm occluding 

parts of the hand calibration ring, providing a large number of incorrect edge points.  

5.5 Section Conclusions 

A substantial advancement to fruit identification and localisation has been achieved. This 

system is accurate enough to support commercial operation and viability. However, this 

accuracy was not achieved over the system’s full range. In addition, the current identification 

time limits viable operation. Both of these issues will be recitified by using the standard 

canonical camera analysis and pinhole camera model. By accurately mapping all camera 

rotations higher localisation accuracies will be achieved. This analysis method will also reduce 

object correspondance time between the two images as a smaller search area will be used. In 

addition to the analysis modification, altering the software to a more efficient language (e.g. C) 

will provide significant performace gains (refer to sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.4). Environmental 

variabilities affecting fruit identification require further development to ensure consistant and 

viabile operation. This includes integration of high intensity ligting (conceviably large, high 

output LED arrays) to saturate the canopy with light and reduce the effects of natural lighting. 

Natural white light (5000K - white) can be achieved and have an intensity similar to a camera 

flash. Operation on-demand will minimise power consumption. 

Faster harvesting cycle speeds have been achieved (in comparison to other developments, 

section 2) by adapting remotely mounted stereoscopic cameras. The additional alignment 

complexity does not detract from the real operational benefits delivered. This systems allows 

conitinual fruit identification during fruit harvesting and does not require the time-consuming 

fruit ‘hunting’ process used in the ‘eye-in-hand’ configuration. 

During on-orchard testing the arms occasionally entangled or collided with the canopy and 

supporting structures (discussed further in section 6.2). This temporarily halted operation, to 

allow the system to recover. Additional development to identify kiwifruit canes, supporting 

wires and bracing timber will help to achieve higher-level picking strategies and outcomes.  
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Overall system performance for identifying and locating fruit will achieve commercially viable 

fruit extraction rates as outlined in specifications. Although some specifications are not met, 

tangible modifications are outlined to achieve the necessary performance. These outcomes are 

significant when taking into account the operational complexities associated with the on-

orchard environment. 

Hanging kiwifruit, photo reproduced with permission from Plus Group Horticulture Ltd.
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6. Robotic Manipulation

Most tactile tasks require direct physical human involvement. Undertaking intensive, mundane 

and repetitive tasks has encouraged people to develop mechanical aids to help. Robotic ma-

nipulators (‘arms’) are modern versions of these mechanical aids. The rapid advance of digital 

computing and control circuitry in the late twentieth century has advanced robotics miniaturi-

sation and capability. This advance has been widely adopted in industrial applications. 

Robotic arm deployment is widespread. Robots have improved productivity and reduced physi-

cal demands on workers. Benefits include: lower labour inputs/cost; ability to operate in dan-

gerous environments; and increased efficiency and precision. As robotics progresses further, 

increased integration into ‘normal’ social, engineering and industrial applications will occur. 

This progression of artificial intelligence will further blur the dividing line between human and 

robot capability. 

Robotic control and perception improvements have surpassed human capabilities in many are-

as. Robots are immune to fatigue or boredom and can repetitively perform tasks without error. 

Manufacturing industries have embraced these core benefits for the mass production of high 

volume, low cost products. Like the manufacturing industry, kiwifruit harvesting is highly repe-

titious with large labour requirements. Introducing robotic harvesting will reduce labour input 

and potentially add value to the sector. 

Two custom arm designs are required for fruit extraction and handling. These were developed 

to minimise production costs and increase efficiency, as industrial arms are often expensive and 

not designed specifically for discrete fruit harvesting. In addition, control of commercial arms 

is normally limited. Custom controller development enabled task-specific optimisation to in-

crease efficiency. This is beyond the capabilities of current standard commercial arms.  

Both fruit extraction and handling present unique implementation challenges. The fruit har-

vesting arms requires: 
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1. Sufficient movement speed to harvest one fruit per second, where the average distance

between consecutive fruit is approximately 150mm.

2. Three-dimensional positioning accuracy to ±2mm. Accuracy needs to be better than

the targeted harvesting accuracy of ±5mm. This allows for some additional inaccuracy

in the stereo localisation (section 5.2.3) and hand-eye coordination (section 5.3) sys-

tems

3. Sufficient output torque on each axis for acceleration to achieve the required move-

ment speeds. The torque also needs to resist any fruit removal forces

4. Hand to grasp and remove fruit without inflicting damage

5. To reach into the canopy structure to reach higher positioned fruit

For robotic fruit extraction, the on-orchard growing systems and autonomous transportation 

platform (ATP - section 7) restrict the design. Canopy height, the need for multiple arms, and 

the mounting platform restrict allowable size. Although restricted, it needs to reach fruit and 

operate on and around the ATP’s structures. An end-effector (‘hand’) (distally attached to the 

arm) is designed to mimic human hand harvesting. This enables fruit to be handled and ex-

tracted without being damaged. The hand is an integral component of the arm, designed to per-

form the specific harvesting function. Standard add-on hands are generally limited to specific 

industrial tasks and are not available for this application. This is due to their task specific design 

limiting flexibility. Kiwifruit are not like mass produced parts, they have significant variations 

in size, shape, canopy position and firmness that the hand needs to accommodate. In addition, 

kiwifruit require a specific and unique harvesting action. Hand requirements are discussed fur-

ther in section 6.2.2 - End-Effector Development.  

An average harvesting rate of four fruit per second is required for operational efficiency and 

commercial return. This necessity governed many design aspects of the arms. Four arms were 

considered necessary because of the large harvesting area, fruit density and performance crite-

ria. Therefore, each arm has been designed to be capable of extracting an average of one fruit 

per second. To achieve the required performance in the operational environment an appropri-

ate design is required. There are several standard robot configurations (and variations of) con-

sidered, including: 

1. Articulated, or anthropomorphic, robots have a structure that can dynamically reach

over or around obstructions. They can generally move to any position and orientation
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within a working envelope and are widely used in industry. These tasks include weld-

ing, spraying, etc. where complex head angles and positions are required.  

2. Cartesian, or gantry, robots have three principle prismatic axes (X, Y and Z) that are at 

right angles to each other. This design provides high rigidity, accuracy and repeatabil-

ity; however, they have a large structure and struggle to reach around objects.  

3. Cylindrical robots rotate about their primary axis and have additional prismatic axes. 

This design struggles to reach around objects due to the cylindrical primary axis. 

4. SCARA (Selective Compliant Assembly Robot Arm) are commonly used for pick and 

place operations in relatively flat environments. The horizontal compliant axes limit 

this designs use around other structures (like adjacent arms) as they are more likely to 

interfere with each other (collisions).  

5. Parallel robots: their design provides increased accuracy, stability and rigidity. They can 

also achieve higher cycle speeds as each manipulator member is lighter than a serial sys-

tem. However, their base is large and the parallel link structure does not allow for can-

opy penetration or large operating envelopes. 

An articulated robot design was adopted for the harvesting arm for its ability to move around 

obstacles, move to any position and orientation within the working envelope and its structure 

will not interfere with other systems/sensors.  

The bin filling arm requires: 

1. Linear motion of 100mm per second. The bin filler operates slower as it will likely be 

heavier than the harvesting arms and will need to shift several fruit at a time 

2. Increased axis torque to support and move the increased arm mass 

3. Three-dimensional positioning accuracy of ±10mm. This is because this arm will be 

placing items and not interacting with static objects. 

4. Fruit cannot be dropped more than 80mm. This ensures that the fruit will not be dam-

aged during the handling process 

5. Shift four fruit per second into the bin to keep up with the harvesting rate 

6. Reach the complete bin area. A storage bin measures 1200 x 1200 x 600mm and this 

system must completely fill it. 

7. Operate within the confined ATP structures, under the kiwifruit canopy and on uneven 

ground 
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To meet these criteria an arm capable of layering fruit into a storage bin is required. Integrated 

fruit sensing will allow the arm to track fruit already in the bin and maintain a safe layering 

height. Current industrial systems are designed to operate in unrestricted spaces, not under ki-

wifruit canopies. The space restriction under the canopy was the biggest influence on the over-

all design.  

The bin filling robot went through several conceptual ideas of how to best approach the design. 

A gravity based filling system was attractive for its mechanical simplicity, however it was not 

practical with the limited head height above the bin. A standard arm design (those listed above) 

was not practical as an internal conveyor system is required to move the fruit along each axis 

section, into the bin. A modified articulated arm design was identified as it could be adapted to 

incorporate an internal conveyor. From this concept two prismatic axes (pseudo Cartesian set-

up) were considered to allow the articulated arm to reach the entire bin. After further develop-

ment a design was achieved, this only required a single prismatic axis to move the articulated 

arm transversely across the bin. The articulated arm was capable of reaching out into the bin to 

layer fruit. 

To support the requirements or both arms several design approaches were used. These are pre-

sented in section 6.1 and include methods to: move to a desired position; track the systems po-

sition; and remove positioning backlash. Although both systems are different, a technological 

cross-over exists within the respective motion control and drive systems. This supports a shared 

technology approach to shorten development time.  

With a design for both arms conceptually decided on, Flemmer (2009) proposed using a arm 

drive system and provided skeleton control code. This technology was previously used in a 

SCARA fruit packing robot. His drive system was adapted for each design. It uses concentric 

drive shafts to transfer power to the articulating axes. Stepper motors through reduction spur 

gears drive each axis. The gear ratio provides the desired output torque and speed characteris-

tics. This drive system is shown in Figure 6-5 (balloon (9) and (11)) and although modified, the 

concept is used in both the harvesting and bin filling arms. Development focused on a fruit ex-

tracting hand, and a bin filling system for harvesting and handling respectively as a drive sys-

tem was provided. 
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6.1 Robotic Arm Design Features 

The arms have several features to achieve the performance necessary to support commercial 

operation. 

Stepper motors were selected to provide power to each arm axis for their low cost and function-

ality. Stepper motors are approximately 1/10th the cost of an equivalent standard brushless ser-

vomotor and harmonic gearbox combination. Although less expensive, stepper motors do not 

have internal position tracking encoders or gearboxes to deliver the required output 

torque/speed characteristics from the motors. Therefore, gearbox and position monitoring sys-

tems need to be incorporated into a stepper motor based arm design. These are incorporated 

for each arm in their respective sections (6.2 and 6.3).   

The first requirement is to control the motors to achieve a desired arm position (section 6.1.1). 

Through better motor control (section 6.1.2), robotic arm motion can be achieved more effi-

ciently than other control strategies like trapezoidal motion profiles. From the motor a reduc-

tion drive system is required. This reduction drive provides suitable torque to each axis using a 

smaller motor. It also increases positioning accuracy by reducing the output shafts motion for a 

given motor ‘step’. Standard gearboxes were considered, however, they were considerably more 

expensive than gear or belt drive systems. Low backlash gearboxes were even more expensive. 

Spur gears were selected for this task in the harvesting arms as they provide better repeatability 

than belts as they do not flex, slip, extend, or stretch when torque is repetitively applied. The 

bin filling arm does not require high positioning accuracy, therefore toothed belts were suffi-

cient in that application. Although spur gears present advantages, machining inaccuracies and 

tooth wear can introduce backlash into the reduction drive. This leads to positioning inaccura-

cies. A solution to this problem is presented in section 6.1.3 to minimise these effects. Standard 

module 1 spur gears are used for axis power transmission. These gears are made from AISI 

3140 surface hardened alloy steel. The manufacturer recommended this tooth profile and mate-

rial for its strength, wear resistance, service life and cost of manufacture. The tooth module is a 

standard size that is commonly used and therefore cost effective to manufacture. In addition, 

the smaller teeth provide smooth power transmission and sufficient gear meshing for the large 

10:1 drive ratio.   

With the motors providing suitable torque to each axis, the position of each of these axes re-

quires tracking. Incremental or absolute encoders are generally used to achieve this require-
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ment. However, these encoders are expensive for the update speeds required. The encoders 

would have to update at 10k Hz if every motor step were to be measured. Therefore, an accurate 

method of tracking each axes position has been developed using Hall effect sensors (section 

6.1.4).  

6.1.1 Stepping to Position 

Stepper motors provide arm motion control. They are directed (by the controller) to perform 

small incremental steps in a given rotational direction. The output steps are geared to deliver a 

proportional arm member rotation. For example, the harvesting arms have motors configured 

to 3200 steps per revolution and use a 10:1 gear reduction. This configuration produces a 

0.01125° output shaft rotation for every motor step. 

A homing routine moves the arm axes to a known (home) position using on-board sensors. The 

step count is incremented or decremented dependant on motor direction. By tracking this step 

count for each axis (with respect to the known home position) the real-time arm position is cal-

culated. A desired arm position (x,y,z) is translated into a step count for each axis by calculating 

their respective angles for each particular mechanical structure (Harvesting arm - section 6.2.4 

and Bin filling arm – section 6.3.4). Each axis can be controlled proportionally by the number 

of steps required to move it from current to desired position. This produces linear point A-B 

movement (synchronised motion on all axes). Other custom arm motion is performed to opti-

mise the harvesting cycle (section 6.2.5).  

6.1.2 Stepper Motor Control 

A novel motion trajectory solution was developed to achieve the required motion performance. 

This motion trajectory solution was provided by Dr Flemmer for use in the AKH. For stepper 

motors, the characteristic curve of breakout torque versus speed declines smoothly and strong-

ly. This is maximum at rest and about 10% of maximum at 1 kHz. A linear operating profile 

was used to describe this characteristic while staying within the breakout torque envelope 

(Figure 6-1). This line intercepts the torque axis at the starting torque, C, with a slope (nega-

tive), M. The line must lie below the curve at every point. This ensures that the motor does not 

exceed its performance capability. 

Thus, 
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CMn  (21) 

where n is the number of steps per second and  is the pull-out torque. 

Then, by Newton, 

2

2

d I
dt

(22) 

where I is the rotational inertia of the sys-

tem experienced at the motor shaft and  

is the rotational angle of the motor. 

Then, in order to operate on our approxi-

mating line, 
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or, 
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where  is a constant of proportionality. Integrating twice, 
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I
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I
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2
 (25) 

where A and B are integration constants. 

(25) permits a simple and smooth trajectory using the following algorithm: 

1. Calculate the total number of motor steps required for the move 

2. Accelerate for half the step count, then decelerate for the remainder 

3. At each time increment (step frequency), calculate the desired number of motor steps 

from (25). A time interval of 10k Hz is small enough to provide smooth acceleration. 

4. If the actual number of steps taken is less than the total steps required, then take anoth-

er 

 
Figure 6-1: Typical stepper motor performance 

curve and motion control strategies 
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This algorithm provides smooth stepping motion and strong acceleration (positive and nega-

tive). This delivers progressively smaller acceleration mid-move as the maximum speed of the 

motor is reached. It is unnecessary to limit motor speed. This is because when the control line, 

(21), approaches the speed axis, the torque tends to zero and the motor no longer accelerates. 

When compared with constant acceleration (based on the cruise speed for a trapezoidal move), 

a tenfold increase in torque at the moves start and end is possible. Overall, this technique more 

than halves the move time (compared to a trapezoidal motion profile). 

6.1.3 Backlash Minimisation 

Precise arm positioning requires backlash reduction (ideally elimination). Spur gear driven arm 

axes are prone to backlash from poor gear meshing. The system play is excentuated along arm 

axes, producing positioning errors. Minimising this play increases their accuracy. 

Backlash is minimised by introducing 

a spur gear meshing force. This force 

needs be greater than the motor 

introduced seperation force (Fr in Fig-

ure 6-2). Force Fr is the radial 

component introduced from the 

motor as it rotates the pinion. The 

meshing force makes the motors 

pinion gear teeth contact both adjacent 

gear teeth surfaces. This removes any 

tooth contact gaps (even with tooth 

wear), and minimises backlash.  

The motor with attached pinion is mounted on plate B (Figure 6-2). This assembly is free to 

rotate about point A on a plane parallel to the gear face. The motor applies torque, Τ, to the 

pinion. This is a result of the involute tooth profile. An opposing force greater than FP is 

required to keep the teeth in mesh. Force FP is the perpendicular component of Fr. A spring 

applies this opposing force. It is represented by Fs (Figure 6-2).  

Figure 6-2 Spur gear preloading arrangement to eliminate 
backlash. The pinion rotates about point ‘A’. 
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A module 1 spur gear is used for the arms. This gear profile has a pressure angle, , of 20°. The 

radial component separating the two gears is,

sinr
TF
d

(26) 

Where, T is the motor’s holding torque (6.8Nm, as this is at its maximum) and d is the pinions 

pitch diameter (0.03m). A radial force of 155N is the maximum force separating the meshing 

gears. This force acts to rotate plate B, about point A. Fr has a component, FP, acting perpendic-

ular to plate B of 148.8N (α = 16.3°). The perpendicular component of springs force, FS, is re-

quired to (at minimum) balance the applied torque from FP (acting about A). Therefore, the 

pinion separation torque, TP, equals the applied spring torque, TS, giving, 

cosP P s sF d F d  (27) 

solving for spring force FS,

cos( )
P r

s
s

F dF
d

 (28) 

where: dr = 0.1m, ds = 0.175m, = 36.9° and recalling that FP = 148.8N. 

Therefore, a minimum spring tension, FS, of 106.3N is required to maintain gear meshing and 

minimise backlash. Manufacturing tolerances and imperfections will produce some backlash.  

Assuming perfect teeth, applying a spring tension greater than FS will have negligible system 

effect. This system and involute tooth profile ensures adjacent tooth face contact. This balances 

the resultant tangential force from the spring to the gear. A minimal increase to frictional re-

sistance will result. 

6.1.4 Hall Effect Sensor Position Feedback 

Stepper motors do not always perform their directed steps. Increasing motor demands (e.g. 

speed, acceleration) increases these errors. Currently, approximately 1 out of every 1000 steps 

are not performed during unloaded linear motion. This results from the motors operating too 

close to their limits. It is recommended that stepper motor operation should have a 30% safety 
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factor from the published torque/speed curve. This ensures that steps are not lost. However, 

this requires larger motors that require more power and cost more. Although larger motors 

could be used, they do not account for increased loading from external orchard and environ-

mental factors. Therefore, it is necessary to keep track of the step error to achieve accurate posi-

tioning.  

A Hall effect sensor is used to track step error. This sensor detects drive gear holes that are ma-

chined into the gear’s face. The gap between each subsequent hole increases by a small angle. 

This gives a unique step distance between consecutive holes. During setup the arm scans and 

records the drive gear holes. This is done at low speed to minimise step error. The step count 

for each axis is stored in a lookup table. 

During axis rotation, the step count is recorded, when a rising edge is detected. When a falling 

edge is sensed the step count and lookup table are compared. Any error between expected and 

current step count is calculated. This updates the current step count removing the associated 

error. 

Figure 6-3: Parallel linkage maintaining a vertical hand throughout range of motion 
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6.2 The Harvesting Arm 

The harvesting arm is a three axis articulated robotic arm. Its three-degrees of freedom allows 

the arm to reach any canopy position within a working envelope. This is achieved with mini-

mum impact to surrounding systems as the arm can reach out and around them. The arms mo-

tion also allows only the hand to penetrate the canopy.   

A harvesting hand (section 6.2.1) attaches distally to the arm’s third axis. The hand extracts the 

fruit from the canopy and provides some fruit handling ability. The fruit handling ability in-

creases system efficiency. This is achieved by taking the harvested fruit from the hand without 

requiring the arm to move to a predetermined position.  If the hand structure does not stay ver-

tical, it would present a smaller opening to grasp the fruit. Consequently, fruit extraction would 

suffer. Therefore, a parallel linkage keeps the hand vertical throughout motion (Figure 6-3 and 

Figure 6-5). The linkage ensures the fruit are approached from the same direction every time 

and helps maintain correct fruit grasping.  

Stepper motors provide axis motion. A kinematic model (section 6.2.4) and stepper motor 

control provides precise arm positioning. Axis motion is achieved by: 

1. Axis 1, The Base: A 10:1 reduction spur 

gear drive provides rotation to the selec-

tive compliant upper and lower mem-

bers. The large gear is fixed to the 

mounting plate and remains stationary. 

This reduces arm rotational inertia, in-

creasing performance. 

2. Axis 2, Lower Member: A pinion mates 

to a one third spur gear section (e.g. 1/3 

circle segment). Torque is transferred 

through the outer concentric driveshaft 

directly mated to the lower member.  

3. Axis 3, Upper Member: Another one third spur gear section/pinion, transfers torque 

through the inner concentric driveshaft. This is coupled to a crank and tie rod connect-

ed to the upper member. 

 
Figure 6-4: Robotic arm axis nomenclature 
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Integrating developed control strategies and mechanical design features aims to produce a ki-

wifruit harvesting arm capable of efficient on-orchard operation. 

Figure 6-5: Functional layout and description of the robotic harvesting arm 

(1) Hand, (2) Wrist Joint, (3) Upper Member, (4) Elbow Joint, (5) Lower Member, (6) Lower 
Member Pinion, (7) Lower Member Spur Gear, (8) Upper Member Pinion, (9) Lower Member 

Drive Shaft, (10) Shoulder Joint, (11) Upper Member Drive Shaft, (12) Upper Member Tie Rod, 
(13) Proximal Hand Linkage, (14) Upper Member Stepper Motor Unit, (15) Upper Member Crank, 

(16) Shoulder Motor Unit, (17) Lower Member Stepper Motor, (18) Distal Hand Linkage 
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6.2.1 A Review of Fruit Harvesting End-Effectors 

An end-effector (‘hand’ or ‘gripper’) attaches distally to the robotic arm. Once positioned it per-

forms a designated task. For harvesting, the hand extracts the fruit and provides some handling 

capability. However, few robotic applications currently exist for discrete fruit harvesting. Sarig 

(1993) comments that hands are one of the most complex mechanisms for automated fruit har-

vesting. It is a key component governing project success (Baeten, et al., 2007). A mechanical 

solution is required that can cope with the variability presented by the growing system. 

Initial attempts at mechanised fruit extraction used thrashing implements. The Universities of 

California and Florida investigated the problem of fruit detachment. However, they applied 

techniques more typical of the agricultural industry (Muscato, et al., 2005). These harvest tech-

niques are not suitable as they would cause fruit damage. They were: 

1. Mechanical beaters and suckers 

2. Heavy shaking 

3. Chemicals sprays to cause fruit fall 

Baeten, et al. (2007) recognises that “An apple by apple picking system does, however, require 

an adequate fruit gripper. The gripper is the key element in the success of automated apple by 

apple harvesting”. This is a significant step beyond the initial attempts outlined above. Discrete 

harvesting can help maintain fruit quality. 

Edan, et al. (2000) comments on the hand’s 

need to accommodate fruit variability (fruit 

size, shape, colour, texture and firmness). 

Harvesting hands are recognised as one of the 

most complex harvesting mechanisms (Sarig, 

1993). Hands are generally used in industrial 

style environments where they are not re-

quired to handle the level of variation found 

on-orchard. Additionally, hand size and pro-

file must be small. This helps limit surround-

ing fruit damage and canopy entanglement during extraction. 

 
Figure 6-6: Apple harvesting robot silicone suction 

cup hand (Baeten, et al., 2007). 
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No standard fruit harvesting hands are available as every crop has different fruit extraction 

characteristics. Kiwifruit do not require stem cutting for extraction (unlike apples, oranges and 

mandarins). Therefore, kiwifruit extraction requires a specific hand design. This hand must 

rotate the fruit about its stem/fruit connection to ensure correct detachment. This is important 

as growers are penalised if fruit have stems attached.  

The flexible hand for the autonomous apple harvester (Baeten, et al., 2007) provided a solution 

for grasping and extracting apples (Figure 6-6). This design allows small hand positioning inac-

curacies without compromising fruit grasping. Vacuum draws and retains the fruit onto a sili-

con funnel (white cone, Figure 6-6). The soft funnel conforms to the fruit’s shape, sealing the 

vacuum, providing suitable fruit holding. 

The orange harvester’s hand (Muscato, et 

al., 2005), required several redevelopments. 

The three main progressions, Figure 6-7, 

Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-10, are summarised. 

Their first hand used a helical insert to catch 

the fruit’s stem when it rotates. This places 

the stem into the correct position for cut-

ting. Although mechanically simple the design does not allow for fruit handling after extraction 

(Muscato, et al., 2005). 

Three prehensile fingers were used for 

fruit grasping in the next design (Figure 

6-8). Application of pneumatic pressure 

closes the padded fingers against the fruit, 

where grasping force is controlled by air 

pressure. Once the fruit is grasped, the 

arm retracts, applying tension to the stem. 

A small force sensor is mounted on the 

hands wrist. This locates the stem’s position allowing a micro saw to cut it (Muscato, et al., 

2005). The results showed that it was capable of meeting all their required fruit extraction speci-

fication. However, fruit handling capabilities were not included and its “implementation cost 

Figure 6-7: Helical citrus hand, (Muscato, et al., 2005) 

Figure 6-8: Three fingered hand for citrus with micro-
saw stem cutting, (Muscato, et al., 2005). 
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Figure 6-10: Hand implemented on the latest proto-
type harvester, (Muscato, et al., 2005). 

Figure 6-9: Orange harvesting hand – view from 
front (Muscato, et al., 2005) 

was comparable to those estimated for the whole robot” (Muscato, et al., 2005). A solution that 

allowed fruit handling was required. 

Their last hand (Figure 6-10) is undesirably 

bigger and more complex. The larger size 

makes it harder to penetrate the tree. This in-

creases the chance of damaging surrounding 

fruit and tree entanglement. Muscato, et al. 

(2005) attempted to “make the impact section 

as small as possible”, however a suitable size 

has not been achieved. The large size is need-

ed to house the sensors and actuators, while 

incorporating fruit handling. 

Although large, this hand has simple opera-

tion. A camera within the hand (Figure 6-9) 

guides the hand to the fruit. While approach-

ing the fruit a proximity sensor indicates 

when the fruit is within range. When in 

range, the lower ‘jaw’ (Figure 6-9) raises, lift-

ing the fruit, where a pneumatic cutter sepa-

rates the fruit from the tree.  

Van Henten, et al. (2002) describe a hand for cucumber harvesting. This device incorporates 

fruit handling after it is cut from the vine. The fruit’s stem is held by an industrial gripper 

(Figure 6-11, a modified Mitsubishi 1E-HM01), then stabilised by a suction cup (attaching to 

the fruit’s side). A hot wire cutter separates the fruit from the vine. In addition, the cutter cau-

terises the cut to prevent viral transmission between plants. It seals the wound on both vine and 

fruit. This prevents water loss, minimises plant trauma and extends fruit shelf life. The thermal 

cutting device and method is patent protected (Van Kollenburg-Crisan, et al., 1999). Although 

beneficial for cucumbers, this is not suitable for kiwifruit harvesting where no stems are 

allowed. 
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Figure 6-12: Experimental citrus hand (Hayashi and Ueda, 1991) 

Figure 6-13 Operation of the experimental citrus hand (Hayashi and Ueda, 1991) 

The Kubota Company has developed an experimental 

hand for citrus harvesting (discussed by Sarig (1993)) 

(Hayashi and Ueda, 1991). Mechanical operation is 

shown in Figure 6-13, however no capability or per-

formance information is provided. 

A central suction cup is used for holding fruit. Once 

attached, the cutter and cover extends over the fruit. 

Its shape guides the stems into the pneumatic cutter, 

which cuts the fruit from the tree. The cover and cut-

ting assembly that moves over the fruit has many 

sharp edges. As there is not performance information, 

no fruit damage conclusions can be made. However, there appears to be a significant risk. 

Figure 6-11: Hand for harvesting cucum-
bers 
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Another orange harvesting hand was devel-

oped by Kyoto University (Sarig, 1993). This 

design has three rubber fingers to grasp the 

fruit. Bridgestone Co. rubber pneumatic actu-

ators (‘Rubbertuators’, Figure 6-14) provide 

grasping. These actuators provide a controlla-

ble grasping force to prevent fruit damage. 

After the fruit is held, a pneumatic cylinder 

shifts the cutting scissors forward fifty milli-

metres. A second pneumatic cylinder controls 

the scissors and cuts the fruit’s stem. Stem cut 

length is the only performance data reported. 

This was approximately 30mm too long for 

citrus fruit targeted for fresh consumption.  

6.2.1.1 End-effector Conclusions 

Unlike the reviewed hands, kiwifruit do not require cutting from the vine. The hand must mim-

ic a human hand and rotate the fruit to detach it from its stem. Efficient fruit handling is anoth-

er key consideration. Most of the reviewed devices did not have this ability. Where fruit han-

dling was included, it required large arm movements to drop the fruit at a predefined position. 

This is not an efficient system and slows harvesting cycles.   

The prehensile fingers configuration presents a practical grasping design. This design easily 

accommodates a variety of fruit sizes and it presents a small penetrating profile. Handling fruit 

variation is a key design consideration (Edan, et al., 2000) and can limit design practicality. Suc-

tion cups are a common holding device but they are not suitable in this application due to the 

rotation action required. Suction cups are suitable for pulling/holding actions but not rotations. 

The fruit’s furry surface would further reduce their holding ability.  

The required hand needs to include: 

1. The ability to handle all kiwifruit variations. These include: size, shape and firmness. 

2. Present a small cross sectional area for canopy penetration. This limits damage to fruit 

and entanglement 

 
Figure 6-14 Pneumatic three fingered orange har-

vesting hand, developed at Kyoto University (Sarig, 
1993). 
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Figure 6-15: The first hand (isometric and side views). A - fruit rotation point, B – Clasping pneumatic 
rotary actuator and C – Fruit rotation pneumatic cylinder. 

3. Integrated fruit handling for efficient harvesting cycles. This allows the fruit to be

moved to a storage system after extraction. This increases efficiency as the arm does not

have to move over to and place fruit onto a conveyor, or similar.

4. Lightweight construction to improve arm acceleration

To achieve acceptable arm motion performance, hand weight and size reduction is necessary. 

Removing the camera and pneumatic cylinders from the hand will reduce its size and mass. 

Better arm motion performance will result. 

6.2.2 End-Effector Development 

The hand must follow the extraction and handling techniques to help maintain fruit quality. 

The main extraction technique specifies that the fruit must be rotated to create a bending mo-

ment at the stem fruit connection point. This is to ensure stemless fruit removal. Additional 

fruit handling specifications are outlined in section 3.  

Fruit quality must be maintained, including the quality of the surrounding fruit still in the can-

opy. In addition, fruit of any size, shape, profile and position require extraction. The specific 

extraction techniques, large-scale variables and fruit quality requirements increase design com-

plexity. Several development cycles were required to achieve a suitable design that fulfilled all 
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requirements.  

Industrial style environments often develop hands for specific tasks. These controlled condi-

tions are not subject to the variations present in orchard environments. To cope with the har-

vesting variations, large fruit clasping motion and rotation is required. This is conceptually 

easily achieved however, an hand with increased open profile results. The larger profile reduces 

canopy penetration and risks damaging neighbouring fruit and entanglement within the cano-

py.  

The first design used two fingers to grasp the fruit. Although modified, this design feature is 

consistent throughout all redevelopments. The fingers small cross sectional area allowed easy 

canopy penetration. Vine entanglement and surrounding fruit damage was also reduced. The 

initial finger concept used a rubber covered metal arch for fruit grasping. However, this design 

does not spread the grasping force uniformly across the fruit’s surface, where pressure damage 

could result. Subsequent designs use silicon tubing to spread the grasping force evenly over a 

larger fruit area. Pressure on the fruit was reduced, which helped maintain quality.  

In addition, the first hand concept (Figure 6-15) had a significant extraction limitation. Insuffi-

cient rotation about the stem-fruit connection caused stems to remain connected. The fruit ro-

tation point used (point A, Figure 6-15), below the 

grasping finger applies some bending moment 

about the stem-fruit connection point. However, an 

increased tensile force is also applied. This led to 

stems remaining attached, which would incur grad-

ing penalties. To achieve stemless fruit extraction, 

the tension applied to the stem during extraction 

needed reducing. The redevelopment cycle set out 

to correct this issue.  

The second development rotates the fruit about the 

fruit-stem connection point. This achieved stemless 

fruit extraction. A toothed belt and pulley system 

(driven by a pneumatic rotary actuator) rotates the 

mechanism and fruit, removing the fruit. However, 

 
Figure 6-16: Third hand development, with the 

first four bar linkage implementation 
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an increased cross-sectional area resulted in canopy penetration issues and damage to sur-

rounding fruit from collision. A small linear pneumatic cylinder applies the grasping force by 

rotating the thumb. However, the protruding cylinder body created fruit damage and canopy 

entanglement issues. 

A four-bar linkage is used to resolve the issues presented with the first and second designs. The 

linkage provides sufficient rotation about the stem-fruit connection to provide clean fruit ex-

traction. The stem tensile force gradually increases with fruit rotation. This cleanly separates 

the fruit once sufficient rotation is applied. This design reduces cross-sectional area for canopy 

penetration by positioning the linkage below the grasping fingers. Two pneumatic rotary actua-

tors move the four-bar linkage (Figure 6-16). Another pneumatic rotary actuator opens and 

closes the fruit grasping thumb. When the thumb opened it was intended that the extracted 

fruit could fall through. The released fruit would be caught by a soft tube, with gravity deliver-

ing the fruit to the fruit handling conveyor. This design would provide efficient harvesting cy-

cles and fruit handling capability. However, the thumbs geometry did not always allow larger 

fruit fall as required.  

The four-bar linkage concept performed well. However, some design modifications were re-

quired to improve performance to a commercial level. These included: 

Figure 6-17: Hand Fruit Extraction Motion Path 
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Figure 6-18: Left: Image of the robotic arm mounted on the chassis in the harvesting position. Right: Image of 

the hand and arm assembly showing all of the external components and linkages. 

1. Reducing the canopy penetrating cross-sectional area. The fingers were too wide and 

could damage neighbouring fruit. 

2. Thumb rotation geometry to achieve fruit handling. 

3. Weight reduction to increase arm motion performance. The three pneumatic rotary ac-

tuators increase hand mass. 

There are several industrial type gripper actuators available on the market that we investigated 

for their potential to hold fruit. These ranged from electric, pneumatic and hydraulic systems; 

however, these actuators had at least one of three primary flaws. These were: 

1. Mass: The weight of the some of the actuators was too heavy to be mounted to the end 

of the arm. For example, an actuator(s) of 0.3kg would result in an additional 2.6Nm 

reaction torque on the arm’s third axis. This will require an approximate 42% increase 

in axis motor size, potentially for all axes. 

2. Size: It is important to reduce the size of the hand penetrating the canopy. This is to 

avoid entanglement and damaging other fruit. 

3. Stroke: A lot of the actuators are built for factory made products that do not vary in size 

like fruit. Therefore, most gripper type actuators have a limited stroke for these com-

mon applications. 

These considerations drove development through the several design cycles to the final pneu-

matic/cable actuated system. This system allows for a small profile, large stroke and the ability 

to position the actuators mass at the axes rotation points to minimise arm inertia. This system 

provided the greatest benefits and operation and is presented in the next section. 

The latest hand design (section 6.2.3) addresses these design changes. 
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Figure 6-20: Diagram of the func-
tional operation of the harvesting 

hand 

Figure 6-19: Demonstrates harvesting end-effector picking motion 

6.2.3 Fruit Extracting Hand 

The revised hand retains the four bar linkage design. This linkage accentuates a bending mo-

ment at the stem-fruit connection for stemless fruit extraction. A fixed finger (green compo-

nent, Figure 6-20) and rotating thumb (purple component, Figure 6-20) provide fruit grasping. 

Bowden cables connected to pneumatic actuators provide grasping and rotation force, FC2 and 

FC1 (Figure 6-20). The actuators are mounted near the arm’s axis 1 and 2 rotation points to re-

duce system inertia. This increases robotic arm motion performance.   

Curving the finger and thumb minimises fruit damage from contact and canopy entanglement. 

Winding silicon rubber tube around the finger and thumb (grey lines in Figure 6-20) provides a 

large soft contact surface. The tubing conforms to the 

fruit’s shape and disperses the grasping force over a large 

area. This reduces pressure on the fruit and damage. A hu-

man hand, grasping fruit during extraction, may cause 

thumb pressure damage. This results from the thumb hav-

ing a smaller contact area than the four fingers applying the 

opposing force. The hand balances finger and thumb con-

tact areas and provides even pressure distribution over the 

fruit/hand contact surfaces, reducing damage.  

The Bowden cable that rotates the four-bar linkage lies 

within a circular housing (represented by FC1, Figure 6-20). 

This provides a constant rotational torque throughout ex-

traction motion. A tension spring pulls the linkage upright 

after fruit extraction. This spring pulls against the same 
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cable providing reversed rotation to linkage A (FS1, Figure 6-20).  

Rubber cuffs, mounted between the finger and thumb, guide extracted fruit downward when 

released. Spiral wound rubber tubing cushions fruit descent to the fruit handling conveyors. By 

loosely suspending the tubing, the fruit’s impact time constant is increased. This reduces im-

pact pressure and fruit damage.  

Difficulties with fruit extraction arose during on-orchard testing (see results – section 6.2.8). 

The fruit’s base (the localised fruit point) must sit low in the hand to accommodate all fruit 

lengths. Therefore, the stem of smaller fruit sit lower in the hand’s grasping mechanism. For 

smaller fruit, the thumb can contact and bend the fruit’s stem during extraction. This reduces 

the bending moment at the stem/fruit connection point and can compromise clean fruit extrac-

tion. To counter this, a V shaped slit was added to the thumb which allows the fruit’s stem to 

pass through the thumb during fruit rotation. The modification ensured correct fruit rotation 

and clean fruit removal. 

6.2.4 Harvesting Arm Kinematics 

Each arm axis angle must be calculated to position the hand in three-dimensional space. Axes 

angles are calculated relative to the arm’s home position. This is defined as: 

1. Axis1 (A1): Axis 2 and 3 parallel to the ATP’s x axis (Figure 7-5) 

2. Axis2 (A2): Perpendicular to the arm’s base plane (nominally vertical) 

3. Axis3 (A3): Perpendicular to axis2 (nominally horizontal) 

Angles α, β and γ (Figure 6-21) are calculated from the home position using the required x, y 

and z end location. 

The arm’s coordinate origin is 1000mm forward of A2’s rotation point. This closely aligns its 

coordinate geometry with the localisation cameras positioning the fruit for extraction. There-

fore, x+1000 is used for any commanded arm position. This converts the supplied (x,y,z) posi-

tion to a coordinate in arm geometry.  

Position values x and y determines the angle of A1, α (Figure 6-21):  
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1 1000tan x
y

 (29) 

A2 (L2) and A3 (L3) form a triangle linked by radius, r, with internal angles σ and φ (Figure 6-21). 

Where the Pythagorean theorem gives length r, 

2 2( 1000) ( )r x z D (30) 

Rearranging the law of cosines, to determine internal angle φ,  

2 2 2
1 3 2

3 2

cos
2

r L L
L L

(31) 

Likewise for angle σ, 

2 2 2
1 3 2

2

cos
2

L L r
L r

(32) 

The radius is at angle, θ, to the horizontal, where, 

1tan z
x

(33) 

To obtain β, A2’s angle from its home position, 

90  (34) 

A3’s angle, γ, from home, from the sum of internal angles, 

90 (35) 

All required axis angles for a given end position are now known. The controller requires these 

angles as step counts for each axis. The controller will step each axis from its current position 

until the correct end step count is reached (see section 6.1.1). This corresponds to the desired 

end position. 
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At the output shaft the number of degrees for every step (ωS) is,

S RR S  (36) 

where, SR is the step resolution (SR = 360°/3200) and R is the gear ratio (R=1/10). Therefore, for 

every motor step the output shafts will rotate 0.01125°. 

Multiplying ωS by the end position angle gives the required step count, ηS, for that axis. The 

controller knows the current step count. The difference between the desired step count and the 

current step count gives the number of steps and direction for the axis.  

6.2.5 Custom Picking Trajectory: The ‘U-Move’ 

Scattered fruit positions and clustering limit direct linear transition between fruit. To avoid 

fruit damage the hand approaches the fruit from below.  A novel motion trajectory optimises 

fruit-to-fruit transitions and minimises fruit damage. By combining harvest scheduling (section 

6.2.6) and arm-arm collision detection (section 6.2.7) fruit are extracted without collision, in an 

ordered and efficient manner. 

The grey path (Figure 6-22) shows a series of linear transitions between two fruit locations. This 

ensures vertical movement at the start and end of the move. Using a series of linear traversal 

 
Figure 6-21: Harvesting Manipulator Kinematic Nomenclature 
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requires several time-consuming acceleration and deceleration movements. Harvest cycle per-

formance would consequently suffer. By starting the next linear section during the current line-

ar section (e.g. start section B-C, part way through section A-B) produces a seamless transition. 

This reduces fruit-to-fruit move times, increasing harvest efficiency. 

The transition path (blue line, Figure 6-22) is 

achieved by: 

1. The height of point B and C is set

100mm below the lowest fruit height.

This ensures fruit are approached from

below

2. Linear distances A-B, B-C and C-D are

calculated referencing the start and end

positions

3. The shorter transition distance of A-B 

or B-C is calculated and halved (η1 - in

‘steps’)

4. The shorter transition distance of B-C or C-D is calculated and halved (η2 - in ‘steps’)

5. Starting at A, the arm moves down towards B. At η1 ‘steps’ from the end of move A-B, 

transition B-C starts.

6. Move C-D begins at η2 ‘steps’ from the end of transition B-C 

7. Stops when D is reached

This places the hand at the next fruit position, from its current position. Points 3 and 4 above 

ensure the curved sections of motion are restricted to no more than half of any one section. 

Without this restriction, transition C-D could start before A-B had completed. This could dam-

age fruit and alter the arm’s end position.  

6.2.6 Fruit Extraction Scheduling 

Fruit extraction scheduling is used to minimise damage to fruit and increase extraction effi-

ciency. Hand design and operation impose specific extraction rules. These rules are associated 

Figure 6-22: U-Move custom trajectory 
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with closely positioned fruit and mean that fruit clusters are harvested in a specific order. Fig-

ure 6-19 shows the hand’s fruit extraction method. Fruit damage can occur due to:  

1. The open thumb: this can impact surrounding fruit on canopy entry 

2. Fruit rotation: the thumb’s structure rotates upward, potentially colliding with sur-

rounding fruit 

3. Four-bar linkage rotation: could potentially impact surrounding fruit during operation  

Fruit are located with all four camera pairs. These 

fruit locations are mapped into the reconciled co-

ordinate space (section 5.3.3). Fruit clusters are 

determined by the distance between them. The 

clusters are grouped and recorded (black ellipses, 

Figure 6-23). The fruit are divided approximately 

evenly between the arms where complete clusters 

are assigned to each arm. This allows the harvest-

ing rules to be followed.  

The first harvested group (1, Figure 6-23), 

for each arm is the cluster nearest the top 

right hand corner. This helps avoid 

arm/arm collision by moving all arms in 

the same direction. The shortest path to 

traverse the groups defines their removal 

order (travelling salesman problem). The distance between the groups is the distance between 

the first fruit in each group to be harvested (red circles, Figure 6-23).  

Each cluster group requires harvesting in a specific order. Clusters are divided into 50mm wide 

bands in the Y direction (Figure 6-24). The fruit with the largest X value (fruit 2, Figure 6-24), 

within the cluster, is used to define the first band. More bands are added until all fruit are as-

signed to a band. The fruit are harvested band-by-band from the lowest Y value to the highest. 

Harvesting bands are also assigned over the vertical (Z) range. The lowest fruit bands are har-

vested first, progressing upwards in 50mm intervals. Once all fruit in the first band are re-

 
Figure 6-23: Fruit cluster harvesting order. 

Black rings define cluster grouping. The red 
circles show the first fruit to be harvested in 

each group. 

 
Figure 6-24: Fruit extraction ordering using cluster 

banding 
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moved, the next band (over the complete height range) are harvested. This cluster harvesting 

method limits potential fruit damage (points 1-3 above) and supports fruit quality.  

This harvesting technique assumes that all fruit within a target area are identified. Hand to fruit 

collision can occur with unidentified fruit. However, these fruit are generally located higher, 

reducing this risk. This was evident during development of the fruit identification algorithms 

and is mainly due to leaves occluding the fruit. There is greater chance of this occurring the 

higher the fruit is.  

6.2.7 Arm-Arm Collision Detection 

Adjacent arms can collide as they share over-

lapping operating areas. Detecting a poten-

tial collision before it occurs allows the colli-

sion to be avoided. The common method of 

collision detection has been to use geometric 

primitives. These simple geometric shapes 

(often blocks) are used to describe each 

structure of the arm. “Thereby a collision is 

detected by intersections between the geometry of obstacles and robot” (Henrich and Cheng, 

1992) 

In this system, each arm’s physical structure and opera-

tion supports simplification to collision detection calcu-

lation. Collision detection is calculated in the arm’s X-Y 

plane only. The long hand, constant vertical harvesting 

motion (section 6.2.5) and low canopy profile makes 

overlapping arms impractical. Therefore, arm overlap-

ping is not allowed. 

The reconciled coordinate space (section 5.3.3) is used 

for collision detection and avoidance. A ‘keep-out’ zone 

is defined around the arm’s upper member and hand (Figure 6-28). The rectangular zone con-

figuration simplifies detection calculation. A small area of ‘false positive collision zone’ is in-

Figure 6-25: Robotic arm geometric layout: x-y
plane.

Figure 6-26: False positive collision 
area 
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Figure 6-27: Adjacent arm collision detection method. Left – safe operational condition; Right – a collision 

will occur if this move is performed 

cluded around the hand (Figure 6-27). This is the area where the system identifies a collision 

will occur, that would not actually occur. However, false positive collision detection is insignifi-

cant due to the small ‘false positive collision zone’. A fruit carrying rubber tube runs parallel to 

the upper member, filling the remaining ‘keep-out’ space. The tube is not shown in the 

diagrams. 

 The intercept between adjacent keep-out area borders (point C) is calculated to determine if a 

collision will occur. If xC is less than both xA1 and xB2 (Figure 6-27) a collision will occur. If xC is 

less than 0, the arms are pointed away from each other. This is a safe operational condition. 

Values yRO, xRO, xR, yR and αR (Figure 6-25) are known. yRO and xRO are the offsets of the base in 

the global coordinates. xR and yR are the respective components of the arm’s end position (xRR, 

yRR).  

To calculate intercept C, the position of A1 and B2 (Figure 6-27) and intercepting border lines 

are required. kw and kh are the arms’ respective keep-out width and height (Figure 6-28). Where, 

2 hh k  (37) 

therefore, points A and B for robotic arm R (ARx,ARy) and (BRx,BRy), 
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sin(45 )RA R Rx x h  (38) 

( 1) ( 1) sin(45 )R B R Rx x h  (39) 

The lines through points AR and B(R+1) are needed (red lines, Figure 6-27). These lines are paral-

lel to the arm (line between (xRO, yRO) and end-effecter position (xR, yR)) with slope, mR, 

( )
( )

R RO
R

R RO

y ym
x x

(40) 

Equations for the edges of the adjacent arms are therefore, 

RA R RA RAy m x c (41) 

( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)R B R R B R By m x c (42) 

To find the intercept of the two lines, yR = y(R+1), 

( 1) ( 1) ( 1)R R R R R Rm x c m x c (43) 

At the intercept xR = x(R+1) = xC, therefore, 

( 1)

( 1)( )
R R

c
R R

c c
x

m m
(44) 

where xc is used to determine if a collision will occur. 

This describes static collision detection. The arms move linearly between fruit when viewed 

from above during harvesting. As collision detection ignores the height range this linear path is 

used for dynamic collision detection. This dynamic collision detection works on a master-slave 

system. Harvesting arms 1 and 3 are set as master arms and are not interrupted if a collision is 

detected. The remaining arms (2 and 4) alter their operation to avoid any collisions. As the fruit 

harvesting order is known, along with the time required to perform each fruit extraction, the 

fruits’ static positions are used to determine if collision will occur between neighbouring arms. 

While the master arm is operating the slave arm’s positions are used to monitor for any colli-

sions for future fruit locations. A single, or consecutive, fruit are skipped if a collision is going 

Figure 6-28: Defining ‘keep-out’ 
areas 
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to occur. The slave arm harvests fruit further through its schedule and returns to the skipped 

fruit when the master arm is out of the way. This approach is used, as potential collisions do not 

occur very often due to the way the harvesting order is scheduled (section 6.2.6), sending the 

arms in the same offset direction to begin.  

6.2.8 Testing and Results 

The harvesting arm is accurate to ±0.3mm in three-dimensional space with the configured mi-

cro stepping resolution of 3200 steps per motor rotation. However, this assumes that every step 

is taken when commanded. To achieve ±1mm positioning accuracy each axis can lose a set 

number of steps. This number is proportional to the axis length (at worst-case position): 

1. Axis 1 – 3 steps 

2. Axis 2 – 10 steps 

3. Axis 3 – 5 steps 

Therefore the tracking system needs to be able to maintain each axis step error to be less than 

or equal to these values. Although backlash was removed from each axis, the axes can still be 

deflected by a small amount. Axis deflection to find any backlash was measured using a micro-

metre with a magnetic base. However, the axis returns to its original position when the deflect-

ing force is removed. This means that the axis will be offset with acceleration forces, but will 

settle to its correct position upon completing the move. These deflections were measured with a 

micrometre by applying a force equal to the greatest motor force. They produced momentary 

errors of less than 1.5mm in three-dimensional space. As these errors are only during accelera-

tion or loading, and settle to a neutral point during deceleration, the error is not significant. 

Initial testing was conducted in the laboratory to assess the arms ability to harvest fruit. This 

process used hand-eye coordination (section 5.2.4) to localise the fruit for harvesting. Ten ran-

domly positioned fruit were hung from a wooden ‘canopy’ structure. Stereopsis (section 5.2.3) 

located and scheduled all fruit for extraction. Harvest time was recorded and the test repeated 

ten times (one hundred fruit in total). Different fruit positions were used with varied spacing. 

All one hundred test fruit were correctly identified, localised and extracted. An average harvest-

ing cycle of 1.3 fruit/second/arm was achieved. This exceeded the required harvesting rate of 
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one fruit/second/arm (four fruit per second total). The combined machine vision and arm sys-

tem accuracy is reported in section 5.3 and is sufficient for fruit harvesting. 

Two harvesting arms were used for on-orchard testing. Cooperative, asynchronous and colli-

sion free operation was achieved. The control code supports operation of all four arms to this 

level. Currently, the control computer and Visual Basic 6 cannot support concurrent USB con-

nection of all eight cameras. Modular micro form-factor computers will be used to resolve this 

connection issue. Implementing more computers in parallel (perhaps one for each stereo pair of 

cameras) will also decrease analysis time. Fruit positions will be relayed to a main scheduling 

and control computer. This computer will assign commands to the harvesting arms. 

Five consecutive orchard bays were used for harvest trials (approximately 4 x 25m total). The 

fruit covered the range of variability expected with real operation. They were grouped in clus-

ters, randomly scattered and hung throughout the canopy height range. Difficulties with extrac-

tion were quickly obvious. Natural fruit-stem attachment was much stronger than the artificial 

fruit attachment used in the laboratory. Modifications were made to the hands overcome this 

issue. These were: 

1. Increased rotational speed and force

2. A ‘pause’ delay after fruit grasping and rotation. This ensured the fruit was fully rotated

before downward arm motion was applied

These modifications ensured successful fruit extraction (for correct arm positioning). However, 

harvesting rates slowed and issues with arm positioning resulted. The additional extraction 

forces could alter the arm’s position. This position error was often uncorrected for short arm 

movements (see section 6.1.4). These errors could accumulate into significant positioning er-

rors. The error correcting system (section 6.1.4) could not always correct for these larger errors 

and resulted in poor arm positioning and missed fruit. To reduce this problem arm movement 

acceleration was decreased. This increased axis torque to resist the applied fruit extraction forc-

es. These modifications reduced the harvest rate to an average 0.45 fruit/second/arm. This was 

less than half the desired harvesting speed. The operational video (referenced in 9.1.1) shows 

footage of fruit extraction. 

Laboratory testing provided few harvesting complications in comparison to the on-orchard en-

vironment. On-orchard variability and complexity resulted from a combination of environ-
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mental conditions. These included canopy infrastructure, growing system and fruit occlusion. 

Extracting clustered fruit in laboratory conditions did not fully represent on-orchard condi-

tions. Natural fruit clusters are often tightly packed, contain a large number of fruit and have a 

more varied height range, making them more difficult to harvest. The harvesting order rules 

(section 6.2.6) were refined to address and resolve some of these issues.  

Another issue that occasionally occurred was hand entanglement. This would halt harvesting 

until the system recovered. Entanglement was automatically detected when there was a large 

discrepancy with the arm’s expected position (refer to section 6.1.4 for arm position tracking). 

The additional entanglement forces on the hand cause the arm to lose track of its current posi-

tion. However, it would not completely stop operation. Smooth-surfaced covers for springs and 

entrapment surfaces will help resolve this.  

The hand has demonstrated successful extraction and handling results. The slim design and 

four-bar linkage improved canopy penetration and fruit grasping capabilities. Collision and 

entanglement were also reduced with this design. The modified V shaped slot to the grasping 

thumb ensured clean fruit extraction for all fruit sizes (assuming correct arm positioning). Im-

provements to the harvesting arms will deliver performance at the required commercial level. 

These improvements include:  

1. Encoder position feedback to remove the issues of the arms losing track of their current 

position. 

2. Low backlash gearboxes. Cost effective gearboxes have been sourced that deliver the re-

quired accuracy and lower cost (than previous versions sourced). Gearboxes remove as-

sembly time, cost and complexity as well as minimise the number of components for 

manufacture. 

3. Monocoque structures for the articulating arm sections. These will be laser cut and 

folded from sheet metal to provide reduced weight and increased torsional rigidity  

4. Rubber covered hand sides. This will remove the chance of damaging fruit from any 

hard or sharp edges. 
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Fruit can move during harvesting. Removing one fruit contacting another may result in the re-

maining fruit shifting. This change in fruit position is not updated by the current machine vi-

sion system. Consequently, the remaining fruit may not be harvested or could be damaged. 

Rubber sides to the hand’s thumb and finger could help correct for small movements. This 

would move fruit into the middle of the hand’s grasp, providing clean extraction. Machine vi-

sion fruit tracking during harvest is not practical as the hand and arm often block the camera’s 

view.  

Figure 6-29: CAD model of the robotic harvesting arm 
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6.3 Robotic Storage Bin Filling Arm for Fruit Handling 

A gentle robotic fruit handling system is required to fill the fruit storage bins. When people 

harvest, fruit damage can occur when their harvested bagged fruit are released into the bin. A 

robotic system could maintain fruit quality throughout this process and create a commercial 

point of difference. 

Bin filling systems are currently available for packhouse environments. Generally, they need a 

large operational space, are heavy and are designed to fill stationery bins on stable and level 

ground. The size of the current systems is the biggest limitation to their on-orchard use. This is 

because the bin filling system is required to operate under canopy and within the ATP’s struc-

ture. In addition, binned fruit will move during locomotion, especially on uneven terrain. 

Therefore, a dynamic fruit layering and sensing system is required. This dynamic system needs 

to be capable of placing fruit anywhere in a bin. The fruit from the four harvesting arms are 

shifted to the bin filling arm using a series of conveyors.  

The developed arm has a pocketed conveyor system to hold and move fruit. It uses distance-

detecting sensors to determine its height from fruit within the bin. The arm moves over the 

fruit (or bin bottom), maintaining a safe height above. A drop height of less than 80mm helps 

ensure fruit quality. No collisions with fruit or bin structures are allowed. This arm also has to 

keep up with the harvesting rate of four fruit per second. However, unlike harvesting, it can also 

operate while the vehicle is moving to store fruit. 

6.3.1 Depositing Arm and Placement Conveyor 

The bin filling arm has three degrees of freedom. This allows it to move transversely across, 

build up fruit height within and reach out into the bin. The internal conveyor moves fruit from 

Figure 6-30: Cross-section of the robotic depositing arm. The chains path is shown in green, with tensioning 
arm (pink) and spring force Fs. 
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a delivery conveyor to the arm’s distal end. Fruit leaves the bin filling arm and falls into the bin 

at a designated point. The fall height is kept less than the maximum allowable fruit drop height 

of 80mm. If the drop distance becomes greater than 80mm the conveyor stops until the correct 

layering height is achieved. This helps maintain fruit quality. A single belt forms the internal 

pocketed conveyor. The belt is draped between, and fixed to, support rails. This forms the 

pocket’s shape. Two chains provide drive to the conveyor. The chains run in parallel and 

around the internal conveyor sprockets (Figure 6-30). The required chain length alters with 

arm position. Any chain slack is removed with a dynamic tensioning arm. This prevents jam-

ming and maintains constant drive. Each chain runs around three sprockets (three pairs). Two 

pairs of sprockets rotate about the arm’s axes pivot points (axis 2 and 3). The final pair are 

mounted at the arm’s distal end. 

Chain tensioning (shown in Figure 6-30), is performed by a short pivoting arm. This has a dis-

tally mounted idler sprocket. A tension spring applies torque to the tensioning arm. This in-

turn applies a force to tension the chain. For small spring extensions the force applied to the 

tensioning arm will remain relatively constant. Spring extension is minimised by mounting its 

fixed end to third axis. The tensioning arm re-

mains relatively consistently positioned with 

respect to the third axis. This allows shorter 

springs to be used to maintain consistent chain 

tensioning. 

Fast arm movements are not required for bin 

filling. Therefore, arm mass was not critical dur-

ing design. Design focused on fruit handling and 

maintaining fruit quality.   

6.3.1.1 Transverse motion slide 

‘Axis 1’ is linear motion only (prismatic joint). 

This transversely moves the arm across the bin. 

The transverse motion slide requires torsional 

rigidity to support the depositing arm’s mass. 

The applied torque is maximised when the arm 

is horizontally outstretched. Standard slide and 
Figure 6-31 Depositing arm shown without its top 

fruit retaining enclosure 
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guide systems are designed for verti-

cal loading applications. Units with 

sufficient torsional rigidity are expen-

sive. A novel slide design satisfies the 

strength and cost requirements 

(Figure 6-32). 

The slide design uses standard square 

hollow section (SHS) tube. This pro-

vides load and torsional rigidity. The 

SHS member is oriented at 45 to the 

horizontal, allowing debris to easily clear. Eight bearings (two groups of four) contact the SHS 

tube. These are positioned furthest from the tube’s centre to minimise their loading (from tor-

sional reaction force). A small interference fit (0.1mm) between the bearings and SHS removes 

any torsional backlash. The SHS tube accommodates this small elastic deformation. These 

combine to provide a rigid and stable slide platform for Axis1. 

6.3.2 Power Transmission to Axes’ 

A stepper motor drives each axis. Reduction gearing provides the required output torque and 

speed.  

Axis One (A1), Transverse Motion: A split belt arrangement moves the bin filler’s carriage 

(Figure 6-33). Either end of this belt is connected to the carriage. Driving the belt in either di-

rection moves the carriage. A large tension spring in line with the belt removes any belt slack. 

The spring’s tension is higher than that applied from the motor. Therefore, it stretches mini-

mally while moving the carriage. It settles back to a constant neutral position upon completing 

motion, keeping accurate position. 

 
Figure 6-33: Axis One split belt drive 

 
Figure 6-32: Cross-section of the transverse slide system. Stain-
less steel square hollow section shown as green (endplate also 

green). Note bearing contacting outer edge. 
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Axis Two (A2), The Upper Member: This axis experiences the greatest reaction torque from the 

depositing arm’s mass. Therefore, it requires the largest drive gear reduction. A 5M timing 

belt/pulley reduction (3.6:1) in conjunction with a pinion/spur gear reduction (11.1:1) is used. 

This provides a 40:1 gear reduction. The arm’s mass preloads this axis, minimising positioning 

backlash.  

Axis Three (A3), The Lower Member: Another dou-

ble gear reduction drives A3. A 5M timing belt 

drives the shaft concentric to A2’s rotation point 

(3.6:1). The shaft has a sprocket attached at its op-

posite end. This sprocket drives a fixed sprocket on 

A3 via a chain (6.75:1). A 24.3:1 gear reduction re-

sults. A spring loaded chain tensioner aids backlash 

minimisation. This combined with the arm’s mass 

helps remove backlash and increases positioning 

accuracy.  

Axis Four (A4), The Conveyor Drive: A 5M timing 

belt reduction drives the conveyor chains (Gear Ra-

tio 3.6:1). The driveshaft is concentric to A3’s drive 

shaft (Figure 6-35, Figure 6-34). Motion accuracy is 

not required. Therefore, no backlash elimination is 

used. 

Figure 6-35: Stepper motor power transmission to axes’ layout Figure 6-34: Bin filling manipulator drive 
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6.3.3 Fruit Detection Antennae 

Four distance detecting sensor arrays are mounted to the arm’s end. These sensors are switch-

ing devices. When an object is within a predefined distance their output switches. Each array 

has sensors mounted at 30mm intervals. A distance array is mounted on each depositing arm 

side. This allows a safe fruit depositing height to be maintained for any arm motion direction. A 

parallel linkage arrangement (pulleys P1, P2 and P3, with cable, Figure 6-36) keeps the sensor 

arrays parallel to the bin’s bottom. Pulley P1 is fixed, where as P2 and P3 are free to rotate. P2 is a 

double pulley. Two distance thresholds allows for three possible distance states: 

1. Too close 

2. Too far 

3. Safe fruit layering height 

(distance between states 1 

and 2) 

The arm’s controller adjusts the de-

positing arm height to maintain a 

safe distance. This is dependent on the current distance state. Fruit is added to the bin while in 

the ‘safe’ state. 

6.3.4 Depositing Arm Kinematics 

Three-dimensional arm space positioning is required. To achieve a specific end position, each 

axis angle requires calculation. The arm’s home position is defined as: 

1. Axis1 (A1): Far right of the transverse axis 

2. Axis2 (A2): Parallel to the arms y axis 

3. Axis3 (A3): Perpendicular to A2 (parallel to the Z axis) 

A1 is a linear motion along the transverse slide. Motion is constrained to the x direction. The 

required step count, η1, is determined by,  

1
x

d
 (45) 

 
Figure 6-36: Fruit detection sensor arrangement 
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where, dη is the distance travelled per stepper motor step. The gear ratio and number of stepper 

motor steps per revolutions sets this value. 

A2 and A3 move in unison through the y – z plane. Axes angles (ϕ and ) are calculated using 

the axes lengths (L2 and L3). First, the radius, r, of the end position is required. Where,  

2 2r z y (46) 

this is at an angle to the horizontal β, when y ≠ 0,  

1tan z
y

(47) 

if y = 0, 

90  (48) 

The first internal angle, γ, is found by rearranging and substituting into the law of cosines, 

Figure 6-37: Bin filling arm kinematic nomenclature 
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where L2 = L3, 

2 2
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2
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L

 (50) 

The second internal angle, α, is found by rearranging and substituting into the law of cosines, 

2 2 2
1 3 2

2

cos
2

L L r
L r

 (51) 

where L2 = L3, 

1

2

cos
2
r
L

 (52) 

Knowing angles α and β, angle ϕ can be calculated. This is the angle of A2 from its ‘home’ posi-

tion.  

 (53) 

and angle  is, 

90  (54) 

Axes angles are converted to step counts, allowing arm positioning. The step count for A2 is η2,  

2
2

 (55) 

where, ωη2 is A2 degrees rotated per motor step, η2. Driving gear ratio and motor configuration 

determine this value. 

A3 step count, η3, is also determined by the motor configuration and gear ratio. However, an 

interaction from A2 exists. As A2 rotates, the drive sprocket of A3 remains fixed. This imposes a 
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rotation in A3 proportional to any A2 rotation. The angle error, E3, is proportional to the 

sprocket/chain drive ratio (6.75:1). 

3 2
8

54E
(56) 

Accounting for the interaction, A3 step count, η3, is determined by, 

3
3

3

( )E (57) 

where ωη3 is A3 degrees of rotation for a single motor step. Axes step counts are used to position 

the arm to the desired position. See section 6.1.1. 

Figure 6-38: Left: Depositing arm. Right Top: Gear and pinion drive for power transmission to axis two. Right 
Bottom: Feed chute to depositing arm 
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6.3.5 Testing and Results 

Testing of the bin filling arm was performed outside, but not on-orchard. The arm’s sensors 

(monitoring safe depositing height) are not affected by variable orchard conditions, therefore, 

on-orchard testing was not required. Four people manually filled the fruit supply conveyors 

with fruit. This was done to approximately match actual fruit supply (four fruit per second). 

Four soft rubber rods were added to extend 80mm from the arm’s end. This allowed the layer-

ing height to be visually monitored by people during testing. Successful fruit depositing was 

achieved. Fruit were not dropped more than eighty millimetres as set out in the handling speci-

fications. However, issues with the arm’s geometry were discovered.  

The bin filling arm can only fill approximately three quarters of an eighteen-bushel storage bin. 

The pocketed conveyor drive chains restrict A3 rotation (restriction to minimising γ, Figure 

6-37). This stops fruit being deposited in the front-top of the storage bin, where the front of the 

bin is under the arms linear axis (A1). 

Modification to the arm’s geometry and 

mounting position will allow complete bin 

filling. An additional prismatic axis is the 

main modification (An3, Figure 6-39). 

This will be integrated into the upper ar-

ticulated arm and rotate to replace A1 in 

the current design. The lengths of the ar-

ticulated axes are also altered. In the mod-

ified design (Figure 6-39):  

1. An1 is a linear axis (in and out of the page, similar to A1 in the current design) 

2. An2 is a rotation of An1’s structure to change the angle of the upper arm member (M1) 

3. An3 is the new prismatic axis to alter the effective length of M1 

4. An4 rotates the lower arm member (M2) 

A predefined filling cycle is used to achieve uniform and progressive fruit layering. This process 

fills the bin in bands and helps minimise fruit damage. The arm currently runs at a constant 

speed while depositing fruit. This method achieved filling speeds faster than the targeted har-

vesting rate of four fruit per second. However, moving the arm at a constant speed can cause 

 
Figure 6-39: Modified bin filler arm design 
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fruit voids in the bin. This occurs when there is a break in the supply of fruit. An additional 

light beam sensor will monitor the fruit entering the system. This will allow the arm to halt mo-

tion when there are no fruit ready. A reduction to arm motion and fruit voids will result, 

providing even fruit filling and increase its efficiency.  

Figure 6-40: The bin filling arm on the AKH on-orchard 
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6.4 Fruit Handling Analysis  

The AKH’s handling ability has been compared to human harvesters, which are the current 

benchmark. 

6.4.1 Methodology 

Thirty fruit were taken from each key operational area (e.g. from the hand and conveyors). For 

comparison, thirty fruit were taken from a human’s comparable process. Thirty fruit were used 

for each process as this equates to a storage tray. The trail took place outside the normal harvest 

season. This meant that the fruit were softer than normally expected, accentuating any damage 

found. Therefore, total damage is not as relevant as the comparison between man and machine. 

Table 3: Man versus Machine comparable tasks 
Human Action: Robot Action: 

Hand Extracting Fruit Harvesting Hand Extracting Fruit 

Picked Fruit into Picking Bag Fruit Delivery Tube and Conveyor System 

Picked Bag into Bin Bin Filling Robot 

For trial tasks, that were not fruit extraction, fruit were carefully removed by hand. These fruit 

were individually stored in fruit trays in preparation for testing. Testing was performed within 

minutes of their extraction. This allowed damage to be traced to a specific operational section. 

Running the fruit through all sections would not define damage causing areas.  

The fruit was box stored in Plix trays after testing. Plix trays are the industry’s standard storage 

tray. The fruit were kept at approximately 0°C. This follows industry storage recommendations. 

The storage method allowed fruit damage analysis of fruit damage over a three-month period, 

as damage can take time to become noticeable. An independent fruit quality expert inspected 

the fruit. Damage focused on: 

1. Soft Fruit (e.g. normally not handling damage, can be over ripe or degrading fruit ) 

2. Soft Spots on Fruit (e.g. pressure damage from dropping, or fruit beginning to over ripen) 

3. Physical Damage (e.g. puncture marks or surface scuffing) 

An independent and experienced quality controller at Mount Pack and Cool Limited carried 

out quality control inspections. Industry quality standards were followed. 
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Figure 6-41: Total damage percentages across all man and machine processes 
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6.4.2 Results 

The AKH handled more fruit during testing due to its additional handling process. Therefore, 

results are analysed on a percentage basis. Potential AKH fruit damaging elements have been 

identified, including: 

1. Hard and sharp edges on the harvesting hands causing physical fruit damage

2. Uncontrolled fruit drop height from the harvesting hand into the fruit tube. This can

cause pressure damage when the fruit contacts the tube wall

3. Fast fall descent down the fruit tube can cause some soft spots when the fruit deceler-

ates at the conveyor

4. Hard conveyor corners require more padding – physical damage

5. Bin filling arm’s open sides to the conveyor pockets. This exposes some of the mechani-

cal conveyor system to the fruit

These elements will be modified to rectify the problem. Modification will further accentuate the 

AKH’s ability to outperform people. They will also increase fruit quality outcomes. People 

damaging fruit during harvesting is a constant problem. This is because they are incentivised by 

the ‘per bin’ payment system to pick rapidly, not carefully. Fruit quality can further suffer when 

considering other human flaws. We are prone to fatigue and boredom while performing long 

repetitious tasks. This potentially reduces concentration and careful completion. Robots do not 
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Figure 6-42: Accumulated fruit damage as at the final test (06 October 2010) 
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suffer these flaws. Once a standard is achieved, a robotic system will maintain that standard 

throughout operation. Trials that are more extensive will be conducted once the identified 

modifications are made.  

The main areas for improvement are: 

1. Harvesting Hands: Silicone mouldings will remove fruit exposure to hard/sharp edges 

during extraction. 

2. Fruit Tube:  

o A reduction in the decline angle of the tube 

o Added integral slowing baffles to assist in slowing fruit descent to the conveyors 

3. Conveyors: Further padding the transition areas between conveyors 

4. Bin Filling: Improved fruit height tracking, making the drop height even smaller and 

fully enclosed conveyor pockets to stop fruit contact with mechanical systems. 

Although a limited trial was conducted, the following results were obtained: 

1. Areas for robotic improvement 

2. Operational fruit handling comparisons between man and machine 

The results showed that AKH inflicted less damage than human harvested fruit harvested by 

humans. This was achieved across all damage categories and most sections. 
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6.4.3 Conclusion 

Both harvesting and bin filling arms have demonstrated successful core functionality. The fruit 

handling trial has delivered satisfactory initial results. The consistently gentle fruit handling 

(compared to humans) is a beneficial commercial point of difference. This is a significant step 

towards commercial uptake where growers will benefit from higher financial return. Most sig-

nificantly, these results are delivered in the variable on-orchard environment. Although the sys-

tem has demonstrated successful operation, some limitations have been identified. These will 

be resolved in future development with the following modifications: 

1. Rubber covered hand sides. This will encapsulate the fruit during clasping and will ac-

commodate small position errors from fruit swing (see comments above). It will also re-

move any hard and sharp edges, reducing potential fruit damage.

2. Arm position feedback for both systems. Incremental or absolute encoders will eliminate

position loss. Position tracking with the slot array (section 6.1.4) was successful in the syn-

thetic laboratory environment. However, it did not perform adequately when presented

with on-orchard complexities. These arose from the increased fruit extraction force and

some vine entanglement.

3. Low backlash arm gearboxes (for both systems): the presented drive system has operated

successfully and reliably. However, machining and assembly complexity increase produc-

tion cost and complexity. Low backlash gearboxes are increasingly available and have sig-

nificantly reduced in price. This is a practical and cost effective design modification and

simplify arm production.

4. Harvest arm monocoque structural design. This will increase the torsional rigidity of the

arms and reduce system inertia. Laser cut and folded sheet metal parts will be used to

achieve this design. Production cost reduction will result.

5. Bin filling arm fruit monitoring. Monitoring fruit entering the pocketed conveyor (with

light beam sensor) will minimise arm movement. It will also provide even fruit distribu-

tion.

6. Bin filling arm geometry alteration. Modification to this arm’s mounting position and ar-

ticulation geometry is required to achieve complete bin filling.

7. Integration of the fruit handling improvements, outlined in section 6.4.2.
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Arm modifications to achieve suitable performance for commercial operation have been identi-

fied. Further harvesting arm efficiency will be gained by improving the scheduling algorithms. 

Although the harvesting rules, set to avoid fruit damage, limit the amount of optimisation pos-

sible, gains can still be made. More efficiently dividing the fruit between the arms will give the 

greatest efficiency gains. The travelling salesman solution will be adapted to have four ‘sales-

men’ (arms), with limited ‘sales area’ (arm operating area). This will restrict what fruit each arm 

can reach, increasing the optimisation problem’s complexity. Each cluster will have a weighting 

associated, which relates to the number of fruit. This will dictate the amount of time required to 

harvest the cluster and the demand on the ‘salesman’. Large fruit clusters might also need to be 

split between arms. In this case, one of the arm’s will need to harvest its part of the cluster first. 

This will avoid breaking the harvesting rules. An improvement to operational efficiency and 

commercialisation potential will result. 

Although some operational results have not met the requirements, it is expected that the out-

lined modifications would deliver realistic solutions. Further development, including improved 

scheduling algorithms, will deliver commercial level performance and operation. A better un-

derstanding of the requirements and complexities has been obtained by testing in real-world 

conditions. This provides realistic conclusions based on actual current performance, where 

modifications are planned to overcome the identified issues. The performance differences be-

tween laboratory and orchard environments shows the importance of real-world testing. Prov-

ing ability in the laboratory, does not guarantee that same ability in real-world conditions. The 

testing to date has been an important step to commercialisation. Although arm performance is 

not at full commercial levels, the testing has identified areas for improvement to obtain the nec-

essary performance. Future development will implement these changes to achieve full operation 

at commercial levels. 
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Figure 6-43: The AKH on-orchard 
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7. Autonomous Transportation Platform 

Autonomous movement and navigation to harvesting sites is required for complete on-orchard 

operation. The autonomous transportation platform (ATP) provides this ability by moving the 

harvesting equipment to their on-orchard operating positions. Additionally, the ATP provides 

fruit storage bin handling. Combined, these functions will allow efficient autonomous opera-

tion.  

Autonomous operation requires robust and reliable real-time interpretation of the orchard en-

vironment. This benefits operation and commercialisation by removing the human driver or 

operator, eliminating the costs of:  

1. Human labour and error factor 

2. Specialist driver or operator training 

3. The requirement of legislated breaks and operating hour limitations. This allows continu-

ous operation, increasing efficiency. 

Future development will evolve the ATP’s operation beyond fruit harvesting. This allows wider 

system use during the offseason to increase commercial payback. Intelligent devices will attach 

to the ATP to enable automation of many labour-intensive tasks. These tasks include pruning, 

fruit thinning, flower pollination and crop analysis. 

Autonomous navigation is fundamental to the ATP. Reliably sensing and interpreting the envi-

ronment poses the greatest challenge. Orchard navigation has added complexity when com-

pared to structured and ordered industrial environments. Although there is some ordered lay-

out, orchards are changeable, have unstructured clutter, and objects can blend and merge into 

the background or surrounding objects. This limits assumptions the amount of environmental 

assumptions that can be made. For example, if a boundary is detected in an industrial environ-

ment, it can often be assumed as a vertical wall, or that the floors are flat and even. These 

boundaries are also more distinctive in industrial environments. On-orchard edges can blend 

into the background making them hard to detect. Furthermore, industrial environments allow a 

wider range of sensing options to be used. These include local-position markers (often on or in 
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the floor) to allow predefined paths to be followed. This is not practical on-orchard as the AKH 

will be deployed in many different environments and this method requires large setup costs. 

Although customised local-positioning markers are not feasible, kiwifruit orchards do offer 

some unique markers. The posts supporting the kiwifruit canopy are positioned with nearly 

regular spacing and can be used to determine the ATP’s position. From this orchard position 

drive actions can be calculated.  

Real-time locomotion calculation is necessary as no two orchards are the same. Although or-

chards generally follow a standard layout, there is significant variation from an ideal layout. 

The ideal layout would have all orchards conforming to exact uniform and linear spacing etc. 

Variability is not limited to post placement. The posts can be short, surrounded by grass, hid-

den by other objects (e.g. plant vines), curved, slanted or have defects. The environment differ-

ences and extent of variation significantly increases the complexity of autonomous navigation, 

limiting the range of suitable sensors and sensory interpretation strategies. Any sensor used 

must cope with environmental variations, must also be cost effective to maintain commercial 

viability of the AKH and must be safe.  

Solutions requiring large setup infrastructure were not considered (e.g. navigational markers, 

buried wires and high cost base stations). Likewise, cost and reliability concerns ruled out the 

commonly used RTK-GPS (real time kinematic global positioning system, see section 7.3.2 for 

more comments), directing development to use the posts as local positioning markers.  

Navigation using stereo machine vision fits the system requirements. Investigation into ma-

chine vision navigation (section 7.4) showed the difficulties due to variations in the orchard 

environment. The most significant comes from natural lighting. This often altered the object’s 

appearance beyond the envelope of reliable machine vision recognition. When combined with 

object occlusion issues, which are commonplace, machine vision navigation was not going to 

provide reliable object detection. This being a key requirement, it was determined that another 

solution was required. To ensure reliable object detection, the machine vision system was com-

bined with LIDAR (light detection and ranging) sensors. In the combined solution, LIDAR 

provides accurate and reliable object detection, where machine vision will identify the detected 

objects. This leads to better decision-making for navigation. 
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Although RTK-GPS is not suitable for navigation due to signal dropout (see section 7.3.2), 

standard GPS with a high gain antenna provides reliable positioning to ±3m. This allows navi-

gation of the greater kiwifruit orchard area using GPS maps. These maps are created for crop 

management purposes. The maps provide position information of canopy areas, hedgerows, 

shade cloth, access points, roads and other orchard structures. This provides suitable orchard 

information to guide the ATP around the orchard. As accuracy and object detection is limited, 

this navigation will be refined using the LIDAR and machine vision sensors. 

The extent of variability in environmental conditions was required to understand the environ-

ment and guide development. Industry consultation and on-orchard observation built a broad 

overview of expected conditions. Several design requirements were identified: 

1. Twenty-four hour operation. The system is required to cope with all on-orchard illumina-

tion conditions, from bright sunlight to complete darkness. Although only twenty-hour 

operation will be used, the four-hour break period could occur at any time. This break is 

also weather dependent. Operation is limited to twenty hours per day because of settling 

dew overnight and to allow any necessary machine servicing of shifting between orchards. 

2. Handle all orchard row variations including: 

a. Width and post spacing variation: rows widths alter between rows and along the 

same row. Rows can also taper in width. Row widths range from 3.5 to 5.5m 

b. Missing plants and posts within the rows 

c. Uneven row lengths 

d. Objects within rows 

e. Terrain variations 

3. Four wheel drive with mud-grip tyres. Although most orchards are well drained, some or-

chard areas can become waterlogged. Also, areas of high use become muddy and slippery, 

creating traction difficulties. 

4. Detection of random objects and structures  

To achieve these requirements, a wheeled chassis structure and power source is required. In 

addition, systems for vehicular propulsion, sensing and drive calculation and control are re-

quired. The combination of these systems will allow for autonomous orchard navigation. These 

systems are presented in the following section of this chapter.  
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7.1 Chassis and Power Plant Overview 

The chassis primarily needs to provide: 

1. Locomotion: manoeuvrability, stability and traction

2. Attachment and transportation of other devices, for example robotic arms.

3. Bin lifting, holding and placement structures

4. Power generation

To achieve these requirements, the main chassis is fabricated from rectangular hollow section 

(RHS) steel tube. An RHS structure provides a rigid platform that is cost effective and easily 

fabricated for prototype development. The design was selected to provide ample space for addi-

tional systems, for example the arms, to operate. A monocoque, tubular or similar design was 

considered, however it could restrict operation of other systems. This includes obstructing or 

limiting the placement of their sensors (e.g. obstructing the cameras’ viewing area or LIDAR 

sensors’ scanning plane). These alternative designs are also likely increase fabrication complexi-

ty and production cost. Although the RHS chassis design has several advantages, the chassis 

mass and material costs increased. However, this cost is offset against reduced fabrication time. 

Once all task performing systems (and their required sensor positions) are confirmed, an alter-

native production chassis could be designed to reduce mass and allow unrestricted operation to 

all systems. The chassis structure can be changed without compromising its functionality and 

therefore it was not optimised for the prototype ATP.  

Figure 7-1: Chassis during construction, pre finishing 
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Several laser-cut, flat-steel parts are used to simplify fabrication. These accurately laser-cut 

parts help align the necessary components. The rear bin lifter, rear wheel assembly, front steer-

ing trunnion assemblies and arm mounting stage benefitted from this process. The front steer-

ing trunnion assemblies are folded and rolled to form strong monocoque structures (see Figure 

7-2). Standard hub axles are welded to the trunnion structures to support the wheels and drive. 

Similar hubs are also installed for the rear wheels. The hubs have sprockets attached to provide 

wheel drive. 

The front wheel assemblies are attached to a pivoting front mount (blue unfinished steel, Figure 

7-1). This ensures constant four-wheel ground contact, adding stability and traction. The 

mount pivots about a point in the middle of the two front wheels. Positioning this pivot point 

in line with the wheels’ centre removes wheel side loading during rotation. Similar pivoting de-

signs are commonly found on agricultural and horticultural tractors. 

A four-wheel drive design was used to ensure adequate traction and stability. In addition, the 

wide wheels beneficially spread the vehicles mass over a larger area to reduce ground compac-

tion. Vehicle ground compaction has been shown to adversely affect plant growth and produc-

tion (Deurer, et al., 2010, Goh, et al., 2000). The rear wheels are larger to support the increased 

             
Figure 7-2: (Left) Rear wheel and drive assembly, (right) Front wheel trunnion and steering assembly 
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weight of the fruit storage bin. These larger wheels also increase traction and smooth traversal 

of rough terrain.  

The ATP is required to support fruit-storage-bin handling. This includes lifting, lowering and 

carrying a bin around the orchard. A pneumatic forklift mechanism is integrated at the rear of 

the chassis to provide this ability. Pneumatic actuators were selected for their load cushioning 

characteristic. This helps with gentle fruit handling by cushioning the bin while driving over 

uneven terrain. A four-bar-linkage lifting mechanism ensures the bin is kept level to the chassis 

throughout motion. The storage bin’s centre of mass is set forward of the rear wheels’ rotation 

axis. This helps maintain traction for drive and steering by ensuring the bin will not unload the 

front wheels. 

All systems are powered from a 6.5kW Honda generator. In addition to providing electrical 

power, the generator’s motor also drives a hydraulic pump which provides chassis propulsion 

and steering. A swash plate pump was selected to maximise system efficiency, only providing 

pressurised fluid on demand. 

Figure 7-3: Assembled chassis after powder coating. 
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7.2 ATP Locomotion and Control  

Control of propulsion and steering is required to achieve on-orchard driving. Navigation deci-

sions (section 7.5) are converted to manoeuvre commands. A controller carries out these in-

structions, converting the commands into autonomous drive motion. Keicher and Seufert 

(2000) outline the three sections required to achieve autonomous driving. 

1. A sensor to report deviation from the desired position (covered in later sections) 

2. A controller to generate a correction signal according to the deviation 

3. An actuator that manipulates the heading of the vehicle, so that the position error can 

be corrected using vehicular motion 

Hydraulic systems for drive and steering actuation were selected for the ATP as they provide 

reliability, large power density and cost-effectiveness. An internal combustion engine provides 

power for the hydraulic swash plate pump. The pump provides fluid at constant pressure, alter-

ing fluid volume on demand. Altering fluid flow on demand reduces power consumption. The 

fluid from the pump is distributed by the valve block to the relevant motor(s). The block’s sole-

noid valves are computer-controlled. 

 
Figure 7-4: Simplified hydraulic drive system schematic 
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Figure 7-5: Chassis nomenclature for coordinates of 
motion (as viewed from above). 

Steering is achieved using proportional solenoid valves to drive the motors rotating the front 

wheels (SL and SR, Figure 7-4). To achieve accurate steering control, 12-bit, absolute encoders 

report both wheel positions to the controller. The ATP can follow curved paths by calculating 

the direction of each of the front steering wheels. Each wheel’s direction is calculated inde-

pendently for a specific turn manoeuvre (see section 7.2.1), eliminating the need for differen-

tials. 

A bi-directional proportional valve controls each drive wheel (S1 – S4, Figure 7-4). Having pro-

portional valves allows individual wheel speed control in low traction conditions. By comparing 

each wheel’s actual rotational speed, to its desired speed, ‘slippage’ is detected. Wheel speed is 

determined from each wheel’s incremental encoder. If ‘slippage’ is detected, action is taken to 

resolve the issue and maintain constant drive (see section 7.2.3). However, for general opera-

tion the hydraulic valves operate as tri-state devices to control direction (forward, off and re-

verse). A large proportional valve controls fluid flow to all drive wheels (SM, Figure 7-4). The 

hydraulic fluid follows the path of least resistance, therefore, during a turning manoeuvre, 

when the outer wheels are rotating faster, 

the fluid flow increases to the outer 

wheels as they provide less resistance.  

Counterbalance valves (C1 - C4, Figure 

7-4) are installed in parallel to the drive 

motors on the rear wheels, these reduce 

motor ‘free-wheeling’ (e.g. the ATP roll-

ing down a slope, unpowered). However, 

the counterbalance valves have a limited 

holding effect and the ATP can still slowly 

‘creep’ on inclines. Therefore for parking, 

the front wheels splay, preventing any 

undesired rolling. 
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Figure 7-6: Steering Geometry Calculation 

7.2.1 Steering Geometry Calculation 

Accurate control of wheel direction is required to perform ATP manoeuvres. Unlike a motor 

vehicle, the ATP’s steering wheels are independently set. Most vehicles use a steering linkage 

arrangement to set both steering wheels’ angles with a single actuator. Having independent 

front steering wheels, without a mechanical linkage, allows tighter turning. Each wheel’s direc-

tion is calculated from the desired manoeuvre’s radius-of-curvature (RC - Figure 7-6).   

Steering geometry is calculated in real-time for every radius-of-curvature command. The wheel 

angles (σ1 and σ2, Figure 7-6) are de-

termined from the ATP’s chassis geom-

etry. The ATP manoeuvres about the 

rear wheel axis. The distance of the ro-

tation point from the centre of the rear 

wheels is the manoeuvre’s radius-of-

curvature. From this centre of rotation 

(COR - Figure 7-6) the steering angles 

are calculated. Each steering wheel’s 

direction (σ1 and σ2) is perpendicular to 

a line projected from COR to the 

wheel’s steering rotation point (blue 

and orange lines, Figure 7-6).  

Therefore, each wheel’s angle (σ1 and σ2, Figure 7-6) is, 

1
1 tan

2
f

C

L
W

R
 (58) 

1
2 tan

2
f

C

L
W

R
(59) 

The tighter the turn the more these angles deviate from each other. Once the angles are known, 

a PID control system keeps the steering wheels’ pointed in the desired direction 
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7.2.2 Hydraulic Solenoid PID Control 

Each solenoid value is independently computer-controlled so as to remove the need for an ex-

pensive hydraulic controller. A pulse width modulated (PWM) signal is used to control each 

solenoid valve through a pair of smart high-side power switches (Infineon, 2004); one for for-

ward operation, the other for reverse. The smart FETs are designed to drive inductive loads and 

do not require free-wheeling diode protection like other FETs. They also provide current limit-

ing, thermal shutdown, and overload and short-circuit protection. 

Control of solenoid valves is more difficult than servo valves. This is due to their nonlinear out-

put characteristic (shown in Figure 7-7) and non-responsive starting dead-zone. This dead-

zone can slow system response when starting output, or changing direction. To overcome this 

issue the PWM has an offset value to ensure it is never within this dead-zone. Servo valves do 

not exhibit these flaws, however, they are approximately ten times the cost of solenoid valves. 

Consequently, a PID control system was designed and implemented to control the standard 

solenoid valves. This control program monitors feedback from wheel and steering encoders to 

provide feedback to the controller.  

There are seven PID control loops concurrently operating on the control computer. However, 

only three of these are required in normal operating conditions. One for each steering wheel 

and one to control fluid flow to the drive wheels. The remaining four control loops are for each 

drive wheel. These are only used when traction control is required.  

Figure 7-7: Solenoid valve fluid flow characteristics for an applied current (Robert, 2006) 
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7.2.3 Traction Control 

In low traction conditions all fluid can flow though a single wheel. The fluid follows the path of 

least resistance, therefore a wheel that has lost traction (‘slipping’) provides a low resistance 

path. This would impede, or even stop, locomotion. Therefore, traction control was required. A 

system was designed and implemented to monitor and control each wheel independently. This 

ultimately increases the ATP’s ability to drive in low traction and uneven terrain. Currently, 

orchard contractors’ vehicles often suffer loss of traction on-orchard. The commonly used At-

om sprayers (Andreoli, 2005) also have hydraulic drive, but do not have traction control. This 

has led to accidents, vehicles becoming stuck and inefficient operation. 

To implement traction control, the speed of each drive wheel is required. This is calculated 

from an encoder mounted to each wheel. This speed is compared to its theoretical speed to de-

tect any loss of traction. Theoretical wheel speeds are calculated from their circumferential path 

(Figure 7-6) relative to the ATP’s set speed. While driving in a straight line (i.e. RC = ) the 

wheel velocities are all the same. Their proportional rotational rates during a turning move are 

calculated by, 

1

2
sin( )C

LFL  (60) 

2

2
sin( )C

LFR  (61) 

2
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r
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2
2
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Where the subscript C denotes a circumference measurement and FL denotes the front left 

wheel etc. CC is the chassis circumferential path distance. Where,  

2C CC R  (64) 

The individual wheel required velocities, vw, are proportional to the chassis setpoint velocity, vsp, 

where Wc is a specific wheels circumferential distance (e.g. FLC), 
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(65) 

From this, an error in wheel velocity, vEW, is calculated using (66). The actual velocity, vA, is de-

termined from wheel encoder information. 

EW A Wv v v (66) 

This provides an error relative to ATP 

overall velocity. Traction control is only 

required when one, two or three wheels are 

rotating faster than 5% of its setpoint. This 

indicates a loss of traction to those wheels. 

The corresponding wheel(s) valve is briefly 

closed to its lowest response level (allowing 

minimal fluid flow and increasing re-

sistance). This prevents the counterbalance 

valves locking the wheel and resisting mo-

tion. The fluid to the slipping wheel is di-

verted to the non-slipping wheel(s). When 

the non-slipping wheel(s) speed increase, 

the slipping wheel(s) valve is gradually reopened. The slipping wheel(s) are individually PID 

controlled until the speed error is corrected and traction regained. Only PID control of the 

main flow solenoid (SM, Figure 7-4) is required under ‘normal’ drive conditions. This is because 

the hydraulic fluid follows the path of least resistance and resolves any differential balancing of 

wheel rotational speeds for driving curved paths. 

Figure 7-8: Depicts the functional layout for the 
calculation of individual wheel speed with respect to 

set point speed  
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7.2.4 Chassis Manoeuvres 

Movement in the orchard generally involves line-following routines of lines inferred by envi-

ronment sensing. For line following the drivelines are inferred from sensor analysis (see section 

7.5). However, there are instances where speciality manoeuvres are required. These are mainly 

used for object avoidance and docking with fruit storage bins. Figure 7-9 shows five manoeu-

vres (and their mirrors) used for point A to B manoeuvres. An additional three-point-turn ma-

noeuvre is also described (section 7.2.4.6). This three-point-turn move allows turning at the end 

of a row, allowing navigation back along the same row. 

To determine which manoeuvre to use, the heading difference (at the start and end of the 

move) and the intercept of these headings are used. A tangential approach is often required to 

the end position. This ensures the ATP is in-line with the desired end heading upon completing 

the manoeuvre. A tangential approach is also desirable for bin docking as it ensures the bin lift-

ing forks are aligned before engaging the bin. In the manoeuvre examples (in the following sec-

tions), all manoeuvres are shown with tangential end approaches included. 

 
Figure 7-9: Shows the five possible chassis manoeuvres. A – Positive intercept serpentine, B – Single curve, C 

– Negative offset serpentine, D – Double back single curve, E – Double back serpentine. 
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7.2.4.1 A - Positive Intercept Serpentine 

A positive intercept serpentine is used when the intercept of current and desired headings is in 

front of point e. The absolute difference between current and destination heading also has to be 

less than 90°. Point f (Figure 7-10) is the desired end position. A tangential approach segment 

(e to f) ensures that the ATP is aligned to the correct end-heading when point f is reached.  

Where length μ is (defining a as the origin, (Figure 7-10), 

2 22 ( ) ( )d dr x y r (67) 

The position of point d is the centre of the second arc segment, where 

cosdy y r (68) 

sindx x r (69) 

(68) and (69) are substituted into (67) to give, 

2 22 ( sin ) ( cos )r x r y r r  (70) 

Rearranging and expanding, 

2 2 2 2 2 2 24 sin 2 sin cosr x r rx y r r
22 cos 2 2 cosry ry r  

(71) 

factorising for r, noting that the expansion of (71) is a quadratic, producing, 

Figure 7-10: Positive Intercept Serpentine calculation (from Figure 7-9 – A). 
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2 2 22 (1 cos ) 2 ( sin cos ) 0r r x y y x y  (72) 

using the quadratic equation solution, 

2 2 2( sin cos ) ( sin cos ) 2(1 cos )( )
2(1 cos )

x y y x y y x y
r  (73) 

where r is the radius of curvature for the required manoeuvres two arc sections. 

7.2.4.2 B - Single Curve 

A single curve is performed when the end heading intercepts the current heading between the 

ATP’s current and final x position. An absolute heading difference of less than 90° is also re-

quired. 

 
Figure 7-11: Single Curve path calculation (from Figure 7-9 – B) 

Calculating the x and y components between the arc’s centre, c. The centre is positioned per-

pendicular to the curves start b, and arcs end, position, d. Therefore, 

cosc dy y r  (74) 

substituting yc=r, and solving for radius of curvature, r, 
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(1 cos( ))
dyr (75) 

Where the linear approach section to get to position b, before performing the curve has a dis-

tance, 

sinb dx x r  (76) 

7.2.4.3  C - Negative Intercept Serpentine 

A negative intercept serpentine manoeuvre is defined when the intercept of the current and end 

headings is behind the ATP’s current position. An absolute heading difference of less than 90° 

is also required (see Figure 7-12). 

Defining known variables, from manoeuvre conditions (Figure 7-12), where, xb = 0, yb=r. 

Therefore, from Pythagorean Theorem, 

2 22 ( ) ( )d dr x y r (77) 

Defining the components of D as, 

cosdy y r  (78) 

sindx x r  (79) 

Substituting into (77), 

2 22 ( sin ) ( cos )r x r y r r  (80) 

Squaring both sides and rearranging to quadratic equation form, 

2 2 22 (1 cos ) 2 ( cos sin ) 0r r y y x x y  (81) 

Solving the quadratic, to get radius r, 

2 2 2( cos sin ) ( cos sin ) 2(1 cos )( )
2(1 cos )

y y x y y x x y
r (82) 
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7.2.4.4  D - Double Back Single Curve 

The double back single curve (Figure 7-13) is a manoeuvre performed when the absolute head-

ing difference (current minus destination headings) is greater or equal to 90°. The headings in-

tercept must also be beyond the x value of the end position. 

Defining lengths,  

cosdcy r  (83) 

sindcx r  (84) 

Then, 

cosc dy y r  (85) 

sinc dx x r  (86) 

Since r = yc, 

cosr y r  (87) 

Therefore,  

1 cos
yr  (88) 

With a linear approach to the radius (transition a to b, Figure 7-13) of distance dab, 

 
Figure 7-12: Negative Intercept Serpentine (from Figure 7-9) path calculation. 

Figure 7-13: Double Back Single Curve path 
calculation (from Figure 7-9, D)  
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ab d dcd x x (89) 

7.2.4.5 E - Double Back Serpentine 

The Double Back Serpentine manoeuvre is used when the absolute heading difference is greater 

than or equal to 90° and the desired end points y value is less than the ATP’s smallest turning 

circle.  

Radius r, for the manoeuvre is determined from length μ, 

2 22 ( ) ( )d b d br x x y y (90) 

where xb = 0 and yb = -r giving, 

2 22 ( ) ( )d dr x y r (91) 

This has components yd and xd, 

cosdy y r (92) 

sindx x r  (93) 

Substituting into (91) produces,  

2 22 ( sin ) ( cos )r x r y r r  (94) 

As before, solving for radius r, 

2 2 2( sin cos ) ( sin cos ) 2(1 cos )( )
2(1 cos )

x y y x y y x y
r (95) 

7.2.4.6 Three Point Turn 

Insufficient headland space or off-centred row driving often requires a three-point turn ma-

noeuvre. This allows the ATP to navigate back along the same orchard row (Figure 7-15).  

Figure 7-14: Double Back Serpentine path 
calculation (from Figure 7-9, E) 
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When the end-of-row is found (section 7.5.1), the row’s width and headland space is calculated. 

Analysis of the LIDAR scanner’s data provides these values. Collisions with orchard objects are 

avoided by adjusting length A - B and the turn radius.  

Starting at position A (Figure 7-15), a linear section is driven to ensure the ATP is clear of any 

support structures or bracing. This is followed by a constant radius curve to rotate the ATP un-

til it is perpendicular to the row. The on-board compass module is used during transition B – C 

to find when the chassis is perpendicular 

to the row. Point C is reached when the 

chassis is perpendicular to the row head-

ing. The estimated distance of the revers-

ing section (transition C – D) is calculated 

from (96). The ATP reverses for distance 

dCD, to reach point D. While driving for-

ward from D through curve D – E, the 

new row driveline is interpreted from the 

LIDAR scanner data (section 7.5.1). 

When the ATP’s heading is within 10° of 

the new driveline the PID row drive sys-

tem takes control. This system navigates 

the ATP along the row.  

2 ( )CD O Wd P r R (96) 

Figure 7-15: showing the three point turn manoeuvre. 
Note that traversal C – D is a reverse section
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Figure 7-16: Stanley, the 2006 DARPA Grand 
Challenge winner

7.3 Review of Autonomous Navigation Systems 

A large body of work is devoted to autonomous robotic navigation. However, most of this work 

is for structured, relatively controllable and ordered industrial environments. The variability 

within horticultural and agricultural environments imposes significant additional navigation 

complexity. Most successful navigation within agriculture and horticulture has been in arable 

cropping. However, the open-field cropping environment is less complex than an orchard. This 

is because cropping has no canopy cover and the large open area allows a wider range of envi-

ronment sensors to be used. 

Within the outdoor environment, the most significant advancement in autonomous navigation 

is within the DARPA Grand and Urban challenge vehicles. Like most of the more successful 

competitors the Volkswagen/Stanford team (Montemerlo, et al., 2006) used a combination of 

LIDAR (5x multi-plane units), machine vision, GPS, RADAR and a six degrees of freedom In-

ertial Measurement Units (IMU) on their autonomous vehicle Stanley. The LIDAR, RADAR 

and vision units are used to map the surrounding ground to provide enough information to 

make drive path decisions. These vehicles require the wide range of sensing due to the vast 

amount of terrain experienced. The outlined sys-

tems provide a base for investigation into their 

application for kiwifruit orchard navigation. 

With the relatively ordered and repetitive orchard 

structure it is unlikely that the AKH will require 

this number of sensors. This is because these 

structures are able to be exploited as local posi-

tioning markers and their detection will not be as 

detailed as the vehicles entire surroundings.   

There are many navigational sensors available with potential for orchard application. These are 

described by Keicher and Seufert (2000) and categorically sorted into two areas:  

1. Local or relative positioning (outlined by Spencer (2004))

2. Absolute, or global, positioning

Relative positioning requires a reference datum landmark(s) where a current position is calcu-

lated with respect to the landmark(s) using triangulation. Humans tend to navigate using rela-
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Figure 7-17: Schematic of the Willrodt tractor steering 

system (Willrodt, 1930) 

tive navigation (when absolute navigational tools are not used) by observing landmarks and 

other structures. Absolute positioning also uses reference points but they are typically much 

further away and correspond to mapped positions. The popular global positioning system 

(GPS) is an absolute positioning method using a satellite constellation and fixed ground loca-

tions, conceptually derived from traditional celestial navigation. 

An autonomous driving system usually consists of three components. These are independent of 

the underlying system (local or absolute positioning). Keicher and Seufert (2000) outline the 

three component requirements: 

1. A sensor to report deviation from the desired position 

2. A controller to generate a correction signal according to the deviation 

3. An actuator that manipulates the heading of the vehicle. This allows any position error 

to be corrected using vehicular motion. 

This review focuses on the sensing system to determine the vehicle’s position as it presents the 

greatest challenge to autonomous navigation. Common position sensors include mechanical 

sensors, global navigational satellite systems (GNSS), machine vision, laser triangulation, ultra-

sonic and geomagnetic, attitude and direction-of-movement information sensors (Keicher and 

Seufert, 2000).  

7.3.1 Relative Positioning 

Attempts at relative navigation began in the 1930’s. These systems used mechanical attach-

ments to alter a tractor’s steering position, allowing it to follow a ploughed furrow (Figure 

7-17). This mechanical system uses a 

guide wheel within the furrow. The me-

chanical linkage alters the tractor’s steer-

ing when the wheel deviates within the 

furrow. This kept the tractor on its in-

tended path. 

Progression of mechanical attachments 

allowed tractors to steer in different ways. 
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Figure 7-18: The Demeter System for visual 
navigation. The erroneous points from the 
tractor’s shadow are shown (Pilarski, et al., 

2002). 

One idea used a drum of piano wire mounted to the tractor, with the end of the wire anchored 

to the middle of the field. The tractor drove in progressively smaller circles by shortening the 

wire’s length, covering the working area (Sissons, 1939). Although these systems still required 

operator assistance they demonstrate the beginnings of autonomous navigation. As technology 

progressed, the scope of autonomous solutions grew. 

The 1970’s yielded the next generation of automated guidance systems. Rushing’s (1971) driv-

erless tractor followed the magnetic field of energised buried wires. This system was the first 

significant progression in automated navigation. Later, in 1978, the Claas Autopilot was re-

leased. This system used sensors to detect the crop edge, but was only suitable for crops with 

solid edging like maize. The sensor information was used to steer a tractor or chopper unit rela-

tive to the crop’s edge (Diekhans, 1999). 

The evolution of more sophisticated navigation sensors and techniques progressed with com-

puting technology, allowing higher levels of integrated sensor analysis and communication. 

7.3.1.1 Machine Vision 

In agriculture and horticulture, the most commonly employed methods of visual navigation are 

crop row tracking and positioning systems. These systems work out a vehicle’s position relative 

to the detected row(s). Although kiwifruit orchards do not present such visibly obvious rows 

making this approach less applicable, there are some similarities between the environments. 

Therefore, techniques used for crop row identification have some potential for orchard naviga-

tion. To date, horticultural automation has focused on harvesting as opposed to navigation. 

This limited orchard specific applications. Where 

navigation has been considered, precision GPS is 

generally used (Muscato, et al., 2005, Reece, et al., 

1996). The GPS system works off pre-defined way-

points. However, the unique kiwifruit environment 

does not permit this approach due to the canopy, 

hedges and trees blocking high accuracy RTK-GPS 

(discussed in section 7.3.2). 

Ollis and Stentz (1997), Pilarski, et al. (2002), Ben-

son, et al. (2003) and Gerrish, et al. (1997) all used 
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Figure 7-19: Sogaards method of horizontal 
banding to find the plants location (Sogaard 

and Olsen, 2003). 

machine vision sensing for navigation of their respective robotic harvesters. These systems fo-

cused on detecting and tracking the crop cut edge. This edge can range from distinctive, for tall 

crops like maize, to less visible for shorter crops like grass (see Figure 7-18). Although these de-

velopments are not directly related to orchard navigation they showed significant implementa-

tion issues, including: 

1. the effects of shadowing from general objects and the harvest unit

2. the crop shadow shifting over the day. This is especially noticeable with taller crops

3. edge detection issues associated with bare patches of crop (no edge)

The added complexity introduced from shadowing within the uncontrolled environment is sig-

nificant.  This complexity could cause positioning errors and incorrect navigation. Pilarski, et 

al. (2002) reports on the Demeter system. He concluded that their visual navigation was less 

accurate and reliable than an RTK-GPS system they trialled. These inaccuracies occurred where 

the observed crop was patchy or shorter. The camera viewed open areas of soil that affected 

analysis. Some of these issues could have been resolved by lowering the camera’s mounting po-

sition. This would minimise the viewable gaps between plants, allowing more plant length vari-

ation without the ground becoming visible. This modification would also increase the viewable 

area ahead of the harvesting system. However, a reduced field of view either side of the harvest-

ing system would result. This could limit the system’s ability to track the crops edge when the 

crop’s edge deviates from directly in front of the 

harvester.  This would also pose an issue if the har-

vester veered off path, as it may not be able to re-

gain the crop’s edge and therefore navigate. 

Gerrish, et al. (1997) report another crop edge 

tracking system. They achieved instances where 

their system navigated more accurately than a hu-

man operator. Although some success was achieved 

harvesting corn, soybeans, red peppers and alfalfa, 

autonomous unsupervised operation was not 

achieved. 

Crops cultivated in rows have a distinctive visual appearance. This makes visual navigation so-

lutions more reliable and easier to implement. A kiwifruit row does not exhibit these distinctive 
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Figure 7-20: Band extraction and application 
of centre of mass determination for localisa-

tion of plants in row (Sogaard and Olsen, 
2003) 

visual characteristics. However, in-row vines and posts do present a near linear pattern. There-

fore, the identification of individual row elements (plants or structures) is required for in-row 

kiwifruit navigation. The plants and structures act as relative positioning markers. Although the 

identification of these elements differs from row crops, the analysis of the identified elements to 

find the row has similarities. Therefore, row finding techniques were investigated. Several au-

thors (Astrand and Baerveldt, 2002, Bakker, et al., 2008, Leemans and Destain, 2006, Slaughter, 

et al., 2008, Sogaard and Olsen, 2003) have focused on the identification of individual plants to 

determine row line for navigational purposes. 

Some authors (Astrand and Baerveldt, 2002, Leemans and Destain, 2006, Sogaard and Olsen, 

2003) use the Hough Transform (Duda and Hart, 1972) to determine plant placement correlat-

ing to the row.  

Sogaard and Olsen (2003) have developed another 

method to find the row’s position. This technique 

uses horizontal banding, splitting the image into 

horizontal sections (see Figure 7-19). The area of 

the image corresponding to a plant is identified and 

its ‘centre of mass’ determined (Figure 7-20, e). Re-

peating this process for each band provides a series 

of data points along the crop row. A Hough Trans-

form is used to detect the linear placement of these 

plants (see Figure 7-19 and Figure 7-20). 

Another visual navigation method is presented by 

Morimoto, et al. (2005). This system recognises vis-

ual markers positioned within the operational envi-

ronment. Implementation within a single opera-

tional environment is potentially feasible using visual markers. However, placement within 

many orchards of varying sizes would make this approach impractical, costly, time consuming 

and labour intensive. Visual recognition of established on-orchard infrastructure and vines 

could possibly serve as local navigation reference markers (similar to Morimoto, at al. (2005) 

system). Although identification of current on-orchard infrastructure and vines is significantly 
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more complex, it removes the setup, maintenance and other costs associated with tailor made 

markers.  

7.3.1.2 Stereo Machine Vision 

Stereoscopic machine vision (stereopsis) allows an object’s distance to be measured using two 

cameras observing a scene from slightly different positions. From these stereo images, distance 

is calculated from the object’s image disparity. Shanshan, et al. (2009) states that stereo machine 

vision is one of the most accurate passive methods for distance measurement.  

Rovira-Mas, et al. (2009) reports increased system accuracy over a larger depth range in com-

parison to a standard binocular stereo vision. This was achieved by using two pairs of stereo 

cameras with different baseline distances. Their previous work used a single pair of cameras but 

limited distance measurement to a specific distance band. This distance band was governed by 

the interocular (or baseline) distance between the lenses and the lens focal length. By imple-

menting two pairs of stereo cameras the operating band is increased. The same result is achiev-

able using three cameras. One camera works as the reference camera and the other two inde-

pendently determine distance. This provides an obvious cost advantage and reduces image 

analysis requirements. However, it requires the cameras to be calibrated instead of buying off-

the-shelf stereo cameras.  

 
Figure 7-21: RASCAL (Kogler, et al., 2006) 

Kogler, et al. (2006) used stereopsis for “RASCAL” (Robust Autonomous Sensor-Controlled 

All-terrain Land-vehicle), developed for the DARPA Grand Challenge. The autonomous unit 
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completed 29km of the 212km route using stereo vision for autonomous obstacle detection and 

path planning. 

Stereo vision is not limited to short range systems. Applications for terrestrial navigation and 

sensing are under development by Cui, et al. (2006). Far off land features and terrain are more 

accurately measured using a pair of cameras with a large interocular distance. However, this 

approach presents problems when objects are closer to the cameras.  As an object moves closer 

to the camera pair, its disparity in the images increases. Therefore, if an object is too close its 

distance cannot be calculated as it will only be visible in one of the cameras.  

Two main analysis approaches are used to find the distance information: 

1. Feature-based and

2. Dense disparity

Feature-based distance measurement requires an object(s) to be identified within the image. 

This object(s) is then located in the second stereo camera’s image, where its distance is calculat-

ed from the disparity between the two images. The dense-disparity method (Moghadam, et al., 

2008, Rovira-Mas, et al., 2009) determines distance information for an entire image area. This 

provides additional three-dimensional scene information allowing higher levels of object 

recognition. Feature-based measurement is computationally faster, but it relies on identifiable 

features being present. The dense disparity method however provides more scene information 

to help locate areas of interest. 

Three-dimensional point cloud plots are 

used to visually represent dense-disparity 

data (Figure 7-22). This method has appli-

cation for the formation of three-

dimensional environments and general 

object detection. However, system perfor-

mance will suffer from the amount of 

analysis required. Coincidently, Rovira-

Mas (2009) analysed an orchard row. This 

work showed the large amount of infor-

mation captured requiring further analysis to interpret the environment. The large computa-

Figure 7-22: Three-dimensional point cloud from stereo 
vision (Rovira-Mas, et al., 2009) 
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tional requirements render real-time application unrealistic and compromise feasible naviga-

tional ability.  

A catadioptric stereo system (Bailey, et al., 2006) uses mirrors to split a single camera’s image. 

This allows a single camera to view the scene from different positions to find distances. A single 

dimensional comparison theory was applied to find the disparity of pixels in the split image. 

From this, a pixel-by-pixel comparison (from both image halves) was used to build a two-

dimensional disparity map. This map represented the likeness between the two compared pix-

els. A minimum cost path was used to traverse the disparity map. This path represented the real 

world distance to every observed pixel point for the analysed image line. By performing this 

analysis for every image line, a three-dimensional point cloud is created. This technique could 

be used over a small height range to produce similar information as a two-dimensional range 

finder (section 7.3.1.4). To achieve this, the image height intercepting the in-row objects is re-

quired. Although computation time results published by Bailey, et al. (2006) indicate this meth-

od is not feasible for real-time or near real-time implementation, Morris, et al. (2009) devel-

oped their real-time dense stereo implementation using an FPGA. However, this was done 

within a laboratory environment. Dense stereo matching within an orchard environment is 

more complex that in a laboratory environment due to complex environmental fluctuations. In 

addition, tracking the minimum cost path (as used by (Bailey, et al., 2006)) for large distance 

step changes, as presents on-orchard, requires further analysis and investigation. This is re-

quired to determine object disparity information and therefore distance. 

The stereopsis development with characteristics closest to those required for kiwifruit orchard 

navigation is presented by Huertas, et al. (2005). This research project aimed to find the entire 

tree based obstruction in an image. From this, each tree’s navigational threat was interpreted 

using stereo vision. The navigational threat is a judgment of whether the robotic vehicle could 

push through the obstacle. To achieve this, the system needs to identify and localise all the trees 

within the natural environment. These relatively straight pruned trees have similar appearance 

characteristic to the posts found on-orchard that can be used for navigation. Although their 

tree diameter measurement for navigational threat analysis is not directly relevant, their meth-

ods for identifying trees are of interest.  

Huertas, et al. (2005) used a feature-based system to find the trees by exploiting their distinctive 

visual characteristic. The main characteristic is the uniformly contrasted tree area (in compari-
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son to the background). However, the trees also have an opposing background contrast at the 

tree trunks edge. “It [the system] assumes that the portions of the trunk appear to be either 

brighter, or darker, than the background, and thus the boundaries have opposite contrast” 

(Huertas, et al., 2005).  Although some success was reported, difficulties were experienced in 

identifying trees when the trunks were observed against a background with similar contrasts. 

For example, if the scene has trees with thick vegetation, mountains in the background or lower 

substantial ground vegetation. Fortunately, these scene presentations were not commonplace 

within their environment.  

Figure 7-23 (b) shows the analysis from their single dimensional edge detection method. Edge 

information is grouped into contour lines allowing the complete tree edge to be found. The sin-

gle dimensional edge detection array also provides contour line polarity. This indicates whether 

the detection array has transitioned from light to dark contrasts (or vice-versa), allowing the 

identified edge information to be grouped according to polarity. This step helps group edge 

information belonging to a single edge. From these segments, contour fragment length and an-

gle are used to assess if several edge groups belong to a single fragmented edge.  

Discussion on stereopsis range accuracy was not included. However, the results presented for 

trunk diameter measurement indicate that accurate distance measurement was achieved. Over a 

distance range of 2.5-30m, the average diameter error was 50mm, for trunk diameters of 100-

650mm.  

Figure 7-23: Contour detection for tree location. Green and blue lines indicate polarity (Huertas, et al., 2005). 

7.3.1.3 Laser Triangulation 

Keicher and Seufert (2000) outline laser triangulation for relative positioning using an Arnex 

navigation system. This system operates using simple passive reflectors in known positions. The 
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lasers find the distance to each visible reflector, where the unit’s relative position is found by 

triangulation. This requires three or more reflectors to be visible at any one time. 

“The navigator has a rotating laser-optic sensor unit that should be mounted on an elevated 

support on board the moving vehicle. A rotating narrow disc emits an eye-safe laser light, 

and a sensor detects the light returned from the reflectors placed along the field’s bounda-

ries. It measures the horizontal as well as the vertical angle to the passing reflector. These 

angles are determined in a co-ordinate system fixed to the vehicle” (Keicher and Seufert, 

2000) 

This system’s complex setup requirement limits it commercial potential. Furthermore, there is 

significant potential for signal blocking on-orchard. Signal blocking could result from many 

sources, including: on-orchard infrastructure, terrain undulation and the low canopy structure. 

To overcome this, the system would require many reflectors to maintain system accuracy. This 

further increases setup complexity and cost. Therefore, for this on-orchard application, where 

commercial potential is a critical factor, this system is impractical. 

 
Figure 7-24: The Amex 3D position determination (Holmqvist, 1993) 

7.3.1.4 Laser Range Scanner 

A variety of laser range scanners are commonly available for object sensing applications. These 

are commonly known as LIDAR scanners. Single dimensional, two-dimensional, multi-plane 

two-dimensional and three-dimensional units are available. Each has a variety of data capture 

rates, scanning areas and range configurations. For these, unit cost and data acquisition time 

significantly increases with additional scanning dimension, range and area (Aliakbarpour, et al., 
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2009). Multi-plane two and three-dimensional units are beyond current commercial feasibility, 

where multi-plane two-dimensional units are priced from NZ$22,000 each. Three-dimensional 

versions are further impeded by slower data acquisition rates and scanning times. They are cur-

rently not suited to real-time applications (Zhang and Pless, 2004).   

LIDAR provides accurate range measurement of incident objects. It can scan over large angular 

fields, with very fast data acquisition rates (Baltzakis, et al., 2003). Baltzakis, et al. (2003) also 

comment on their reliable object detection results achieved using LIDAR scanners. These scan-

ners are available in robust, waterproof, outdoor rated housings, making them suitable for or-

chard environments. Their fast scanning and pre-processing (supplying range information 

without analysis) allows faster environment interpretation when compared to an inferred scene 

analysis system like machine vision. 

The scanner’s detection ability is dependent on range, size and surface reflectivity. Therefore, 

the probability of detection decreases as distance increases (Huang and Barth, 2009). This also 

assumes that the scanner’s beam will intercept the required objects. Implementation of a two 

dimensional LIDAR scanner cannot guarantee object detection on-orchard. This occurs when 

low or hanging objects are not within the scanning plane. This makes those objects invisible to 

the LIDAR scanner, potentially allowing collision to occur. Consequently, LIDAR is commonly 

implemented in a complimentary capacity to other navigational systems (Durrant-White, 2006, 

Kogler, et al., 2006, Lumelsky and Skewis, 1990, Moghadam, et al., 2008). However, standalone 

systems are still implemented (Barawid, et al., 2007). These systems are predominately found in 

commercial industrial type environments (e.g. buildings). In industrial environments objects 

are more likely to coincide with the LIDAR scanning plane(s) (Travis, et al., 2005).  

To date orchard navigation strategies have predominately focused on map-based applications. 

This allows predefined paths to be followed (Barawid, et al., 2007). However, this method re-

quires initial and often time-consuming technical setup. In addition, a map-based navigation 

system does not dynamically adjust to environmental changes. Therefore, any alteration to the 

orchard requires navigation paths to be updated. A LIDAR based navigation system would al-

low real-time dynamic navigation decision-making without comprehensive mapping. This 

helps support on-orchard operation in dynamic environments, where items, like fruit storage 

bins, could be placed in the ATP’s path. To achieve this, the navigation algorithms are required 
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to account for any physical on-orchard environmental changes (e.g. the relocating of orchard 

structures). 

Barawid, et al. (2007) and Ryo, et al. (2004) both use two-dimensional LIDAR scanners for nav-

igating orange orchards. The LIDAR’s scanning plane is set at a height of 700mm parallel to the 

ground. This plane intercepts the trees’ foliage and/or trunks along the orchard rows (Figure 

7-25). The scanner’s data is analysed with a Hough Transform algorithm to “automatically de-

tect the orchard tree lines and provides lateral offset and heading measurement” (Barawid, et 

al., 2007). However, variations in tree size, positioning or missing trees significantly impaired 

orchard row determination. “In order to get the most accurate data, a specified portion in the 

experiment site where there were no apparent breaks between trees were taken and considered 

as the basis for evaluating the autonomous accuracy of the robot tractor” (Barawid, et al., 2007). 

This does not represent a true orchard environment, where complex variation is commonplace 

and a system that successfully operates with-

in all presented variation is required.  

Despite the ideal orchard section, Barawid, 

et al. (2007) conclude that their system is 

suitable for real-time on-orchard naviga-

tion. An analysis of their system’s mean lat-

eral and heading error was carried out dur-

ing testing to make this conclusion. This 

conclusion was also based on a 0.36m/s 

drive speed, which may not be fast enough 

for efficient operation. An RMS error of 

0.11m and 1.5˚ in lateral position and head-

ing respectively was recorded at this drive 

speed. However, individual errors did become as large as 0.48m and 7˚ respectively while oper-

ating within the ideal orchard section. Therefore, outside the ideal orchard area their errors 

would potentially become significantly worse when presented with expected orchard variation. 

7.3.1.5 Laser Radar and Machine Vision Combination 

Investigation into LIDAR systems highlighted their combined use with machine vision 

(Baltzakis, et al., 2003, Holmqvist, 1993, Moghadam, et al., 2008, Subramanian and Burks, 2009, 

Figure 7-25: Actual captured data points from the 
LIDAR scanner of the on orchard environment from 

(Barawid, et al., 2007) 
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Subramanian, et al., 2006, Whittaker, 2005). A famous example of the combined technology is 

the automated vehicle ‘BOSS’. This vehicle used long and short range LIDAR sensors together 

with machine vision (Whittaker, 2005) to win the 2007 DARPA Grand Challenge. 

Subramanian and Burks (2009) and Subramanian, et al. (2006) report success navigating orange 

orchards using a combination of LIDAR and machine vision. They performed row navigation 

and headland turns with this combination. A LIDAR – machine vision fusion was adopted as 

“GPS cannot be effectively used for positioning in citrus applications, since the vehicle fre-

quently moves under tree canopy, which blocks the satellite signal to the GPS receiver” 

(Subramanian, et al., 2006). They mounted their LIDAR scanner above the tractors cab, this 

mounting position created a steep LIDAR viewing angle. The angle meant that only a short sec-

tion of row was scanned. This configuration produced large positioning variations or even an 

inability to determine the drive path. The positioning errors were due to local in-row tree varia-

tion or even missing trees. Since the scanner is only observing a short row section it cannot av-

erage these variations over many trees. If a drive path is not found with LIDAR data, the ma-

chine vision system takes over navigation control. To find the rows, the machine vision algo-

rithms exploit the visible contrasts between fruit tree foliage and the grass row. This is an envi-

ronmental condition unique to tree crops. Kiwifruit orchards do not present this, or any simi-

lar, observable characteristic. Although machine vision is the backup navigation system it too 

experiences positioning difficulties. These are caused by varied lighting conditions. They note 

that “many trees were found on one side only: early morning or evening” (Subramanian, et al., 

2006). Difficulties with machine vision analysis from lighting variation is also described by 

Huang and Barth (2009).  

By combining the two technologies and their sensing abilities, it is necessary to align their geo-

metric spaces (mapping LIDAR and machine vision coordinate spaces). This allows a coopera-

tive navigation implementation. Huang and Barth (2009) outline the three techniques for cali-

brating mapping between the respective devices geometric spaces:  

1. Visible beam calibration: Using infrared or near-infrared cameras to observe the LI-

DAR’s laser line. Huang and Barth (2009) state that this requires high-cost infrared

cameras sensitive to the spectral emission band of the LIDAR unit.
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2. Three-dimensional LIDAR based calibration techniques: Captures various features 

with LIDAR and machine vision, i.e. corners and edges of specific calibration objects in 

the environment. 

3. Two-dimensional planar-based calibration: as proposed by Zhang and Pless (2004), ob-

serve the plane of an object with a single plane LIDAR. 

Huang and Barth (2009) also propose an additional calibration method for a multi-plane two 

dimensional LIDAR. They use an inclined board with a chequered patterned. The chequer 

board is observed and positioned in both geometric spaces, allowing alignment.  

7.3.2 Absolute Positioning 

Global navigational satellite systems (GNSS) support most common absolute positioning sys-

tems. The American GPS is the most common of these. Accuracies to within 0.02m are achiev-

able using the GPS variant, RTK-GPS. However, the orchard environment makes RTK-GPS 

unsuitable due to unreliable signal reception. RTK-GPS relies on a local base station to provide 

error correction from standard GPS levels. This is used as standard GPS has insufficient posi-

tioning accuracy to provide a standalone navigational system. Durrant-White (2006) published 

the relevant issues: 

“it is essential to recognize and understand that GPS has many failure modes that make it 

inappropriate for stand-alone use in autonomous systems: In particular GPS may fail due to 

loss of line-of-site, from multi-path of local terrain, and from active RF jamming” (Durrant-

White, 2006) 

RTK-GPS satisfy precision navigational requirements in many applications. It improves on 

standard GPS by providing a decimetre-accurate position every second. Unfortunately, as indi-

cated by Durrant-White (2006), RTK-GPS is generally not suitable for on-orchard application 

due to unreliable signal reception. The orchard environment hinders reliable operation as the 

hedgerows and crop canopy impede the reception of the error-correcting signal (loss of line-of-

sight). Even if these problems could be overcome, navigation with RTK-GPS alone is risky as it 

cannot detect potential unmapped obstacles (people, bins, machinery etc.). The combination of 

signal unreliability, cost and additional base station make RTK-GPS impractical. 
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GPS and its variants (RTK-GPS and DGPS) have assisted successful navigation solutions in en-

vironments where line-of-sight is achievable and obstructions are unlikely to occur. Murakami, 

et al. (2008) describe a GPS guided manure spreader under operator remote control. It is capa-

ble of spreading manure on a field up to one kilometre away. Pilarski, et al. (2002), Muscato, et 

al. (2005), Reece, et al. (1996) and Durrant-White (2006) also report successful GPS guided nav-

igation solutions. 

Although impractical as a standalone system, standard GPS (accurate to approximately 3m) 

with high gain antennas could be a suitable navigational aid. The high gain antenna receives 

reliable reception and there are no issues with needing an error-correcting signal. GPS would 

provide an approximate absolute position that will be referenced against orchard maps. In 

comparison to the waypoint maps required for GPS navigation, these maps only provide the 

orchard features, like canopy areas hedges, etc. and are made for orchard management purpos-

es. Other navigational sensors would further refine the GPS provided position for accurate and 

collision free operation.   

7.3.3 Conclusions 

Many navigational systems exist for differing environments. However, no off-the-shelf naviga-

tion solution is available for orchards. High accuracy GPS, commonly used for navigation in 

cropping, is impractical due to signal dropout under the kiwifruit canopy. In addition, this 

method of navigation does not detect moveable threats (anything that is not mapped) making it 

unsafe for humans to be near operating machines. A navigational sensor, capable of real-time 

on-orchard operation and detecting any object, is required for successful development. 

As absolute positioning (GPS) as a standalone system is not viable, a method of relative posi-

tioning is required.  Relative positioning requires reference landmarks for position calculation 

(relative to the landmarks). For this, custom datum landmarks are often used. However, this 

method requires large setup and maintenance costs (as required for laser triangulation). Pro-

gressing relative positioning to use the canopy structures as the landmarks, increases develop-

ment complexity (structures are harder to reliably detect) but eliminates setup and mainte-

nance costs. This will also raise the system’s commercial viability by reducing costs. 
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A machine vision system that is robust and capable of reliable canopy infrastructural identifica-

tion would fulfil the desired system requirements. It also presents as a lower cost and flexible 

system. Machine vision has been successfully implemented in several cropping navigation sys-

tems. Positioning accuracy better than a human operator was reported in one of these systems 

(Gerrish, et al., 1997). Although success has been reported, the machine vision developments 

highlighted interpretation issues with lighting variations. Shadowing, shifting lighting during 

the day and patchy crop areas all affected system accuracy and reliability.  Expansion to stereo 

machine vision will allow the system to determine object distance and calculate optimal drive 

paths.  Initial development explored a stereo machine vision navigation solution for the pre-

sented benefits. 
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7.4 Machine Vision Navigation 

Several sensing systems are identified with navigation potential. However, machine vision is 

selected for: 

1. Additional system ‘intelligence’. Further development of the machine vision system

could allow it to interpert more of the environment. This would deliver better awareness

and allow for higher-level navigation decision making.

2. Flexibility: By developing the system in a variety of orchards this system would be adapt-

able to several orchard layouts.

3. Low hardware setup cost (in comparison to other suitable sensory technologies).

A near uniform and repetitive structural post layout forms the orchard rows. These structures 

provide local positioning markers along the rows. By identifying these markers the ATP could 

navigate along the rows. To achieve this, a reliable identification system is required to accurate-

ly identify and locate these in-row objects.  

Real-time or near real-time scene interpretation is required for efficient operation. This means 

that the computational time of any developed analysis algorithms is important. In addition, 

these algorithms must be reliable to achieve safe, consistent and efficient operation. Failure to 

meet these criteria directly affects the ATP’s commercial potential. Therefore, they are an im-

portant consideration. 

The posts often present a desirable uniformly coloured and straight appearance. This unique 

appearance can make them obvious in the environment. However, significant visual variations 

are still presented, including: 

1. Square, quarter round, half-round and round posts are all used.

2. Moss, lichen etc. grows on the posts blending their appearance into the background

scene.

3. Knots and bowing in the posts degrade their uniform appearance.

4. Kiwifruit vines can grow against the posts, occluding them.

5. Speckled and inconsistent scene illumination, caused by shadowing from overhead

leaves, neighbouring objects (e.g. hedges) etc.
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On-orchard post identification is significantly more complex than the same task performed in a 

controlled industrial environment. The level of consistency and uniformity found in controlled 

environments is not present on-orchard. This variability poses the greatest obstacle to achieving 

a reliable in-row visual navigation system. Reliability is essential for safe operation and ulti-

mately determines whether the system will be deployed on-orchard.  

7.4.1 Post Identification 

The in-row posts need to be found to achieve a machine vision based in-row navigation system. 

These posts are generally presented in pairs with one on either side of the row. These pairs are 

positioned progressively further from the ATP’s current position along the row (Figure 7-26). 

The closer pairs of posts are easier to identify as they appear bigger and more distinctive in the 

captured images. Ideally, these posts present two distinctive vertical edges that are parallel and 

visible over each post’s entire height. In reality, many variations exist to the ideal model. How-

ever, it does provide a starting point for post-identification analysis. The post’s surface has 

more variation than the edges, therefore, the edges are targeted. However, significant appear-

ance variations are still evident, so the final solution must address all presented variations. 

An edge extraction method is required. This must identify all post edges even when variations 

are presented. Variations include: Non-linear appearance, gaps, background blending, partial 

and complete shadowing and occlusions. The starting approach is to identify vertical or near-

vertical line segments within the image. These edge segments are then ‘stitched’ together to cre-

 
Figure 7-26: An orchard row as observed from the on-board navigation cameras (cropped to show relevant im-

age section) 
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ate a single, continuous edge. This allows for gaps, shadows, etc. to hide edge sections without 

compromising the system’s ability to identify the overall post edge. The edge segments are 

grouped by their image position (radius) and angle, as described by a Hough transform (Duda 

and Hart, 1972) applied to the data points.  

“Ideally, edge detection should yield sets of pixels lying on edges. In practice, these pixels 

seldom characterise edges completely because of noise, breaks in edges due to non-uniform 

illumination, and other edge effects that introduce spurious discontinuities in intensity val-

ues” (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008). 

To help with this detection a higher camera viewing angle was used. This places more visual 

grass area behind the viewed posts and increases the viewable contrast of the post’s edge. A low-

er viewing angle placed more kiwifruit canopy behind the posts. This often merged the posts’ 

appearance with the canopy. For this reason the cameras are set to 1.3m from ground level. 

The post edge has “an important geometric property” (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008), the gradi-

ent vector. This vector identifies the direction and magnitude of the greatest rate of change re-

lating to the edge. This vector is perpendicular to direction of the edge and represents a step 

change in intensity level. Several gradient detecting 

operators are available. These operators compute 

the partial derivatives   and  (where f is the 

gradient vector) over every pixel in the image’s 

search area (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008). This 

identifies edges with the required magnitude and is 

known as a differential gradient technique. Tem-

plate matching is another commonly used edge de-

tection technique. Template matching can be used 

when specific edge characteristics are known. To 

implement this method a template that exploits the 

unique visual characteristics to find the intensity 

step changes is created. When the template coin-

cides with the desired edge, it returns a higher value 

than non-edge areas. Both template matching and 

differential gradient based edge detection methods 

Figure 7-27: Pixel view of the template points 
used for edge detection. This instance coin-

cides to a post edge producing a positive edge 
correlation at point (i, j). The red and yellow 
points represent the template points to coin-

cide with each side of the edge. 
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Figure 7-28: Resulting identified points (purple) 

from iteratively applying the template mask in Fig-
ure 7-27 

were used to find the most reliable method for post edge detection. This covers the two main 

methods of edge detection as described by Davies (2005).  

Template matching is generally a more intuitive approach. The template (e.g. Figure 7-27) is 

formed from observations of characteristics over the desired edge’s intensity step change. The 

template matching aims to highlight the desired areas while producing minimum false correla-

tions to other image information.  

The developed template finds the normalised difference between the average green (image 

channel) values of the red and yellow template points (Figure 7-27). This is a two dimensional 

template and provided less false positives than 

a single dimensional system as described by 

Huertas, et al. (2005). The template’s 

components a and b for the yellow and red 

tempalte points respectively are (Figure 7-27), 

YnGa=
4

 (97) 

RnGb=
4

 (98) 

Where GYn are the green colour values (0-255) of the four yellow template points and GRn for the 

red template points. Gr, (99), is the normalised gradient for a specific pixel location (i, j), Figure 

7-27. 

( )
( )r
a bG Abs
a b

 (99) 

When Gr is greater than 0.05 an edge point of the desired characteristic is found and its image 

position is recorded. These are represented in Figure 7-28 as purple points on the image. 

Figure 7-28 shows the result from the vertical edge-detecting template created to detect the 

posts’ edges (Figure 7-27). The template spans a small vertical range. This allows some post var-

iation to be present. This technique is used because, even posts that present with variation, are 

made up of small linear segments that can be linked into a single continuous edge. The template 
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is rotated ±5° from vertical at each search point to detect small variations in the post’s angle. 

True vertical is found using the on-board fluxgate compasses three-axis accelerometer. 

An improved Hough Transform (Duda and 

Hart, 1972) is used to identify linear place-

ment of data points from the edge detection 

process. The improvement is achieved by per-

forming the Hough transform on clusters of 

data points instead of all the data points locat-

ed in the image. It achieves detection while 

ignoring erroneous data noise (Zhang and Du, 

2005). The post is found in the edge data by 

finding the two most significant Hough Space correlations (Figure 7-29). These edges must be 

near parallel and positioned within a set width range. Meeting these criteria, the two edges are 

classified as belonging to the nearest post in the visual range. This is set as the nearest post as it 

appears taller in the image and therefore has more edge data points, giving it a stronger 

weighting in Hough space. Once a potential post position is found, its corresponding position 

in the second stereo camera is found. This allows the stereoscopic system to determine the 

post’s distance and position (section 5.2.3). By knowing the post’s distance, its actual width is 

calculated from (100). This allows the identified object to be positively validated, as the posts 

are all within a specific width range. This process helps to eliminate false positive identifica-

tions.  

( )Size Pixels mpppm distance (100) 

When tested, the template matching method was only effective in favourable lighting and or-

chard conditions (as in Figure 7-26). In these conditions this system guided the ATP along a 

15m section of orchard row using dead reckoning once the next post in the row was localised. 

However, for in-row images, like those in Figure 7-33 to Figure 7-35, with variable lighting 

conditions, the template matching method identifies large amounts of noise. This makes the 

post edge sections indistinguishable during analysis. Therefore, operating in an orchard envi-

ronment with large fluctuations in illumination and object appearance (as highlighted in Figure 

7-26 and Figure 7-33 to Figure 7-35) requires a detection method capable of managing any pre-

sented variation. 

Figure 7-29: Result from applying a Hough Trans-
form to the data set in Figure 7-28 
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Figure 7-31: Edge identification from Sobel operator – where vertically spanning clusters of a targeted size are 
identified and drawn. Image converted to black and white to emphasise results. 

In order to develop a more reliable post edge detection system, differential gradient techniques 

were used. A Sobel operator (Sobel, 1970) was used as it presents better noise-suppression 

(smoothing) characteristics over other techniques (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008). “Such methods 

come into their own in applications like general scene analysis, where vision systems are re-

quired to cope with largely unconstrained image data” (Davies, 2005). The Sobel operator was 

used as it provided better results than the 

more commonly used Canny edge detector. 

Many of the other edge detection methods 

are not fast enough to achieve real-time 

operation when consideration is given to the 

additional algorithms for classify post 

location. 

Local maxima are found within the edge 

data to identify where the edge actually lies. 

A global threshold can cause edges to be 

missed as the threshold has to be set high 

enough to remove most of the noise. This 

approach also helps with consistent identifi-

cation with varying illumination intensities. 

If a global threshold was set, changes in il-

lumination could make the desired edges less significant and therefore not detected. Therefore, 

Figure 7-30: An example of a post mostly indistin-
guishable from the background scene. 
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Figure 7-32: Sequential row posts difficult to 
distinguish against background scene. 

this method aids post edge detection in individual images with variations across the image as 

well as across several sequential images. 

Figure 7-31 shows the results from implementing a Sobel edge detection operator. The results 

show the vertical or near vertical clusters of identified edge points. Extracting clusters in this 

way eliminates most of the undesirable edge noise that would otherwise be present.   

7.4.2 Development Conclusions 

Although promising results were initially achieved, the significant on-orchard variation makes 

reliable operation unrealistic with machine vision. Not only do the posts’ appearances vary, 

they are often indistinguishable within the images due to partial occlusion. This occlusion 

blends them into the surrounding orchard. Although the majority of posts are relatively con-

spicuous and are detectable with the presented techniques, inconspicuous posts limit reliable 

identification. A navigation system for a com-

mercial AKH is restricted by the requirement for 

reliable operation under all conditions. Other 

techniques and processing methods (e.g. filtering 

techniques like smoothing (Gonzalez and 

Woods, 2008), phase congruency (Kovesi, 1995), 

blurring (Davies, 2005), scale-invariant feature 

transforms (Lowe, 1999), morphology (Haralick, 

1987)) and post processing to help remove shad-

owing effects are available to aid in the detection 

process (beyond those outlined in this develop-

ment). These techniques were not tested for this 

application as the posts are commonly indistin-

guishable or occluded. These conditions hinder 

reliable operation. 

When a post is occluded, edge sections are often still visible. Although these edges could be 

identified, they do not provide reliable post identification or verification. Therefore, false posi-

tive identification could result. This could lead to collisions and inaccurate row driving.  
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Figure 7-33: Example of the variations in on orchard illumination. Note the diminished edge contrast in low 
illumination areas or where the background is a similar colour to the posts 

Figure 7-34: Adjacent row to image above – opposite direction of travel. Note the indistinguishable posts hidden 
in the shadowing to the left as well as the post occluded by the kiwifruit vine (right). 

Figure 7-35: Shadowing, background colouring and vine placement (next to posts) make post identification diffi-
cult for a robust implementation. 

This conclusion guided development to investigate alternative navigation methods. The com-

plimentary combination of LIDAR and machine vision was selected as the next development 

step. LIDAR was added to gain reliable object detection. Development of this system is present-

ed in the following section.  
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7.5 Navigation using LIDAR, Machine Vision and a Compass 

The combination of LIDAR and machine vision has produced more accurate and reliable navi-

gation in several applications (Baltzakis, et al., 2003, Barawid, et al., 2007, Moghadam, et al., 

2008, Subramanian, et al., 2006) (see section 7.3.1.5). This synergistic combination of machine 

vision and LIDAR allows the strengths of each technology to be used to complement the weak-

nesses of the other. LIDAR’s main benefit is reliable and accurate object detection and position-

ing. This was lacking in the machine vision only system. Although LIDAR is predominately 

used indoors (Baltzakis, et al., 2003, Moghadam, et al., 2008, Travis, et al., 2005), adaptations to 

outdoor application are increasingly more common (Barawid, et al., 2007, Holmqvist, 1993, 

Huang and Barth, 2009, Subramanian, et al., 2006).  

LIDAR provides more than reliable and ac-

curate object detection. Wide scanning areas 

and lower data processing requirements are 

also gained (Huang and Barth, 2009). How-

ever, a compromise between cost and func-

tionality is required to allow commercial use 

(see section 7.3.1.4). Single plane two-

dimensional LIDAR units were selected for 

their cost, functionality, reliability and robustness. This model is significantly cheaper than the 

four-plane models ($4,200 versus $20,000) and provides a larger scanning area (270° versus 

180°).  LIDAR scanners measure the time-of-flight of laser light reflected from a target object, 

where the time-of-flight directly correlates to the object’s distance. The measurement beam 

sweeps over a flat plane (two-dimensions), capturing distance measurement readings at small 

incremental angles. SICK LMS111 LIDAR units were selected as they are ‘outdoor’ rated (IP67), 

are cost effective ($4,200 each) and scan over a 20m range through 270° every 0.25° (angular 

resolution) at 25Hz.   For LIDAR scanning, object detection depends on both target size and 

reflectivity. Therefore the probability of detection decreases as distance increases (Huang and 

Barth, 2009).  

In this combined approach, LIDAR is the primary object detection and positioning device. 

However, LIDAR units can only identify objects if they present a unique and distinctive profile 

to the scanner. Therefore, most of the detected objects cannot be identified with the LIDAR 

Figure 7-36: LIDAR measuring principle (Sensors, 
2008) 
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data. To overcome this, machine vision will add system intelligence by identifying the detected 

objects. This will enable higher levels of navigation decision-making to be achieved. For exam-

ple, the machine vision could identify if a detected in-row object is a branch or a more substan-

tial object. If identified as a branch, the ATP can ignore the threat and drive through it, increas-

ing task efficiency. This is not achieved with LIDAR alone to the required level of reliability. To 

gain this functionality the LIDAR-detected positions must be mapped into camera image space. 

Furthermore, in the ultimate commercial implementation, it is envisaged that the machine vi-

sion system will detect and identify objects that do not intercept the LIDAR’s scanning plane. 

Stereoscopic machine vision (see section 5.2.3) will localise these object positions.  For example, 

the ‘dead men’ at a row’s end are short and their position is currently estimated. Machine vision 

could be used to more accurately identify and locate these objects. This will ultimately deliver 

greater awareness and navigation decision making. 

Barawid, et al. (2007), Subramanian, et al. (2006) and Subramanian and Burks (2009) have 

demonstrated success with their respective LIDAR/machine vision complimentary systems. 

These are developed for navigating citrus orchard rows.  Subsequent work by Subramanian, et 

al. (2006) showed their system’s ability to perform a row-row headland turn. This was per-

formed using machine vision to identify the 

row’s end. Machine vision was also used for 

navigation where fruit trees were missing. Ma-

chine vision operation was required due to the 

LIDAR’s high viewing angle (see section 

7.3.1.5), limiting scanning to a short section of 

the row. The option of using machine vision was 

also possible due to the specific on-orchard en-

vironment (Barawid, et al., 2007, Subramanian, 

et al., 2006). In this environment, a large visible 

contrast between fruit trees and the ground ex-

ists. This allows reliable visual interpretation. However, reliable visual interpretation was not 

achieved for kiwifruit orchards (section 7.4). This places a reliance on the LIDAR unit to detect 

the orchard rows, even when presented with variation.   

Two LIDAR units will detect on-orchard objects for the ATP. The two LIDAR units are set to 

scan horizontally, at a height to intercept the posts and plants (approximately halfway up) with-

Figure 7-37: Dual LIDAR configuration for the 
ATP 
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in the rows.  By using two scanners the ATP’s entire periphery can be scanned (Figure 7-37). 

This helps detect all objects, even when performing tight turning manoeuvres. A kiwifruit or-

chard is very different to a citrus orchard. In a citrus orchard, tree foliage encapsulates the ac-

quired range data to the current row as the dense trees form hedge like structures, keeping the 

laser beams within the current row. A kiwifruit orchard is relatively open, allowing the scanners 

to detect the neighbouring rows and surrounding areas that are within the scanners’ range. To 

achieve on-orchard operation, the unresolved issues presented by both Barawid, et al. (2007) 

and Subramanian, et al. (2006) need to be addressed. These were: 

1. Row position when fruit trees were small or missing in a row

2. Row ends with LIDAR data alone

Machine vision was used to resolve these situations for the other systems. This is not an option 

within kiwifruit orchards (as previously explained) and has to be resolved using LIDAR data. 

Although navigation using a single forward facing LIDAR unit is possible, the dual LIDAR con-

figuration provides safer operation.  Humans, animals or other objects could move or be placed 

into the ATP’s path. These would be invisible to a forward facing LIDAR unit while the ATP is 

reversing. The dual LIDAR configuration also increases storage bin finding efficiency (section 

7.5.3). 

Figure 7-38: Example LIDAR scan using a single, forward-facing scanner. Note the small clusters resem-
bling posts and trunks. A hedgerow is detected (far right). The outer circle (blue) is radially 20m from cen-

tre 
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A fluxgate compass provides a heading direction to assist orchard row interpretation. This in-

forms the analysis of an approximate row direction. The row’s direction is interpreted from a 

supplied GPS orchard map. A fluxgate compass ($1,800) was chosen as it is considerably cheap-

er than a fibre optic gyroscope (between 1/10 to 1/100 of the cost, as used by Barawid, et al. 

(2007)), or inertial measurement unit (used by Subramanian and Burks (2009)).  In addition, 

these compasses do not suffer the high level of error introduced from engine vibration, like the 

cheaper Micro-Electro-Mechanical (MEMs) compasses do. These MEMs compasses suffered 

from ±10˚ (approximate) heading error due to oscillations introduced by engine vibration de-

spite averaging, damping and shielding. 

7.5.1 Orchard Row Navigation using LIDAR 

A novel method to determine the desired driving line along the row was required. It is neces-

sary to identify posts and vines to achieve this and allow row direction and position to be de-

termined. These row elements are common to pergola-style kiwifruit orchards. It requires a 

custom interpretation method as layout is unique. The vines’ position, relative to the posts, al-

ters between orchards and sometimes within an orchard or block. For example, the trunks can 

be positioned directly next to the post, or midway between them. This alters the orchard’s ap-

pearance to the LIDAR scanner. Therefore, the interpretation algorithms must be capable of 

dynamically handling these, or any other, variation. Consistent, uniform and linear post spac-

ing is obviously desirable; however, in reality variation is always present. This is most evident 

where alterations to the orchard structures have occurred. The most common variations in-

clude:  

1. Width variation: rows widths alter between rows and along the same row. Rows can al-

so taper in width. Row widths range: 3.5 – 5.5m

2. Inconsistent row widths and post spacing (even within adjacent rows)

3. Missing plants and posts within the rows

4. Uneven row lengths

5. Objects within a row

6. Terrain variations

A real-time, autonomous navigation system that dynamically adapts to these variations is there-

fore required. 
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Orchard row navigation begins by finding the orchard row’s heading. This is interpreted from 

the supplied GPS orchard map. The on-board fluxgate compass tracks row direction. The com-

pass automatically corrects for pitch and roll (accuracy ±1 with engine vibration). The row 

heading is projected onto the LIDAR data (Figure 7-39, 1) to help row finding. LIDAR data in-

terpretation starts using the known row direction. Firstly, clusters of data points are grouped 

using the linear distance between them. As the LIDAR scans in an anticlockwise arc, only se-

quential points require assessing. This is because points correlating to a single object are repre-

sented sequentially in the data from the scanner.  

The current row’s posts and vines must be identified once the data clusters are grouped. The 

rest of the LIDAR information is ignored for row driving. This additional information is used 

for collision detection and avoidance. From the projected compass heading each cluster’s size 

(spread of data points), weight (number of data points) and perpendicular distance (from the 

heading) are assessed. The in-row objects were reliably detected when: 

1. Size: There was greater than two and less than twenty-six LIDAR data points represent-

ing an object. The large range is required to detect far off, as well as close posts.

2. Spread: The object did not span more than 250mm and was bigger than 100mm. This

covered the range of trunk and post widths.

Figure 7-39: Row drive interpretation stages (a section of a complete scan showing relevant information). 
1 – Raw scan with compass heading projection (purple line) and current heading (light blue), 2 – Row 

information identification, 3 – Small blue circles define the row’s centre, at that point in the row, 4 – Row 
drive path fit to row information (Teal). Outer concentric arc is radially 20m from centre.  
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3. Perpendicular distance: Less than, or equal to four metres. This range was to account 

for the varying row widths and any error in compass heading. 

Figure 7-39 - image 2, shows an actual orchard scan with the analysis identifying the necessary 

row elements.  

To achieve this classification the following calculations are performed. Size and spread charac-

teristics for each cluster are determined using the distance between the data points (by Pythago-

ras). To find the perpendicular distance to the cluster, the projected compass heading is de-

scribed in the form 0Ax By C  where the slope, 

A y y
B x x

 (101) 

and C = 0 (as the line is projected through the origin (0,0)). This allows the perpendicular dis-

tance, d, of point (m, n) to be calculated by, 

2 2

Am Bn C
d

A B
    (102) 

Once these groups of points are classified, those identified as row objects are stored. The side 

these data points lie on, relative to the heading, is found. This allows the groups to be paired 

across the row (blue and green circles, Figure 7-39, 2).  Next, the centre of mass of each group is 

found. 

For each left-hand object (blue circles, Figure 7-39, 2) the distance to every right-hand object 

(green circles) is found. Each left object is paired with its closest right object. If the linear dis-

tance between them is greater than 3.5m and less than 6m (green line, Figure 7-39, 3) the mid-

point of the two objects is calculated (small blue circles, Figure 7-39, 3). These midpoints points 

are used to determine the ATP’s driveline. However, they do not need to be at the midpoint. 

These points would be shifted from centre if offset row driving was required. From these points, 

a least squares regression produces a line-of-best-fit to the centre positions (Figure 7-39, 4) to 

compute the desired driveline. A large shift in the position(s) of a post(s) or vine(s) can produce 

an error in the best-fit line. This is removed during the regression by assessing each midpoint’s 

perpendicular distance to the line. Any outlier points (large variance) are removed to ensure an 

accurate driveline is found. 
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Figure 7-41: PID control variables determi-
nation 

The row’s end must also be detected while driving. Turning and other manoeuvres are per-

formed by finding the row’s end. This allows continuous operation. To achieve this, the pairs of 

row objects in front of the ATP are counted (green lines, Figure 7-39, 3-4). The end of row is 

classified as the furthest pair when there are less than five pairs and the furthest pair is less than 

six metres away. A row-to-row turn (section 7.5.2) is used when the end of the row is reached. 

While driving along a row, uneven or changing terrain gradient can cause the LIDAR units to 

detect the ground or kiwifruit canopy (Figure 7-40). Although kiwifruit orchards have a variety 

of physical fluctuations, they are relatively smooth. This means that they do not have significant 

sudden changes in gradient, where the LIDAR’s scanning distance would be limited as it would 

intercept the ground or canopy. This would impede row driving. Any gradient change effects 

are minimised by using a forward and a rear facing 

LIDAR unit (Figure 7-40). This provides sufficient 

viewed row distance during gradient changes to al-

low continuous operation. 

Now that the driveline is known, it needs to be fol-

lowed. To achieve line following a PID control sys-

tem is implemented. To calculate the control values 

(P, I and D) the driveline acts as the set point. The 

integral is determined at distance intervals to ensure 

consistent control when driving at different speeds. 

The PID controller manipulates the ATP’s driving 

radius of curvature to keep it on the desired path.  

A Ziegler Nichols tuning method (Ziegler and Nichols, 1942) for a closed loop system was used 

to find the appropriate control variables. Control with zero steady state error and minimal 

overshoot was sought. Subramanian and Burks (2009) also successfully used this tuning meth-

od. However, their control variables were found using a simulation model in Simulink. 

Figure 7-40: Dual LIDAR configuration for reducing gradient change effects for on-orchard navigation 
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7.5.1.1 Orchard Row Drive Collision Detection and Avoidance Strategy 

It is inevitable that objects will be found in the ATP’s drive path. These objects will most likely 

be vines, storage bins, random posts or even people. Unlike the solid objects, dangling vines do 

not pose a danger to driving. On the other hand, avoiding colliding with people is critical for 

safe operation. However, the LIDAR cannot reliably detect the difference between these objects. 

To achieve object identification the LIDAR data points will be translated into the camera’s im-

age space. This will allow for high-level, navigation decision making using machine vision anal-

ysis. 

Objects positioned near the row’s centre restrict in-row avoidance. If there is enough space to 

drive around a solid object, the driveline is offset until the object has passed. Detection of una-

voidable in-row objects automatically stops row driving. If this occurs, the ATP will reverse out 

of the row and use an adjacent row to avoid the object. The object’s location is recorded for fu-

ture reference to optimise operations. For unidentified objects, an image of the object will be 

sent to a human supervisor’s electronic device (iPad or similar). The object will be highlighted 

from the LIDAR data to clearly identify the object of concern. From this information, the su-

pervisor will tell the ATP to (from the remote device): 

1. Ignore the object and continue along the row (‘push through’)

2. Back out of the row and navigate around.

Although a human supervisor will reduce the systems autonomous nature. This was considered 

necessary, especially in the early operational stages to ensure there are no operating issues. The 

supervisor is also required to load/unload the units from transportation trucks, carry out any 

servicing and direct units to their appropriate operating block. The cost of this labour unit has 

been considered in the commercialisation model. 

These unidentified objects will be recorded and used to improve the machine vision’s interpre-

tation ability. The LIDAR profile and orchard position of the object will also be recorded to al-

low automatic avoidance strategies to be carried out on future encounters. This information 

will be shared with the other ATP units on the orchard (if any) through their wireless commu-

nication link. Upon return to their base, this information will be uploaded to a base station to 

update all the ATP units. 
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7.5.2 Row-to-Row Transition 

One of four manoeuvres will be used when the end of the row is reached: 

1. Left turn into adjacent row

2. Right turn into adjacent row

3. Perform a three-point turn and go back up the same row (for offset row driving)

4. Stop operation and drive along the headland (for finding storage bins or similar)

The first two manoeuvres only alter by direction. They both need the adjacent row to be identi-

fied (in the appropriate direction) to allow the move to be calculated and performed. However, 

the three-point turn does not require any adjacent rows to be identified as it is performed with-

in the same row (see section 7.2.4.6). 

The required manoeuvre starts when the end of the row is identified (as outlined in section 

7.5.1). Next, for manoeuvres 1 and 2 (above) the adjacent row is determined. This is achieved 

by offsetting a line parallel to the current driveline by the row width (depicted in Figure 7-42), 

where the row width is the average distance between the paired row objects. Once this estimat-

ed row line is defined, row identification is calculated using the same method as in section 7.5.1. 

This estimated row line becomes the reference line to calculate the adjacent row’s position. 

Once the adjacent row is found, its end is determined as the pair of row objects furthest from 

the ATP (Figure 7-42).  The midpoint between the end row objects is used to define the end of 

the move (Figure 7-42, (1)). This also 

defines the moves radius R. The ma-

noeuvre radius, R, is set to half the per-

pendicular distance from the current 

desired path to point (1). This is calcu-

lated using (102).  

To ensure the ATP does not collide 

with any structures or obstacles an ad-

justable offset from A, Figure 7-42, is 

included (length A-a). Point a is initial-

ly set to 0.5m from A to avoid the dead Figure 7-42: Row-to-Row transition procedure 
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Figure 7-43: Method to work out the end of
row position on the driveline (AA) 

men supporting the canopy structure. Length A-a is adjusted to give position a using the meth-

od in section 7.5.2.1 to avoid any collisions. However, the ‘dead men’ are often lower than the 

LIDARs scanning height so they are not detected. Their position is estimated from the cable 

connecting them to the main canopy structure. This cable is detected with the LIDAR scanner 

and the machine vision system will confirm the position of the ‘dead men’ in future develop-

ment. 

When position a is reached (Figure 7-42) the ATP starts to drive at the specified radius of cur-

vature R. The ATP continues to drive this curve until its heading is within 10  of the new row’s 

heading. When this condition is met, the process of finding the new row begins. This is the 

same as outlined in section 7.5.1. This method produces a smoother transition into the new row 

as the actual driveline will be slightly different to its estimated position.  

To successfully perform this manoeuvre the centre of the row-to-row transition (C, Figure 

7-42), is required. This needs to be consistently positioned over consecutive LIDAR scans 

whilst approaching position a. By referencing the projected drive path and the row’s end (A) 

the turn’s centre can be calculated. Unfortunately, the driveline is not guaranteed to intercept 

point A as it is a ‘line-of-best-fit’ and A is only one 

centre location. Therefore, A is projected onto the 

driveline to determine point a using point AA. This is 

done by forming a line that intercepts point A and is 

perpendicular to the driveline. The point where the 

driveline and the line through A intercept is defined 

as the centre of the end of the row (AA). This is calcu-

lated by expressing the driveline as a line, where the 

perpendicular line intercepting A is expressed as, 

A Ay Mx b (103) 

Where gradient M is the negative reciprocal of the drive line gradient, 

1M
m

(104) 
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providing an expression of the line through A, perpendicular to the drive line. Intercept b is 

determined by rearranging (105) and inputting (xA, yA). 

1
A Ay x b

m
 (105) 

At the intercept of the driveline and the line through A, x and y must correspond, therefore the 

straight-line equation for the driveline and (105) are combined. Solving for x to obtain the in-

tercept and simplifying, where c is the y intercept of the driveline,  

1
Ax b c

mx
m

(106) 

2

1
A

b cx x
m m m

(107) 

Inserting x into the straight-line equation provides the corresponding y intercept value. Now 

the adjusted value of A is known (AA). AA is the position of A shifted to the driveline.  

From AA, position a is required. A circle, with radius, d (Figure 7-43), centred at AA, intercepts 

the driveline at a. The value of d is set to the required length AA-a, this has an initial value of 

0.5m. However, this length will dynamically alter if a potential collision is detected (section 

7.5.2.1). To compute point a, both intercepts of the circle and driveline are required. Where the 

circle with radius d is described as, 

22 2( )a ad x x y y (108) 

where the driveline’s slope m is, 

a

a

y ym
x x

(109) 

rearranging (109), solving for ya, 

( )a ay y m x x (110) 

substituting (110) into (108) and simplifying, 
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22 2(1 )ad x x m  (111) 

rearranging for xa, 

21
a

dx x
m

 (112) 

With this solution, the value of xa larger 

than x is used as the coordinates are rela-

tive to the ATP. By substituting xa = x 

into the straight-line equation provides 

ya. Position a, (xa, ya), is now known. 

From position a a line, perpendicular to 

the drive path is projected. The desired 

drive arc’s centre (xC, yC) is on this line at 

distance r from a. Therefore, where a cir-

cle of radius r intercepts the projected line, that is perpendicular to the driveline, provides the 

desired curve’s centre (xC, yC). This circle is described as, 

22 2( )c a c ar x x y y  (113) 

The line that intercepts the circle at C has a gradient M which equals the negative reciprocal of 

the driveline gradient from (104). This gradient is equivalent to, 

c a

c a

x x
M

y y
 (114) 

rearranging to solve for xC, 

( )c a c ax x M y y  (115) 

substituting (115) into the projected circle (113),  

22 2( ) ( )a c a a c ar x M y y x y y  (116) 

 
Figure 7-44: End-of-row turn, centre of arc calculation 

(xC, yC). 
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Figure 7-45: Row transition collision avoid-
ance. Refer to Figure 7-42 for additional de-

tail. 

simplified and factored to, 

2 2 21 ( )c ar M y y (117) 

rearranging to solve for yc (the drive arc’s centre), 

21
c a

ry y
M

(118) 

Two solutions are possible for (118). The solution chosen is dependent on the direction of the 

turn. Value xc is found by substituting yc into the straight-line equation representing the line 

perpendicular to the driveline, through a. With a consistently positioned row-to-row centre, the 

navigation system can calculate when to execute the manoeuvre. Furthermore, object collision 

avoidance (section 7.5.2.1) can be achieved by consistently working out the manoeuvre’s centre. 

7.5.2.1 Collision Detection and Avoidance Strategy for Row-to-Row Transitions 

Collision with objects is possible during row-to-row transitions. A collision detection and 

avoidance strategy is consequently implemented. This strategy uses the predefined row-to-row 

drive path (orange semicircle, Figure 7-45) determined in the previous section. The drive path 

is the proposed path of the ATP’s coordinate space origin. However, the ATP’s body will cover 

an area either side of this line. Therefore, a drive area is defined from the inner and outer ATP 

body extremities (blue and green curves respectively, Figure 7-45). These are placed on either 

side of the main path. Any object between Ra and 

Rb (Ra RP Rb, Figure 7-45) over the 180 span of 

ΦP is in the ATP’s drive path. This area is called the 

exclusion zone. Position a (Figure 7-42) is adjusted 

along the drive line to ensure the ATP does not 

collide with any detected objects. The aim is to 

keep the exclusion zone clear. 

The centre of the drive path’s arc (xC,yC) is refer-

enced to determine if an object is within the exclu-

sion zone. Point (xC,yC) is calculated in the previ-

ous section. Once the move is calculated the subse-
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quent LIDAR scans are used to look for potential collisions. If a collision is detected, length AA-

a (Figure 7-42) is altered to avoid it. This is updated for every LIDAR scan until the end of the 

row is reached. A collision is detected by assessing its radial distance, Rp, and angle, Φp from the 

centre of the turn (Figure 7-45). This is calculated with respect to the curves centre (xC,yC), and 

base line α (Figure 7-46). Where (xP,yP) is the 

LIDAR data point’s position, P, with radius RP,  

2 2( ) ( )p p c p cR x x y y  (119) 

The angle of this point is also required. This is 

calculated with respect to the baseline α. There-

fore from the Law of Cosines, 

2 2 2 2 cosP P PR R  (120) 

Solving for data point angle ΦP,  

2 2 2
1cos

2
P

P
P

R
R  (121) 

As positions a, P and C are known, lengths α and are calculated by, 

2 2( ) ( )p a p ax x y y  (122) 

2 2( ) ( )a c a cx x y y  (123) 

Point a (Figure 7-42) is shifted along the drive path by distance D if the detected object is within 

the exclusion zone. The shift distance, D, for point a, when the conflicting LIDAR object is on 

the inside of the drive curve of radius r, 

( ) cosp a PD R R  (124) 

otherwise,  

 
Figure 7-46: Calculation of the data point angle, 

ΦP. Elaborated from Figure 7-45 
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( ) cosb P PD R R (125) 

This provides a clear row-to-row manoeuvre path for safe and continuous operation. 

7.5.3 Fruit Storage Bin Detection 

Fruit storage bins are used to store and transport harvested fruit. They are an essential part of 

the harvesting operation. Therefore, to achieve fully autonomous operation the ATP must be 

capable of handling these bins. Typical operation involves dropping off a full bin, then locating, 

docking with and picking up an empty bin. Empty bins are left in the orchard’s headland area 

to be collected for transportation to the packhouse. Achieving this functionality allows contin-

uous operation, however it requires the bins to be located. 

The LIDAR sensors are primarily used to locate the bins. Reliable LIDAR detection is achieva-

ble as the storage bins present a unique profile to the LIDAR scanner. This profile is formed 

from the bin’s flat 1200x1200mm faces that are between 550 and 650mm high. It is proposed 

that machine vision will be integrated to advance this bin identification system. Machine vision 

will confirm the object is a bin and whether it is full or empty. This will occur when the ATP is 

within a few metres of the bin when sufficient detail is evident. This will reduce time spent 

docking and lifting the bin to find out if it is empty.  

To detect bins in the LIDAR data (purple points, Figure 7-47), the data points are first grouped. 

This is achieved by assessing the distance between them. Data points belonging to a single ob-

ject are presented sequentially in the scanner’s data as the scanner sweeps in an anti-clockwise 

direction (when observed from above). This means that only neighbouring data points need to 

be assessed for grouping. 

The unwanted groups are removed once all the points are grouped. This process starts by re-

moving those data groups that are unlikely to represent a bin. A specific range of data points 

will represent a bin as it is a set size. The number of points is dependent on its distance from the 

scanner and the number of visible sides. Therefore, the number of data points within the group 

is measured with respect to the group’s distance from the scanner. This discards the bulk of in-

formation representing the surrounding environment and is not relevant for bin finding. 
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Figure 7-48: Hough Space plots for a cluster of data points representing a fruit storage bin. Note the two 

peaks 90 degrees apart correlating to the two bin edges visible to the LIDAR scanner. 

 
Figure 7-47: On orchard LIDAR data scans: 1 – Unanalysed scan, 2 – Lines from Hough Transforms on the 

identified groups (lower line later rejected) and 3 – the determined bins position (bin profile drawn in 
green). 

Once the groups of interest are identified, further analysis confirms if they represent a bin. The 

confirmation process begins by analysing the identified groups with a Hough transform (Duda 

and Hart, 1972) to assess the linearity of the points. As one or two bin faces can be viewed at 

any one time, the analysis measures the linearity of the points for up to two lines. The scanner’s 

position relative to the bin determines whether one or two faces are visible. This is shown in 

Figure 7-47 where only a single bin face is visible to the LIDAR scanner. Although only a single 

bin face may initially be detected, two faces become visible as the ATP approaches the bin. This 

is due to the offset LIDAR mounting positions (Figure 7-37). Having two faces visible is benefi-

cial to confirming bin identity and provides more reliable detection. The two faces allow both 

edges to be measured as well as the angle between them. This provides further correlation that 

the object is a bin. The angle between the two faces is detected with the Hough transform, 
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where two correlations in Hough space are expected to present 90° apart. Figure 7-48 shows a 

graphical representation of two edges shown in Hough space from a LIDAR identified group 

representing a bin. 

In Hough space a line is shown in the data as a local maxima. The height of this maxima repre-

sents the significance of the line within the data set. Hough space analysis (Duda and Hart, 

1972) assesses the radial distance and angle of each data point over a given range. Therefore, the 

data points representing a line must be linear to achieve a strong Hough space correlation. As 

the LIDAR data points are supplied to millimetre accuracy but are only accurate to ±20mm, the 

data points do not all sit perfectly in a line. This results in a blurred maxima in Hough space 

and could result in misinterpretation. Therefore, each data point’s radial distance is rounded to 

the nearest 10mm help achieve linear data. This is represented as a large accumulator value in 

Hough space. Next, the local maxima are identified in the data set. These maxima must be over 

a set threshold to ensure the correlation is significant enough to be a line. This threshold is pro-

portional to the total number of data points in the group. This ensures that the significance of 

the maxima is related to the number of points presented. Setting this ensures the bin is still de-

tected when it is further away as there are fewer data points representing it.  

Detecting one or two perpendicular lines does not confirm that the item is a bin. At this point 

the item could be a section of hedge or the edge of a small building. Therefore, further valida-

tion is required. As the LIDAR scanner supplies relatively accurate range information, all the 

detected data points should be very close to the inferred line. If it was a hedge row that was de-

tected the data points would be more variable than on a flat surfaced bin. To test this, the per-

pendicular distance of each data point to the determined line is assessed for every point within 

the group. The variance of these points is assessed to find how well they match the line. Where 

two lines are identified, the perpendicular distance of 

all points to both lines is calculated and the shorter of 

the two distances is used to assess the variance of the 

points to the lines. 

If linearity testing is confirmed, the object’s dimensions 

are measured. Although the LIDAR scanner accurately 

measures range its dimensional measurement ability is 

not as accurate. This is due to the conical LIDAR beam 

Figure 7-49: LIDAR data point position 
with a diverging laser beam. Note the 
data points position on the partially 

incident object 
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shape making dimensional measurement accuracy decrease with object distance. The LIDAR 

detected distance is reported as relating to the middle of the laser beam. In reality, the laser 

beam might only partially intercept the object, but still return enough reflection to produce a 

distance measurement. This produces a data point that is not on the actual object (Figure 7-49). 

Consequently, the object’s detected size may differ from its actual size. As the laser beam gets 

bigger with distance the size error is also proportional to distance. Therefore, some tolerance in 

the bin’s LIDAR measured dimensions, proportional to distance, must be included.  

To calculate the object’s dimensions the data points are perpendicularly projected onto the 

Hough transform inferred edge(s). This reduces some measurement variation. Next, the span 

and centre of the points is computed to measure and position the bin. If the detected object fits 

within the predefined size range, the object is confirmed as a bin for that LIDAR scan.  

If the object is confirmed as a bin, its position and orientation are required. Interpreting this 

information allows manoeuvres to be calculated to engage and dock the ATP with the bin. The 

bin’s position is derived from the centre position of data points spanning the incident line(s) 

(determined above). Its orientation is provided from the slope of the line representing the bin’s 

face found with the Hough transform. Although its position is now known, the bin must be en-

gaged on the appropriate side. This is governed from the under bin support rails which restricts 

ATP engagement to two sides. Fortunately, the headland areas where the bins are left are rela-

tively narrow. Because of this, tractors/trailers are restricted to drive approximately perpen-

dicular to the rows. This, combined with the trailer’s rollers, dictates that the bins must slide off 

the delivery trailer in the same orientation. Therefore, the bin’s docking face is the face that is 

closest to parallel with row direction. Now that the bin has been localised, the appropriate ma-

noeuvre is required to direct the ATP to engage with the bin. The manoeuvre is determine in 

section 7.2.4 by setting the end position and direction.  

The LIDAR unit scans the environment at 25Hz. For every scan the bin is re-identified and lo-

calised to obtain a new ATP engagement path. This accounts for any inaccuracies during ATP 

driving (due to ruts etc). It also more accurately positions and identifies the bin as it gets closer. 

Therefore, the small localisation inaccuracies discussed in this section are minimised to ac-

ceptable levels as the ATP approaches the bin to dock with it and pick it up. 
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7.5.4 Alignment of LIDAR, Machine Vision and ATP Coordinates 

To allow LIDAR and machine vision to work together the spatial relationship between their 

respective coordinate systems is required. These are mapped into the ATP’s coordinate system 

to allow any detected objects to be positioned relative to the ATP.  

To achieve this, mathematical alignment of the geometric spaces is required. The alignment 

needs to account for three-space translation, t=[X,Y,Z]T, and rotation offsets (Pan ( ), Tilt ( ) 

and Rotation ( )) between each coordinate space. The key aspect of this is mapping the LIDAR 

data points into the correct image position. This allows LIDAR detected objects to be posi-

tioned in the camera’s corresponding image, (i, j) for higher level object analysis. The same 

method is used to align the LIDAR and ATP coordinate spaces. This allows the LIDAR detected 

objects to be positioned relative to the ATP, allowing navigation decisions to be made.  

The relationship between LIDAR coordinates, L=[X,Y,Z]T, and camera coordinates, c=[x,y,z]T, 

is described as, 

Lc Lcc R L t (126) 

where, RLc is the resultant 3 x 3 orthogonal rotation matrix, 

( ) ( ) ( )Lc x y zR R R R  (127) 

using, 

1 0 0
( ) 0 cos( ) sin( )

0 sin( ) cos( )
xR  (128) 

cos( ) 0 sin( )
( ) 0 1 0

sin( ) 0 cos( )
yR (129) 

cos( ) sin( ) 0
( ) sin( ) cos( ) 0

0 0 1
zR (130) 
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and tLc is a 3-vector representing camera position with respect to LIDAR. This uses the standard 

camera pinhole model (Davies, 2005), and gives a position in camera coordinates, c=[Xc,Yc,Zc]T. 

This is not the required pixel, (i, j), position.  

To transform the camera coordinate, c, into image pixel coordinate (i, j), the stereoscopic depth 

equation (13) is referenced. By rearranging (13) the required object’s image space, (i, j), posi-

tion is found,  

c
c

c

Yi mpppm
X

(131) 

c
c

C

Zj mpppm
X

(132) 

Figure 7-50: Rotational offsets between LIDAR and Machine vision coordinated spaces. A – Rotation ( ), 
B – Tilt ( ) and C – Pan ( ) 
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A similar equation is used to describe the LIDAR’s coordinates, L=[XL,YL,ZL]T, with respect to 

the ATP, A=[XA,YA,ZA]T. This is also required for each LIDAR unit, where the conversion of a 

LIDAR coordinate into ATP coordinates is given by, 

AL ALA R L t (133) 

where, RAL is the resultant 3 x 3 orthogonal rotation matrix and tAL is a 3-vector representing the 

translation of the scanner with respect to the ATP’s coordinates. 

Once this is done the spatial relationship between all coordinate spaces is known. This allows a 

machine vision data point to be directly mapped into the ATP’s coordinates. This is achieved by 

adding the translations and rotations by, 

AL Lc AL LcA R R c t t (134) 

7.5.5 Calibrating Alignment Variables between ATP, LIDAR and Machine Vision 

The rotation and translation values between the coordinate spaces are required to map the sen-

sors to the ATP. This is required for both LIDAR sensors and the cameras with respect to the 

ATP’s coordinate space.  

Eight calibration devices are used to determine each system’s alignment. These devices are 

made from 1.2m x 2.4m timber sheets (Figure 7-53) making them distinctive for LIDAR analy-

sis. In addition, they are painted with a high contrast pattern making them easily and accurately 

locatable within the machine vision system. These calibration devices are propped to stand ap-

proximately vertically within the LIDARs’ scanning area (Figure 7-51). The relationship be-

tween the coordinate systems is found by identifying these calibration boards with each sensor 

over several positions.  

The LIDAR scanners use the same method to identify the boards as used for bin finding (sec-

tion 7.5.3). This is done as the boards present the same unique profile as a single bin face. How-

ever, there is one difference between the two methods. A line-of-best-fit is used to fit the line to 

the identified data points representing the board’s face. This increases accuracy. The line-of-

best-fit is determined with a simplex regression. In the bin finding method the data points are 

rounded to the nearest 10mm and the line is found with a Hough transform. The line-of-best-
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fit averages the inherent range errors associated with LIDAR measurement. This provides a 

more accurate measurement of the board’s position. In addition, as calibration is performed in 

an open area, not an orchard environment, it is unlikely that irrelevant data points will be in-

cluded in the data group representing the calibration board. Therefore, noise within the data 

points is not expected that could affect the analysis. 

To obtain the same measurements in ATP coordinates, manual radial measurements are taken 

from the ATP’s origin (RC, Figure 7-51). These measurements provide the actual distances to 

calibrate the sensors’ coordinate geometry. 

The calibration boards’ position in each system’s coordinate space is used to map the transla-

tion and rotations between them. The first calibration aligns both LIDAR scanners to the ATP’s 

coordinates. Each scanner’s translation is manually measured and their rotation estimated from 

their mounting position. This provides a starting point for the alignment regression. Without 

this, the regression could optimise the alignment to a local minima, not the global minima cor-

responding to the best optimisation. To align the coordinate spaces the simplex regression uses 

the radial distance measurements for each calibration board (ATP, rA – LIDAR, rLx, where x is 

 
Figure 7-51: LIDAR to chassis space calibration. Note that the LIDAR scanners have overlapping opera-

tional areas. Calibration boards shown as brown rectangles. 
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the LIDAR’s number). A theoretical radial distance is calculated with respect to the ATP’s co-

ordinates to allow comparison to the actual radius, rA, in ATP space.  

The LIDAR unit’s three-dimensional translation, TLx, and rotation, RLx, values are used to calcu-

late the theoretical radial distance, b, Figure 7-52. Using the theoretical radial distance, b, the 

LIDAR unit’s translation, TLx, and rotation, RLx, values are adjusted to make b and the measured 

radial distance, rA, the same. This is done with the simplex regression for all relevant boards 

(those detected by the scanner). The regression is developed to minimise the error between 

ATP measured radii, rA, and the inferred radii from the LIDAR, b. A data set of calibration 

board positions is created for the optimisation. The calibration boards are moved radially out-

wards from six to twenty metres, in approximately two-metre increments. At each point the 

LIDAR measured and manually measured (in ATP coordinates) board positions are recorded 

to create the data set. Next, the regression algorithms produce the relationship between the LI-

DAR and ATP coordinates. This is done with both LIDAR scanners. 

Figure 7-52: Computation of theoretical radial distance of calibration device (b) (from Figure 7-51) 

The LIDAR measured distance, rLx, is used to calculate the theoretical radial distance, b, for LI-

DAR to ATP alignment. Length b is calculated using the Law of Cosines, where a is the hori-

zontal component of the LIDAR’s translation position, TLx, giving,  

2 2 2 2 cos( )Lx Lxb a r ar B (135) 

where angle B is defined as, 

(180 )B  (136) 
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with components, 

1tan RLn

RLn

Y
X

(137) 

1tan nY

nX

L
L

 (138) 

Next, the camera’s coordinates are mapped to the LIDAR’s coordinates. Currently, there are 

only forward facing cameras. Therefore, the cameras are only mapped into the front LIDAR’s 

coordinate space. However, the process is the same to integrate rear-facing cameras when re-

quired. For this alignment, a calibration device is moved through approximately 60 machine 

vision image positions, over a 5–18m range. These calibration board positions must be scat-

tered throughout the complete image space. Placing the calibration board throughout the entire 

image, over an extended range, ensures the rotation values are more accurately determined. 

Once the calibration board positions are found with 

the LIDAR scanners (see above), the same boards 

must be located within the machine vision system. 

Estimated rotation and translation values are used to 

turn the LIDAR detected board positions into ap-

proximate machine vision (it, jt) space locations using 

(130). The board’s position is further refined by iden-

tifying its unique visual markings (Figure 7-53).  

Firstly, a template is used to refine its position. The 

template is scaled according to the LIDAR deter-

mined distance and detects the white parts of the 

board and the vertical black stripe. Once this approximate position is known, a Sobel operator 

(Sobel, 1970) is used to find all the visible edges. The Sobel operator uses a set threshold to 

identify the edges of interest. From the identified edges, a Hough Transform (Duda and Hart, 

1972) finds the straight lines that make up the calibration board’s pattern and edges (green 

lines, Figure 7-53).  

Figure 7-53: Machine Vision analysed im-
age of the calibration board. Defined 
boards centre (blue lines and circle).  
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Figure 7-54: Infrared image of 
the LIDAR laser line on calibra-

tion board. 

The resulting Hough space is searched to find the edge lines. There are two sets of lines, vertical 

and horizontal. The ‘vertical’ lines are parallel and approximately vertical, and the ‘horizontal’ 

lines are parallel and approximately horizontal. Therefore, only two small angle ranges are 

searched over in Hough Space. Within the search range, the identified maxima must have the 

same Hough space angle. This shows that the lines are parallel. 

Once found, the calibration board’s centre is located. This is 

done by averaging the sets of lines (result - blue lines, Figure 

7-53) where the board’s centre is at the intercept of the two 

averaged lines (blue circle, Figure 7-53). From this, the board’s 

(i, j) image space centre is recorded for both stereo cameras. 

These (i, j) image positions are used to find the calibration 

board’s three-dimensional position in camera space, c=[x,y,z]T, 

using stereo depth perception from equation (13). 

Now the board’s image (i, j) and LIDAR positions are known. Unfortunately, the LIDAR is only 

a two-dimensional scanner. Therefore, rotation and tilt rotations (see Figure 7-50) cannot be 

found. To find these rotations the height at which the LIDAR’s beam intercepts the calibration 

board is required. The right hand stereo camera is modified so it can operate in infrared (IR) or 

visible light spectrums. This is achieved by removing the IR blocking filter in the standard cam-

era. When a normal image is required a polarising and IR blocking filters are fitted over the 

camera lens. To take IR images an IR band pass filter replaces the polarising filter. Figure 7-54 

shows the resulting IR image of the laser line on the calibration board. Therefore, for every visi-

ble spectrum image there is a corresponding IR image. Next, the position of the laser beam is 

required to allow complete mapping between the coordinate spaces. The width and position of 

the board is known from the visible spectrum image analysis (Figure 7-53). Therefore, the 

search area for the laser line is known, as it is the same position as presented in the standard 

image. A Sobel operator (Sobel, 1970) and Hough transform (Duda and Hart, 1972) are used to 

find the top and bottom edges of the laser line. The height of the LIDAR beam is used to find 

the vertical offset between the camera and LIDAR spaces for every calibration board image. 

This allows the rotations and ZC offset to be more accurately found. Other LIDAR/machine vi-

sion calibration techniques (Zhang and Pless, 2004) use multi-plane LIDAR scanners or spe-

cialist IR cameras. By modifying a standard camera these expensive sensors are not needed. 
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A simplex regression determines the offsets between the two geometric spaces using the camera 

and LIDAR calibration board positions. This is done by using the LIDAR board positions as the 

reference geometry. By using initial estimated variables of the rotation, RLc, and translation, TLc, 

between the two coordinate systems, the camera located calibration board positions are trans-

formed into LIDAR coordinates. From this, an error between the LIDAR and camera translated 

position is calculated. This is done for the entire data set to work out a total error. The simplex 

regression iteratively alters the three-space rotation, RLc, and translation, TLc, values to minimise 

the error across the data set and produce the unknown variables.   

With the relationship between the coordinate spaces (ATP, LIDAR1, LIDAR2 and machine vi-

sion) defined, any detected point found in one sensor can be mapped into any of the other sen-

sors (see section 7.5.4). This delivers complete cooperative operation and information sharing 

between the sensing elements. Ultimately, this delivers the potential for higher-level orchard 

interpretation by combining the strengths of each sensor. 

  

Figure 7-55: Photo of an orchard row 
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7.6 Greater Orchard Navigation 

Navigation under and around the canopy area is outlined above. However, the ATP must also 

be capable of navigating the greater orchard area. This is navigation between canopy areas or to 

loading and unloading areas, but still on the orchard. An on-board GPS is referenced to achieve 

this navigation. This unit provides a rough absolute ATP position (±3m, within the world). The 

GPS position is referenced against the supplied digital orchard maps (from high accuracy GPS) 

to get a position relative to the orchard.  These supplied maps outline canopy areas, hedgerows 

and other environmental information like on-orchard structures. Knowing the position of these 

and the ATP’s current position items allows navigation decisions to be made. 

Navigational nodes (red dots, Figure 7-56) are positioned on the orchard maps as waypoints for 

greater orchard navigation. Each node resembles the root of a linked tree, with children node(s) 

indicating allowable traversal paths. The node linkages are linear paths that the ATP can follow 

from GPS coordinates. For example, if the ATP was at node F and needed to get to A (referenc-

ing Figure 7-56), a lookup table is referenced. Node F has three child nodes E, G and I and each 

of those has their associated child nodes. The linked tree is traversed where the shortest path is 

selected as the navigational path to A. This is a form of Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). To 

determine this path the distance between each node is required. This is calculated and stored as 

part of the lookup table from their coordinates. In this scenario the algorithm determines tra-

versals F – E, E – D and D – A. 

The ATP’s current GPS position is used to drive 

between nodes. From the current position a 

heading is projected to the node using the flux-

gate compass module. This path is followed to 

navigate to the node (as in section 7.5.1). As there 

are significant GPS positioning errors, the on-

board LIDAR scanners are used to avoid obsta-

cles and refine the ATP’s position relative to near 

objects. Figure 7-56 Schematic layout for GPS navigation 
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7.7 Testing and Results 

Autonomous Transportation Platform testing and performance results are presented in four 

categories: 

1. ATP hydraulic drive 

2. LIDAR/machine vision orchard interpretation 

3. LIDAR/machine vision alignment 

4. LIDAR storage bin localisation 

The outbreak of Psa-V (see introductory comments) affected testing of the drive and navigation 

systems. Although there has been sufficient testing to prove the performance of each independ-

ent system in the ATP, integrated systems testing has not been performed. The risk of spread-

ing the Psa-V bacteria was too great for any integrated on-orchard testing of the prototype 

AKH because the prototype systems cannot be cleaned to meet the industries decontamination 

standards.     

7.7.1 ATP Hydraulic Drive 

Accurate and smooth operation where the primary specifications for the hydraulic drive sys-

tem. A reliable turn radius within 50mm was required. This is because the system rapidly up-

dates its drive path; therefore, some errors are allowable as they will be compensated for with 

subsequent sensor analysis. The ATP’s manoeuvres are made up of a series of arcs with specific 

radii. Therefore, the ATP’s manoeuvre accuracy is assessed by how accurately it drives in set 

radius circles.  This also tests the control system’s ability to set and maintain the front steering 

wheels’ direction. Ten different diameter circles were driven five times each. Circle diameters 

ranged from two to fifteen metres. Testing was performed in a paved car park where the surface 

was relatively flat and the ATP’s coordinate origin could be marked. The ATP was instructed to 

maintain a set radius and drive through 180˚. When this point was reached it stopped and its 

origin was marked. This allowed the diameter to be measured. Once the diameter was measured 

the ATP was instructed to complete the circle to ensure it returned to the same start position. 

An average absolute accuracy error of 52mm was achieved over the test range. This average had 

a standard deviation of 34mm. These diameters were measured with a measuring tape. On eve-

ry manoeuvre the ATP appeared to return to its starting position (within ±20mm). This was 
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visually verified using a ruler. The drive system was tuned to give smooth acceleration from 

standstill and to limit oscillation of the steering wheels. This was achieved and was a subjective 

visual assessment. However, this tuning parameter slowed the systems response time. 

In addition, the ATP is required to travel at 1.4 m/s on the flat and climb a 25° incline. A top 

speed just under 1 m/s was achieved with the current hydraulic pump. It was initially intended 

that hydraulic fluid would not be sent to the front wheels during high speed operation. This 

would increase the available fluid to the rear wheels allowing for faster drive. However, the 

front drive motors do not allow freewheeling. Therefore, an upgraded pump is required to meet 

this speed specification. This specified incline was considered the steepest operating slope. Alt-

hough this was not performed on-orchard the system is designed to deliver sufficient torque to 

meet this criteria. Furthermore, the ATP is capable of driving onto the transportation trailer 

that has this required incline.    

Testing in a synthesised environment was considered. However, testing the system’s ability to 

interpret real orchard environments was considered more important, since accurate hydraulic 

drive was achieved. This was due to the amount of environmental variability that can be experi-

enced and not replicated in a test environment. The secondary reason for not setting up a test 

environment, was the amount of space required and the need to setup infrastructure. Neither of 

these was readily available. 

The LIDAR system was not tested for emergency stop conditions. This will be conducted dur-

ing future testing. 

7.7.2 LIDAR Orchard Navigation 

For other orchard applications LIDAR-based navigation testing has focused on lateral and di-

rection error from a defined path (Barawid, et al., 2007, Ryo, et al., 2004, Subramanian and 

Burks, 2009, Subramanian, et al., 2006). In these applications, testing was performed in either 

ideal or in synthesised orchard environments. The ideal orchard sections were selected where 

there were no gaps or significant variation between trees (Barawid, et al., 2007). This however, 

removes the significant variation that any system must handle. Subramanian, et al. (2006) con-

structed their synthesised environment with hay bales to form solid walls. Therefore, this test-

ing methodology does not provide an accurate representation of their system’s actual perfor-
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mance. Testing with real orchard data is important to assess actual on-orchard ability. This or-

chard data must represent all on-orchard operating conditions and variation. This is important 

as interpreting environments where real-world variations are not present is significantly easier. 

Furthermore, using an ideal or synthesised environment allows an ideal drive path to be plot-

ted. This allows the navigation systems ability to be measured from its offset and heading errors 

with respect to the ideal line. In an actual orchard environment, this ideal path is difficult to 

determine due to infrastructure and plant placement variation. This means that the testing 

would not reflect on the system’s ability to interpret the orchard environment or determine the 

correct drive path. However, the LIDAR scanners are proven accurate and reliable detection 

devices. Therefore, this testing focuses on the analysis algorithms ability to interpret and classi-

fy the detected orchard objects used to determine the drive path. A drive path is plotted from 

this analysis. The interpreted drive paths suitability was manually verified by analysing its 

placement relative to the identified row objects and data points.  

For testing, orchard rows were scanned with a single forward facing LIDAR unit. This LIDAR 

unit was mounted to a quad bike. A quad bike was used as it could be cleaned to meet the in-

dustries decontamination standards and still gather moving scanner data. The LIDAR scanner 

was mounted to replicate its position on the ATP. Although the quad bike provided a suitable 

platform to gather row scans, it has a shorter wheelbase and track (quad bike – 1260 x 890, ATP 

Table 4: Results from in-row object classification using LIDAR information 

 
 

0 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 14 14 - 16 16 - 18 18 - 20
Object Distance (m)

Unidentified 0 3 0 0 0 0 5 18 36 58
False Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Positive 28 578 358 310 305 298 295 273 272 251
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– 2450 x 1950) and soft suspension. The shorter wheelbase and track accentuates any pitching

and rolling from in-row ground undulations, impressions etc. The ATV’s operator also intro-

duces pitching and rolling by leaning to avoid overhead obstacles. This introduces additional 

variation in the data set that would not be present with the ATP. The additional pitching and 

rolling can cause the scanner to detect the ground or canopy and miss the posts and trunks of 

the orchard row. This can affect row analysis. In addition, to ensure a range of driving scenarios 

were captured, the ATV was purposefully swerved during row driving. The swerving is shown 

in the analysis/testing video (referenced in section 9.1.3). This was done to ensure the analysis 

system could still interpret the row even if large drive errors occurred. Therefore, if the analysis 

system achieves suitable performance on the ATV with a single LIDAR (only half the row in-

formation) with accentuated variations and introduced drive errors, it will perform better on-

board the ATP. 

For this analysis, a data set of LIDAR scans was captured throughout a one-hectare canopy ar-

ea. From this data set, two hundred scans were randomly selected to test the navigation system. 

3090 in-row objects of interest (post and trunks) were captured in the scanned information. 

From these, the analysis algorithms correctly classified 96.1% of all objects over the full scan-

ning range (20m). The remaining results comprised of 0.06% false positive and 3.9% unidenti-

fied. However, most of the errors were in the 12 to 20 metre range. Correct classification in-

creased to 99.84% when assessing the results under 12m. There was an average of 15.3 in-row 

objects per scan over the 20m range. At the achieved identification rate there will be 14.7 in-row 

objects detected per scan. This has a standard deviation of 0.7 objects per scan. Therefore, when 

both LIDAR scanners are fitted it is likely that 28 in-row navigation objects will be detected to 

determine the drive path. 

As anticipated, the results show that the probability of detection decreases with distance (Table 

4). Within this, most of the detection errors occurred beyond twelve-metres. This is because 

there is a bigger gap between consecutive LIDAR beams. Therefore, there are fewer captured 

Figure 7-57: Two consecutive LIDAR scans showing occlusion hindering correct classification (left). The 
LIDAR scanner is positioned in the lower left hand edge of each scan image. 
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data points for an object of the same size at a greater distance. This makes it harder to identify 

the same object when it is further away. However, positive identification also drops over the 

two to four metre range. This is due to the partial occlusion of an object (see Figure 7-57). In 

this case, incorrect classification occurs as there are insufficient data points representing the 

occluded object. This makes valid identification improbable. An example of this is shown in 

Figure 7-57 where the left hand scan has several unidentified data points (purple) behind a clas-

sified cluster (green circle denotes an identified cluster of points). These occlusions do not af-

fect operation as the closer occluding object still contributes to determining the driveline. Fur-

thermore, they do not occur very often and only happen over a short distance (approximately 

50-200mm) until more of the object is detected.  

Another notable result is the low object count 

in the zero to two-metre range. This is primar-

ily due to the row width. The row objects only 

enter this range when the ATV was purposely 

deviated off course. This was done to assess 

the algorithm’s ability to track the row objects 

for any in-row pose possibility (see video ref-

erenced in section 9.1.3). 

7.7.3 LIDAR Storage Bin Localisation 

To test locating of bins, two hundred and sixty LIDAR scans were captured. The LIDAR scan-

ner was mounted to an ATV to capture the data (see comments in 7.7). These scans captured a 

bin throughout the sensor’s scanning range, where the bin’s orientation to the scanner was also 

altered. This was repeated over four different orchard environments to ensure there was envi-

ronmental variability within the test. One hundred and eighty eight of the captured scans had a 

storage bin present, whilst the remaining scans only captured the orchard headland environ-

ment. This tested the identification algorithms for false positives. 

The analysis method correctly identified 98% of the bins. This was achieved with no false posi-

tive identifications. Eliminating false positive identifications ensures safe and efficient autono-

mous operation. Although a high correct classification rate was achieved, it was noted that a 

small vertical rotation of 1.5° was sufficient to cause the LIDARs scanning plane to miss the bin 

 
Figure 7-58: LIDAR navigation misclassified data 
points (purple points, left) correlating to a neigh-

bouring post and vine. 
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Table 5: LIDAR bin localisation results 

0 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 14 14 - 16 16 - 18 18 - 20
False Positive Classification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Incorrect Classification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2

Correct Classification 18 20 38 30 18 28 32 32 22 16
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LIDAR Storage Bin Identification and Localisation 

at the sensor’s maximum range. Driving over uneven terrain and general terrain variation in-

troduces this rotation. As the captured scans were taken using an ATV its shorter wheelbase 

and track accentuate any terrain undulation (as discussed in previous the previous test).  The 

ATP’s longer wheelbase will help reduce this issue, however, terrain variation may still hinder 

storage bin detection.  

In the final configuration, a rear facing LIDAR unit will be used for bin finding. To assist with 

detection the rear scanner’s height will be set to half the bins height. This will help keep the 

scanning plane on target. Although scanning plane variation occurred, it was observed that the 

scanning plane reliably intercepted the bin out to ten metres during testing. The effect of undu-

lation on bin finding will not significantly affect operation, because: 

1. The headland areas are narrow (4-5m). Therefore, it is unlikely that the ATP will drive

past a bin without detecting it.

2. As the LIDAR is scanning at 25Hz the bin is often momentarily detected during the

undulations. This position is stored and the ATP will begin driving towards the rec-

orded position. The bin’s position is updated if it comes into the scanners plane while

driving to that detected position.

3. When the bins are dropped off in the headland area, their position will be GPS

marked. Therefore, the ATP will know an approximate bin position (±3m) and can

drive towards it until the LIDAR detects its actual position. The LIDAR determined

position will be used to dock the ATP with the bin.
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7.7.4 LIDAR/Machine Vision Alignment 

Accurate and consistent alignment between LIDAR and machine vision is necessary for ma-

chine vision identification of LIDAR detected objects. The alignment methodology (section 

7.5.4) and subsequent calibration process determined alignment accuracy, i.e. how well a LI-

DAR detected point is mapped into (i, j) image space. The alignment process captures both LI-

DAR and image information over the entire image range. This provides a data set to determine 

the alignment between the coordinate spaces and measure alignment accuracy. 

An average absolute alignment error of 1.0 and 0.77 pixels in image space was achieved. The 

errors had standard deviations of 0.86 (i) and 0.84 (j) from the 60 captured images/scans. This 

represents an alignment of a LIDAR detected point into camera space to ±1 pixel in either i or j 

image directions and is sufficient for the desired operation. 

 
Figure 7-59: LIDAR second-pulse technology 

For testing and on-orchard operation the LIDAR unit was configured to return the first reflect-

ed pulse. This is shown in Figure 7-59. While scanning, a single laser beam can reflect off sever-

al objects. This returns multiple pulses to the scanner. In the ‘first reflected pulse’ configuration 

the first detected object is shown. Figure 7-60 shows the LIDAR data overlaid onto a concur-

rently captured row image. Within the shown data points, it can be seen where the centre of the 

data point does not correspond to the row object. This is because the scanner is set to ‘first re-

flected pulse’. Therefore, it returns any object that the diverging laser beam intercepts. If the 

scanner was set to ‘second reflected pulse’ this would not occur. However, the current setup 

ensures the whole object’s width is detected along with narrow objects (like wires). 
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7.8 Conclusion and Future Work 

The development process identified the limitations of a standalone, machine-vision-based nav-

igation system (section 7.4). These were overcome by integrating LIDAR scanners to detect on-

orchard objects. The combination of LIDAR and machine vision allows future development to 

integrate machine vision object identification. This will complement the reliability and accura-

cy of LIDAR to gain higher-level orchard interpretation. 

LIDAR has also allowed a shift from dead-reckoning manoeuvres. This will increase navigation 

and drive system efficiency and safety with real-time analysis and fast update speeds (25Hz). 

The high refresh rate constantly corrects for any inaccuracies from environmental factors like 

ruts, holes and inaccuracies within the steering system. This adds further safety and reliability 

when compare to the standalone machine vision navigation system. In conclusion, the cost of 

including additional LIDAR sensors is fully commercially justified. 

Desired future development aims to integrate the full potential of machine vision to comple-

ment LIDAR. The alignment methodology to map LIDAR found positions into machine vision 

image positions is sufficiently accurate (±1 pixel in image space) to support object identifica-

tion. This will allow machine visions ‘intelligence’ characteristic to be fully supported. Future 

machine vision development will focus on on-orchard object identification, including identifi-

cation of: 

1. Hanging canopy vines which do not pose navigational concern to the ATP

2. In-row poles and trunks to ensure that the in-row objects used for navigation are not

false positive identifications

3. Random on-orchard objects to determine their navigational ‘threat’. These objects in-

clude posts outside of the rows or hedge branches.

In conclusion, the identification methods and strategies for navigation and bin finding have 

been demonstrated. The achieved interpretation ability supports commercial operation with 

row object and bin classification at 96% and 98% respectively. This will allow the ATP to oper-

ate autonomously on-orchard once upgraded to meet industry decontamination standards. 

This will ensure mitigation of bacterial transmission risks. Although the identification systems 

have not run on the ATP on-orchard, the ATV based testing shows reliable detection and oper-

ation. Furthermore, the system is likely to perform better when integrated onto the ATP as 
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there will be less variability in the scanned information gathered. This is because the ATP pro-

vides a more stable platform. Future development will fully integrate and test these systems in a 

variety of orchard environments to test and prove operational viability. The results achieved 

meet all required specifications and demonstrates advancement to orchard navigation. This 

advancement comes from the total system’s ability to successfully operate even when presented 

with orchard variation. This is required for practical on-orchard and commercial operation, but 

has not been achieved with previous navigation systems.  

Figure 7-60: LIDAR determined row information superimposed onto a corresponding in-row image. The red cir-
cles represent the laser beams size and incident position at detection distance, where the green circles are the cen-

tre of the LIDAR data cluster, used to determine the driveline (superimposed in darker green) 
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Figure 7-61: The AKH on-orchard 
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8. AKH: The Overall System 

The separate functional AKH sections have been presented. This section assesses the overall 

system considering the product’s development and commercial operation. Comments on the 

lessons learnt and future modifications are included for their relevance to the future product 

development cycle. These are included for their significance to the overall development of dis-

crete crop harvest robotics.  

The systems are not fully integrated due to the risk of Psa-V bacterial spread. Access to or-

chards limited how much of the complete system could be tested. However, the main interac-

tions have been tested. The main interactions occur where one section is dependent on another 

to operate. For example, the harvesting arms require the machine vision system to locate and 

map the fruit into harvesting arm coordinates. The other section interactions that are not fully 

tested operate independently. Therefore, their interaction is insignificant to overall operation. 

This allows conclusions to be made on the performance of the complete system despite limited 

testing. 

As outlined below, the developed AKH did not meet all required performance specifications. 

Considering this, modifications and future development are presented to evolve the prototype 

AKH into a commercially viable, fully operational system. 

8.1 Results 

The AKH, as a whole, has extended the current state of the art and demonstrated capability 

across all of its functional areas. Although some areas require improvement, the ability has been 

demonstrated in actual orchard environments. These orchards were not tailored for the AKH, 

nor were ideal orchard environments selected to operate in. The orchards used for testing all 

had typical variability, complexity and challenges. Some operational aspects of the AKH did not 

meet the desired specification. Practical solutions and/or modifications are presented where 

specifications were not met. These changes will allow the system to meet, and in some instances 

exceed, the required performance specifications. This will allow the AKH to be developed into a 

commercially operational machine. 
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The only functionality not demonstrated on-orchard is the transitioning between tasks. This is 

mainly changing from harvesting to driving (or visa-versa). As these are only instructions from 

one section to another, this process does not affect core functionality.  

The key performance criteria are presented in section 3. The AKH’s performance is assessed 

against these specifications: 

1. Harvest at least 80% of the crop in conformance with industry fruit handling standards. 

During on-orchard harvest trials, it was observed that if a fruit was located by the machine vi-

sion system, the robotic arms could harvest that fruit. This is because the hand enters the cano-

py from below, which is the approximate vantage point as the cameras. Therefore, if there is an 

unobstructed line of sight to identify the fruit, there is sufficient space below that fruit to har-

vest it. Identification rates greater than 80% were achieved (section 5.2.1). However, modifica-

tion to the harvesting arms (section 6.2) is required to ensure this translates into the required 

harvest rate. The arms incurred positioning errors resulting from forces during of fruit extrac-

tion. This limited their ability to harvest sequences of fruit. However, this will be solved by inte-

grating industrial position encoders. Furthermore, to increase identification rates the addition 

of high intensity lighting is proposed. This will help limit image illumination variability and 

increase fruit identification rates. 

2. Harvest rate: Four fruit per second (one fruit per second per arm). 

A harvest rate of 1.3 fruit per second per arm was achieved during laboratory testing. Although 

this exceeds system requirements it was not achieved on-orchard. The on-orchard environment 

was more physically rigorous, causing arm positioning errors (see section 6.2). As a result, har-

vesting rates were slowed to minimise positioning errors. An average of 0.7 fruit per second per 

arm was achieved with asynchronous operation. The integration of industrial encoders to the 

arms will allow increased operating speed to meet the required harvesting rate. The encoders 

will allow errors to be corrected for without affecting operation.  

The harvesting arms must operate cooperatively. Although asynchronous harvesting was only 

performed with two harvesting arms, the inter-arm interactions and harvesting cycle speeds 

meet the necessary performance criteria. The presented methodology demonstrated efficient 

and collision-free operation. As this method was created and implemented to operate with four 

arms this performance will replicate across all four arms once they are operational.  
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3. Handle full and empty storage bins. 

The outbreak of Psa-V restricted on-orchard access for testing storage bin handling. Although 

the complete system was not tested, the key aspect of bin handling is reliable location of bins. 

Bin localisation was successfully achieved to commercially acceptable levels (section 7.7.3). Di-

recting the ATP to drive and engage with the located bin is not presented due to the above men-

tioned restrictions. Although this was not directly tested, the required system attributes to 

achieve bin handling have been achieved. These are: 

1. Reliable and accurate storage bin localisation 

2. Accurate ATP manoeuvrability  

3. Fast sensory refresh rates to quickly correct for any driving errors 

Future work will assess and validate complete commercial system performance.   

4. Gentle, even and complete storage bin filling in conformance with industry fruit handling 

standards. 

The bin filling arm has achieved gentle and even bin filling in conformance with industry fruit 

handling standards. In-fact, this system handled fruit more gently than the comparative human 

process of releasing bagged fruit into the bin. The distance sensors mounted to the arm allow a 

safe fruit drop height (less than 80mm) to be maintained, ensuring fruit quality.  Although this 

arm met most of the specification, it could not completely fill the bin. The internal pocketed 

conveyor limited axis motion, preventing complete bin filling.  This issue will be resolved by 

altering the arms mounting position and articulation geometry. Most importantly, the bin fill-

ing system achieved the presented ability within a confined operational space. The space re-

striction (mainly in height) was the most significant limitation to a bin filling system’s devel-

opment. By implementing the above-mentioned modifications, it is expected that this system 

will operate at commercially acceptable levels. 

5. Operate twenty hours per day, seven days per week. 

Operational performance was comparable day or night. In-fact, night time operation is benefi-

cial as sunlight illumination variations are not present. This simplifies the fruit identification 

process.  To assist daytime fruit identification the integration of high intensity artificial illumi-

nation will minimise natural lighting effects. This will conceivably be solved with a large high-
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powered LED array producing daylight coloured light (5000k colour temperature). The selected 

colour temperature will help maintain a constant canopy appearance day or night.  

For on-orchard navigation LIDAR sensing is consistent and independent of lighting conditions. 

This provides day and night consistent operation. Future development will employ a machine 

vision system fully integrated with the current navigation system to provide further ‘intelli-

gence’. To assist this, high intensity lighting will also be added. This ‘intelligence’ will allow the 

vision system to identify the LIDAR detected objects and determine if they pose a threat to nav-

igation. 

6. Autonomous on-orchard navigation. 

The Psa-V outbreak limited comprehensive on-orchard testing. Although limited, a reliable and 

accurate in-row object identification and path planning system is presented. This identification 

and path planning system forms the primary aspect of the ATP’s navigation system. To com-

plete navigation these paths are mapped into driving commands. The drive system has been 

tested independently of the navigation interpretation system. This hydraulic drive system was 

sufficiently accurate to reliably perform the required manoeuvres. Therefore, having an accu-

rate and reliable navigation system and an accurate drive system provides suitable evidence that 

combined system will operate effectively on-orchard. Future work will assess and refine the 

complete navigation and drive systems for commercial application once orchards can accessed 

without risking orchard contamination.  

7. Unit build cost less than $NZ130,000+GST (on a projected production of 10 units at a 

time). 

The projected unit production costs is estimated at $NZ122,800+GST per unit (based on the 

current prototype and producing ten concurrent units). Altering the system to meet required 

performance criteria is unlikely to increase the production cost beyond the specified build cost. 

This is because some of the modifications will also result in decreased production costs. Proto-

type development has always considered watertight enclosures to allow for heavy rain during 

operation. Although these enclosures are not all installed their cost has been included in the 

budgets. Therefore, the complete AKH will be sufficiently protected to allow decontamination 

clean down.  This will reduce the risks of spreading Psa-V between orchards. This cost is for 
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building each machine and only includes materials and labour. Any other costs, like the cost of 

development, commercialisation or marketing, are not included in this figure. 

Overall, the integration of each section was critical to operational success. Furthermore, this 

integration had to meet the physical rigours of on-orchard operation. The real-world orchard 

environment posed significant additional complexity over the laboratory environment. Some 

added complexity was expected, however, the level of variability was more significant than had 

been predicted. This affected development by forcing a redevelopment loop in the product de-

velopment cycle to account for the environmental variability. Every developed section required 

alteration to account for presented variability. Other developments have operated within syn-

thesised or pre-prepared environments, or have been able to limit the most significant variabil-

ity. Within the environment, the most significant variability is from sunlight illumination af-

fecting fruit identification. To overcome this issue most other harvesting attempts have shroud-

ed the targeted plant. This is not possible with the kiwifruit growing system. Therefore, consid-

ering the AKH’s current operational ability was achieved in a typical orchard environment, its 

performance has demonstrated an evolutionary advancement in autonomous harvest technolo-

gy. 

Reduction or management of all variability will be critical to the system’s on-going success. 

However, the potential to reduce variability is limited as it is present within the on-orchard en-

vironment. Therefore, the system must be sufficiently flexible to meet any presented variability. 

This was considered during development and each operational section has been refined to 

meet, or be easily adapted to meet any new variability. Machine vision sensing was most affect-

ed by variability. This was evident in the transition from synthetic laboratory to on-orchard 

environment. Fruit and growing system variability are an operational reality. Therefore, the 

fruit identification algorithms were developed to manage presented variations. However, be-

yond the growing system, the most significant variation effect is from inconsistent sunlight il-

lumination (see section  5.2). The effects of this variation will be minimised with the addition of 

a high intensity lighting system. The transition from laboratory to orchard environment taught 

valuable lessons. Primarily, not to underestimate the effect of environmental conditions. These 

were more diverse and changeable than initially expected. This realisation forced the adaption 

of the analysis algorithms and addition of a high intensity lighting system to manage variability. 

This lesson was applied when later developing the LIDAR based navigation system. When the 

analysis algorithms were developed, actual orchard rows were scanned to create the develop-
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Figure 8-1: Plan view of multi-
camera setup. Green lines represent 

possible stereo camera pairing, 
where C1 – C4 are cameras 

ment dataset. Several orchards were scanned to ensure that as much variability as possible was 

represented in the dataset. Therefore, very few modifications were required when the system 

was tested on-orchard. Ultimately, this saved development time and provided real-world re-

sults. 

On-orchard environment variability affected more than machine sensing. Although successful 

in the laboratory, the fruit harvesting arms did not meet their performance specifications on-

orchard. The arms, including the hand, required significant alterations to achieve suitable on-

orchard operation. Fruit positioning, attachment strength and size variations all detrimentally 

affected harvest operations (discussed in section 6.2.8). Four design cycles were required to 

achieve a hand suitable for on-orchard operation to overcome fruit and growing system varia-

tion. The hand design alterations caused arm position inaccuracies (see section 6.2.8). Although 

this affected harvesting, the issue will be resolved by integrating rotational encoders to each ax-

is. Therefore, the lessons emerging from robotic arm development are similar to those for sens-

ing. Although laboratory testing is helpful to test initial conceptual ideas and implementation, 

it is not suitable to determine orchard performance on the basis of laboratory performance. De-

velopment must quickly move from laboratory to orchard to ensure a complete understanding 

of the environment is gained and the results implemented into the system. This will help ensure 

that the variability affecting performance is understood and managed. A broad understanding 

of the environment is important. 

Any redevelopment loops within the product development cycle will evolve the system to man-

age variability as cause and effect are better understood. For example, the stereo camera setup 

will be reassessed with future development. The fruit identi-

fication system currently has one pair of stereo cameras for 

each arm. Fruit occlusion was a significant limitation to 

identification. However, since an accurate method to map 

the camera and arm coordinate spaces has been developed 

and proven, it is feasible to use more cameras. More fruit 

could be observed by mounting these additional cameras in 

different positions and orientations. These multiple camer-

as are able to be configured into multiple stereo pairs (see Figure 8-1) using the stereo camera 

calibration system (section 5.2.3.1). In this figure the current setup is represented by camera 1 

and 2 (C1, C2). In this setup, fruit could be found in C2 but might be hidden from C1. The fruit 
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needs to be visible in the second camera to find its position. However, in the proposed system 

the hidden fruit might be visible in C4. Therefore, the fruit can now be located. Likewise, fruit 

might be hidden from C1 and C2, but can be viewed by C3 and C4. The new viewing an-

gles/positions will allow more fruit to be located. However, the number and position of the 

cameras will need to be optimised. In addition, the suitability and benefits of this system will 

need to be evaluated against cost before possible commercial implementation. However, it is 

envisaged that this will help increase system efficiency and the percentage of crop harvested. 

8.2 Conclusions and Future Work 

Development of a fully autonomous kiwifruit harvester is a significant step beyond other dis-

crete crop harvesters (see section 2). In those projects, the added complexities of navigation, bin 

handling and fruit handling were not all included. The integration of these abilities during 

product development is required for a commercially viable system, yet they are not always con-

sidered. Including this additional functionality requires additional complexities to be managed. 

This complexity is beyond dealing with environmental variability. The systems have to work 

synergistically together. This is more than in a control sense. For example, the mechanical 

structures (if required) cannot interfere with the other sections or sensors cannot be blocked by 

any structures. This increases design complexity, however, it is critical to overall commercial 

operation.  Furthermore, all system testing has been performed within unaltered and ‘typical’ 

orchard environments. This ensures the expected orchard variability is present during testing 

giving an accurate assessment of system performance. This important testing environment is 

often ignored in other parties testing. 

Fruit identification and extraction are at the core of this project. These functional elements 

have demonstrated significant advancement over previous developments (see section 2). This 

system achieved better identification rates, increased harvest speeds and low cost robotics when 

compared to the other reviewed developments. The achieved performance is set to increase fur-

ther when the presented modifications are implemented. These advancements result from im-

plementing an alternative camera setup to locate fruit and from using customised robotics. Ad-

vanced control strategies will increase the custom robotics operational ability, including their 

ability to operate cooperatively, to further increasing efficiency. The use of and strategies to im-

plement multiple arms for discrete fruit harvesting has only been used by Muscato, et al. (2005). 

There, only two arms were used. These were on a fixed oblique plane, limiting their interaction. 
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The four arm’s configuration presented in this document, has faster harvesting cycles and co-

operative operation within overlapping working envelopes. This provides significantly in-

creased harvest rates and future task potential. 

Consistently gentle fruit handling is required throughout operation. In its current prototype 

configuration the AKH has demonstrated the required handling standards (see section 6.4). 

The AKH’s fruit handling ability was consistently better than the human counterpart. In addi-

tion, unlike humans, robotic systems are not susceptible to financial incentives to harvest fruit 

rapidly, nor do they suffer fatigue or boredom. The human flaws present an increased risk to 

fruit quality over extended working periods. The AKH consequently supports and delivers con-

sistent quality produce. This helps increase financial return to growers. It also provides a strate-

gic point of difference for commercial uptake.   

The ATP was required to gain complete autonomous functionality. The importance of an au-

tonomous vehicle is overlooked in many other developments. Although the ATP’s full naviga-

tional capabilities were not tested (because of the Psa-V outbreak), robust and reliable object 

detection and path-planning capability has been achieved. Most importantly, this was achieved 

over several varying orchard environments encompassing significant variability. Therefore, this 

result is likely to represent actual on-orchard performance.  

Development of the ATP goes beyond harvesting. This platform will allow the automation of 

other on-orchard tasks. Ultimately, this increase its commercially viability by maximising its 

potential use beyond the relatively short harvest season.  Furthermore, industry and commer-

cial benefits are extended by applying robotic efficiency and operational benefits to other or-

chard tasks. These are likely to include pollination, pruning, crop counting and thinning. Hav-

ing modular section (discussed below) allows these task-performing units to be retrofitted as 

required. 

The technology and methodologies developed are not limited to kiwifruit. These systems have 

direct application within most horticultural sectors. Although the physical structures will likely 

be different for other crops, the methods presented can be adapted into specific configurations 

for other crops. The advantages of this technology are similar throughout the horticultural sec-

tor and industry is becoming increasingly aware of the benefits mechanisation offers. The AKH 

(or similar system for other crops) delivers a long-term sustainable commercial advantage. This 

is achieved by having a static, or even declining, pricing structure in comparison to increasingly 
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expensive and inconsistent human labour. In addition, it is becoming harder to attract people 

with the necessary skill sets into menial jobs. There is concern within the horticultural industry 

that the need to reduce labour costs will force the industry to use untrained labour. This could 

further affect production. Robotics could alleviate these industry issues by reducing high labour 

requirements, costs and skill shortages. Furthermore, robotics can add competitive advantage 

by guaranteeing quality, adding value and ensuring sustainable future productivity. 

During development it was inevitable that systems would require modification. These modifi-

cations reinforced the importance of modular design. A centralised computer control system 

requires many cables to control and power each section. Considering long-term commercial 

operation, this design will slow production, servicing and maintenance of the units. Therefore, 

a modular approach will be implemented. This will allow individual sections to be manufac-

tured and tested without requiring implementation into the complete system. Furthermore, if a 

section develops a fault during orchard operation, that section can be quickly replaced to allow 

continued operation. This approach removes the requirement for centralised computer con-

trollers. These will be replaced with micro-controller based custom controllers for the robotics 

sections and small form factor computers for the visions systems. At production levels, individ-

ual controllers have lower cost than a complete PC with added input/output control cards and 

complex wiring. This will allow the arms to become relatively plug-and-play. All they will re-

quire is power and communications line to become operational. After attachment, an automat-

ic calibration processes would configure the system if required. These modular controllers will 

be used for each arm (four harvesting arms and the bin filler) as well as for the ATP’s hydraulic 

drive. 

Necessary modifications have been identified to progresses system capability to meet the re-

quired specifications.  Future development will initially focus on implementing these modifica-

tions as well as complete system testing. Primary focus will be: 

1. Encoder position feedback for the robotic arms. This will ensure accurate on-orchard 

operation 

2. High intensity lighting to reduce natural lighting variation for fruit identification 

3. Navigation and storage bin handling -  complete system testing and refinement 

4. Storage bin filling arm geometric modification 

5. Complete system interaction, testing and commercial validation 
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Following the discovery of the virulent Psa strain in the New Zealand kiwifruit industry, design 

considerations to mitigate risk of bacterial transfer between orchards are now critical. There-

fore, before any further future testing is possible the systems must be protected from decontam-

ination wash-down. The use of modular controllers will help ensure this is achieved. The AKH 

was developed to conform to ingress protection ratings level four to protect against water 

splash from any direction. This protection level was to be introduced after prototype develop-

ment on all systems. However, it is determined that a minimum of IP5 (IP6 desirable) is neces-

sary to protect all AKH systems from water jets. This will become the standard protection rat-

ing for future development. The increased protection will allow bactericide pressure washing 

before and after orchard use. Furthermore, enclosures and cowlings will be designed to prevent 

the AKH entrapping organic matter. The organic matter could potentially spread the Psa bacte-

ria even during road transportation. Removing entrapment areas will also help speed up the 

clean down processes. 

The presented development has achieved technology and methodology capable of performing 

the tasks required to robotically harvest kiwifruit. Furthermore, those components are integrat-

ed into a single system that will have the capability of complete autonomous operation at com-

mercially viable rates. This means that the system has sufficient performance and payback to 

make its operation and manufacture commercially viable. Although some of its systems are not 

fully completed or require some modification there is suitable evidence that with those modifi-

cations, full commercial performance will be achieved. This will allow the technology to be 

adapted to other crops to benefit New Zealand’s horticultural industry. Within this technology 

base, the ATP has the greatest potential. Development to better utilise this platform will expand 

commercial potential. Considering the delivered system, the AKH’s development has achieved 

a significant advancement to horticultural automation. Most importantly, this has been 

achieved in real-world environments that have not been tailored to suit the system. This makes 

the total AKH and the integration of each functional area a significant step beyond other dis-

crete crop systems.    

In summary, the main results achieved were: 

1. Fruit identification (83.6% of crop) with combined localisation and extraction accuracy

of 3.6mm in three-dimensional space

2. More gentle fruit harvesting and handling than humans harvesting
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3. Reliable object detection and path planning for navigation. Over the twenty metre

scanning range 96% of the in-row objects were correctly classified to reliably determine

the drive path

4. Reliable fruit storage bin identification and localisation (98% correct classification)

5. Commercially viable manufacture cost less than $130,000 per unit

6. Although full commercial operation was not achieved, modifications are identified to

rectify the limitations.
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Figure 8-2: The ATP chassis, during early development 
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9. Appendices 

9.1 Operational and Analysis Videos 

The attached disc contains operational and systems analysis video of the autonomous kiwifruit 

harvester and sensory systems in real on-orchard environments. 

9.1.1 Autonomous Kiwifruit Harvester Operational Video 

Autonomous_Kiwifruit_Harvester_Operation.mp4 shows the prototype AKH working on-

orchard. 

9.1.2 Created Here Video 

Created Here_Shot.mov is a shortened version of the movie commissioned by Trade and En-

terprise New Zealand, show casing New Zealand innovation. The AKH was selected to be part 

of this innovation campaign. 

9.1.3 LIDAR Navigation Video 

LIDAR_Navigation.mpg is the sequential compilation of on-orchard LIDAR scans and subse-

quent analysis for row drive path determination. Deviations in the drive path were purposefully 

performed during data capture to simulate an ATP pose error and the algorithms ability to ac-

curately determine the correct navigational path, with the presented pose error.   

9.1.4 LIDAR/Machine Vision Navigation Video 

LIDAR_Navigation_Vision.m2v captures sequential row LIDAR and machine vision infor-

mation. The LIDAR data points are transformed into machine vision space and graphically rep-
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resented as circles to demonstrate alignment accuracy. LIDAR analysed scans are embedded for 

reference. 

9.1.5 LIDAR Bin Localisation Video 

LIDAR_Bin_Localisation.mpg shows the sequential LIDAR scans of a headland area with a 

storage bin present. The raw captured scans are first shown, followed by the analysed scans 

which show the identified storage bin and position it with respect to the scanner. 
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9.2 Fruit Handling Analysis 

Fruit analysis data supplied from the independent monitoring and assessment company 

(Mount Pack and Cool Ltd) used to assess the system’s ability to handle fruit gentle, when com-

pared to human harvesting. Fruit were removed when damage was found (Table 9 below) and 

therefore the total number of fruit altered.  

Table 6: Raw fruit analysis data provided by Mount Pack and Cool Ltd for evaluation 

Monitored Fruit Damage 

DATE DAMAGE TYPE 
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20/07/2010 

SOFT 1 0 0   1 0 1 0 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

UNEFFECTED 28 30 29   28 30 28 30 

5/08/2010 

SOFT 3 0 2   0 0 0 1 

SOFT SPOT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 2 1 1 

UNEFFECTED 21 26 26   24 28 27 28 

18/08/2010 

SOFT 0 0 1   0 0 0 1 

SOFT SPOT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 2 1 1 

UNEFFECTED 17 22 24   20 26 26 26 

8/09/2010 

SOFT 2 0 2   1 2 0 1 

SOFT SPOT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 3 2 1 

UNEFFECTED 11 18 21   15 21 24 24 

22/09/2010 

SOFT 0 0 0   0 0 0 0 

SOFT SPOT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 3 2 1 

UNEFFECTED 7 14 20   11 18 22 23 

6/10./2010 

SOFT 0 0 0   0 0 0 0 

SOFT SPOT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 3 2 1 

UNEFFECTED 3 10 19   7 15 20 22 
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Table 7: Accumulated fruit analysis data 

Accumulated Monitored Fruit Damage 

DATE DAMAGE TYPE 
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20/07/2010 

SOFT 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

UNEFFECTED 28 30 29 28 30 28 30 

5/08/2010 

SOFT 4 0 2 1 0 1 1 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 2 1 1 

UNEFFECTED 21 26 27 25 28 28 28 

18/08/2010 

SOFT 4 0 3 1 0 1 2 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 2 1 1 

UNEFFECTED 21 26 26 25 28 28 27 

8/09/2010 

SOFT 6 0 5 2 2 1 3 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 3 2 1 

UNEFFECTED 19 26 24 24 25 27 26 

22/09/2010 

SOFT 6 0 5 2 2 1 3 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 3 2 1 

UNEFFECTED 19 26 24 24 25 27 26 

6/10/2010 

SOFT 6 0 5 2 2 1 3 

SOFT SPOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL 4 4 1 4 3 2 1 

UNEFFECTED 19 26 24 24 25 27 26 
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Table 8: Fruit Damage Analysis 20/07/2010 

Table 9: Fruit Damage Analysis 05/08/2010 
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Table 10: Fruit Damage Analysis 18/08/2010 

Table 11: Fruit Damage Analysis 08/09/2010 
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Table 12: Fruit Damage Analysis 22/09/2010 

 

Table 13: Fruit Damage Analysis 06/10/2010 
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